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has the distortion and for projecting the optical image signal onto the reflecting part, and wherein display means receives

the optical image signal through the projecting optical means,

[0014] It is therefore possible to compensate for the distortion of the optical image signal by the reflecting part and

display a magnified image on the display means. This permits placement of the display means at the position optimal

5 for reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device, and hence brings about an effect of making the depth

dimension of the image display device smaller depth dimension than in the past.

[001 5] An image display device of the present invention comprises projecting optical means composed of a reflecting

part having a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical image signal, and a refracting optical part having a refracting

surface for projecting the optical image signal onto the reflecting part, and wherein the display means receives the

10 optical image signal through the projecting optical means and at least one of the reflecting surface and the refracting

surface is formed in an aspherical shape.

[0016] Accordingly, it is possible to reduce the depth dimension of the image display device and correct for distortion

of light to be projected onto the display means.

[0017] In an image display device of the present invention, the transmitting means comprises an illumination light

15 source part for emitting illumination light; and a reflecting type image information providing part for receiving the illu-

mination light emitted from the illumination light source part and for providing image information to the illumination light

and reflecting the illumination light as the optical image signal.

[0018] Accordingly, the illumination of light source can be disposed on the side of the reflecting surface of the reflecting

type image information providing part that emits an optical signal. This permits implementation of an image display

20 device of a smaller depth dimension than the conventional image display device using a liquid crystal or similar trans-

mitting type optical light modulator.

[0019] In an image display device of the present invention, the transmitting means comprises an illumination light

source part for emitting illumination light; and a reflecting type image information providing part for receiving the illu-

mination light emitted from the illumination light source part and for providing image information to the illumination light

25 and reflecting the illumination light as the optical image signal.

[0020] Accordingly, the illumination of light source can be disposed on the side of the reflecting surface of the reflecting

. type image information providing part that emits an optical signal. This permits implementation of an image display

device of a smaller depth dimension than the conventional image display device using a liquid crystal or similar trans-

mitting type optical light modulator.

30 [0021] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part has a rotationally symmetric aspherical

surface for reflecting the optical image signal transmitted from the transmitting means.

[0022] The reflecting part can easily be manufactured by mirror-finish lathing. This permits substantial reduction of

manufacturing costs.

[0023] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part has a rotationally symmetric aspherical

35 surface for reflecting the optical image signal transmitted from the transmitting means.

[0024] The reflecting part can easily be manufactured by mirror-finish lathing. This permits substantial reduction of

manufacturing costs.

[0025] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part is a convex mirror of negative

power, the reflecting part can be easily fabricated.

40 [0026] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part is a convex mirror of negative

power, the reflecting part can be easily fabricated.

[0027] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative

power, it is possible to magnify an image without the need for correcting distortion by a reflecting optical part. This

facilitates design and fabrication of an image display devices, and permits further reduction of the depth dimension of

45 the image display device.

[0028] In an Image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative

power,, it is possible to magnify an image without the need for correcting distortion by a reflecting optical part. This

facilitates design and fabrication of an image display devices, and permits further reduction of the depth dimension of

the image display device.

so [0029] In an image display device of the present invention the reflecting part has a reflecting surface that is formed

by a low dispersive medium and a high dispersive medium stacked in the direction in which the optical image signal

sent from the transmitting means passes therethrough, has a negative power and reflects the optical image signal

having passed through the low and high dispersive media.

[0030] With such an arrangement, an optical signal can be projected over a wide angle by a reflecting surface of a

55 gentle convex configuration, and the distortion by the reflecting surface can be compensated in the optical element by

adjusting the thickness of the low dispersion glass and the high dispersion glass. This facilitates compensation of the

distortion.

[0031] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part has a reflecting surface that is formed

...
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by a low dispersive medium and a high dispersive medium stacked in the direction in which the optical image signal
sent from the transmitting means passes therethrough, has a negative power and reflects the optical image signal
having passed through the low and high dispersive media.

[0032] With such an arrangement, an optical signal can be projected over a wide angle by a reflecting surface of a
gentle convex configuration, and the distortion by the reflecting surface can be compensated in the optical element by
adjusting the thickness of the low dispersion glass and the high dispersion glass. This facilitates compensation of the
distortion.

[0033] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has a reflecting surface formed
so that its convex curvature is large around an optical axis and becomes smaller with approaching to the periphery of
the reflecting surface, it is possible to further correct for distortion of light that is projected onto the display means.
[0034] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has a reflecting surface formed
so that its convex curvature is large around an optical axis and becomes smaller with approaching to the periphery of
the reflecting surface, it is possible to further correct for distortion of light that is projected onto the display means.
[0035] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has an odd-order aspherical
reflecting surface obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms, it is possible to
realize a projecting optical system capable of correcting distortion and achieving an excellent image formation char-
acteristic for light projected from an off-axis position.

[0036] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has an odd-order aspherical
reflecting surface obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms, it is possible to
realize a projecting optical system capable of correcting distortion and achieving an excellent image formation char-
acteristic for light projected from an off-axis position.

[0037] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has odd-order aspherical
refracting surfaces obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms, it is possible
to locally modify the configuration of the refracting surface, facilitating reduction of distortion and permitting improve-
ment in the off-axis image formation performance.

[0038] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has odd-order aspherical
refracting surfaces obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms, it is possible
to locally modify the configuration of the refracting surface, facilitating reduction of distortion and permitting improve-
ment in the off-axis image formation performance.

[0039] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects
or refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of the
reflecting or refracting part, excellent image formation performance can be achieved.
[0040] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects or
refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of the reflecting
or refracting part, excellent image formation performance can be achieved.

[0041 ] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects
or refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of the
reflecting or refracting part, excellent image formation performance can be achieved.
[0042] In an image display device of the present invention , since the refracting optical part is provided with a curva-
ture-of-field correcting lens for canceling a curvature of field of the reflecting part, it is possible to correct distortion and
display an image corrected for curvature of field.

[0043] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part is provided with a curva-
ture-of-field correcting lens for canceling a curvature of field of the reflecting part, it is possible to correct distortion and
display an image corrected for curvature of field.

[0044] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part is provided with positive
lenses of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive index lower than that of the positive
lens, and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of said reflecting part,
it is possible to correct distortion and correct for a curvature of field by meeting the Petzval's condition. This provides
increased image formation performance,

[0045] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part is provided with positive
lenses of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive index lower than that of the positive
lens, and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of the reflecting part,
it is possible to correct for distortion and correct for a curvature of field by meeting the Petzval's condition. This provides
increased image formation performance,

[0046] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part is provided with positive
lenses of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive index lower than that of the positive
lens, and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of the reflecting part,
it is possible to correct for distortion and correct for a curvature of field by meeting the Petzval's condition. This provides
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increased image formation performance,

[0047] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means has an aspherical

optical surface at places where principal rays of the optical image signal to be projected onto the reflecting part from

the transmitting means are divergent and/or convergent, it is possible to effectively reduce a curvature of field at the

place where the principle rays are convergent and distortion at the place where the principle rays are divergent.

[0048] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means has an aspherical

optical surface at places where principal rays of the optical image signal to be projected onto the reflecting part from

the transmitting means are divergent and/or convergent, it is possible to effectively reduce a curvature of field at the

place where the principle rays are convergent and distortion at the place where the principle rays are divergent.

[0049] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is provided with path-

bending means for reflecting the optical image signal from the refracting optical part to the reflecting part, and since

the optical axis of the refracting optical part is bent at an appropriate angle in a horizontal plane containing the optical

axis of the reflecting part, it is possible to reduce the depth dimension of the image display device and the height of

the under-the- screen portion.

[0050] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is provided with path-

bending means for reflecting the optical image signal from the refracting optical part to the reflecting part, and since

the optical axis of the refracting optical part is bent at an appropriate angle In a horizontal plane containing the optical

axis of the reflecting part, it is possible to reduce the depth dimension of the image display device and the height of

the under-the- screen portion.

[0051] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is provided with path-

bending means for reflecting the optical image signal from first lens means to second lens means, it is possible to

-further-reduce4he-depthrdimensipnroUhe image display device_and_tb_eJi_ejght of.the under-the-screen portion.

[0052] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is provided with path-

bending means for reflecting the optical image signal from first lens means to second lens means, it is possible to

further reduce the depth dimension of the image display device and the height of the under-the-screen portion.

[0053] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has at least one lens

formed of synthetic resin, it is possible to increase productivity of the refracting optical part, cutting the manufacturing

costs of the image display device.

[0054] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has at least one lens

formed of synthetic resin, it is possible to increase productivity of the refracting optical part, cutting the manufacturing

costs of the image display device.

[0055] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part and the reflecting part

are rotationally symmetric about an optical axis made common to them, it is possible to easily fabricate them through

rotational formation and adjust them into alignment with each other.

[0056] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part and the reflecting part

are rotationally symmetric about an optical axis made common to them, it is possible to easily fabricate them through

rotational formation and adjust them into alignment with each other.

[0057] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror is provided to reflect the optical signal

from the projecting optical means to the display means, it is possible to achieve thickness reduction of the image display

device through maximum utilization of the space therein.

[0058] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror is provided to reflect the optical signal

from the projecting optical means to the display means, it is possible to achieve thickness reduction of the image display

device through maximum utilization of the space therein.

[0059] In an image display device of the present invention, since a light receiving surface of said display means and

a reflecting surface of said plane mirror are held in parallel to each other, it is possible to achieve thickness reduction

of the image display device.

[0060] In an image display device of the present invention, since a light receiving surface of said display means and

a reflecting surface of said plane mirror are held in parallel to each other, it is possible to achieve thickness reduction

of the image display device.

[0061 ] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises a retro-focus optical

system composed of a positive lens group of positive power and a negative lens group of negative power, and a

refracting optical lens forfine-tuning the angle of emission of the optical image signal from the retro-focus optical system

to the reflecting part. With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature

of field and reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0062] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises a retro-focus optical

system composed of a positive lens group of positive power and a negative lens group of negative power, and a

refracting optical lens forfine-tuning the angle of emission of the optical image signal from the retro-focus optical system

to the reflecting part. With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature
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of field arid reduce the depth dimension of the image display device
[0063] In an image display device of the present invention, since the retro-focus optical system is composed of two
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[0065] In an image display device of the present invention, the retro-focus optical system is composed of one positivelens group and one negative lens group, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of fieldand reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0066] In an image display devce of the present invention, the retro-focus optical system is composed of one positivelens group and one negative lens group, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of fieldand reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0067] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshavmg an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power and positive
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[0069] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshaving an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and posftive
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[0071] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshaving an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power and positive
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[0073] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshaving an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power and positive
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jt is Possible to s"PPress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field andreduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0075] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshavmg an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative powerTd positive
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[0076] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field andreduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0077] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshavmg an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power and positive tenses
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[0079] in an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshavmg an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and p£tive lenseshavmg an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power
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[0081] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenseshaving an average va ue of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenseshaving an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.
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[0083] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenses
having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenseshaving an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.
[0084] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and
reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.
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[0085] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.

[0086] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

5 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0087] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive indexes of

the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

[0088] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

10 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0089] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive indexes of

the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

[0090] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

15 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0091] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the-dlfference between average refractive indexes of

the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

[0092] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

20 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0093] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive indexes of

the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

[0094] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

25 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0095] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive indexes of

the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

[0096] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

30 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0097] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's number of the

glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 1 6.

[0098] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

35 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0099] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's number of the

glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 1 6.

[0100] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

40 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[01 01] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's number of the

glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

[0102] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

45 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0103] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's number of the

glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

[0104] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

so reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0105] In an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical part comprises positive lenses made

of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's number of the

glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

[0106] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of distortion and curvature of field and

55 reduce the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0107] In an image display device of the present invention, a back focal length from the closest one of a plurality of

lenses forming the refracting optical part to a light emitting surface of the transmitting means to the light emitting surface

is equal to the distance from the light emitting surface of the transmitting means to the position of an entrance pupil of
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the refracting optical part.

[0108] With such an arrangement, it is possible to minimize the diameter of the lens and minimize shading of liaht
providing increased illumination efficiency.

'

[0109] In an image display device of the present invention, a back focal length from the closest one of a plurality of
lenses forming the refract.ng optical part to a light emitting surface of the transmitting means to the light emitting surface
is equal to the distance from the light emitting surface of the transmitting means to the position of an entrance pupil of
the refracting optical part.

[0110] With such an arrangement, it is possible to minimize the diameter of the lens and minimize shading of liaht
providing increased illumination efficiency.

'

[011 1] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means has negative lenses
of negative power provided at the position of low marginal ray, it is possible to easily satisfy the Petzval's condition by
generating the negative Petzval's sum contributing component that cancels the positive Petzval's contributing compo-
nent of the projecting optical system, without the need for considering the lens effect of the negative lens on the liaht
passing therethrough.

[0112] Hence, the curvature of field can be reduced.

[01 13] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means has negative lenses
of negative power provided at the position of low marginal ray, it is possible to easily satisfy the Petzval's condition by
generating the negative Petzval's sum contributing component that cancels the positive Petzval's contributing compo-
nent of the projecting optical system, without the need for considering the lens effect of the negative lens on the liaht
passing therethrough.

"

[0114] Hence, the curvature of field can be reduced.

[0115] In an image display device of the present invention, since the angle of bending the optical axis of the refracting
optical part is set such that the refracting optical part is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the reflecting
part as possible without intercepting the optical path, it is possible to suppress the height of the under-the-screen
portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on the screen
[01 1 6] I n an image display device of the present invention, since the angle of bending the optical axis of the refracting
optical part is set such that the refracting optical part is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the reflecting
part as possible without intercepting the optical path, it is possible to suppress the height of the under-the-screen
portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on the screen
[01 17] In an image display device of the present invention, since the angle of bending the optical axis of the first lens
means is set such that the first lens means is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the second lens means
as possible without intercepting the optical path, it is possible to suppress the height of the under-the-screen portion
while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on the screen
[01 18] In an image display device of the present invention, since the angle of bending the optical axis of the first lens
means is set such that the first lens means is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the second lens means
as possible without intercepting the optical path, it is possible to suppress the height of the under-the-screen portion
while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on the screen
[01 19] In an image display device of the present invention, the longest distance from the refracting optical part to a
reflecting part placement plane is chosen within a range smallerthan a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress
the height of the under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without
casting a shadow on the screen.

[0120] In an image display device of the present invention, the longest distance from the refracting optical part to a
reflecting part placement plane is chosen within a range smallerthan a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress
the height of the under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without
casting a shadow on the screen.

[0121] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longer one of the longest distance from a
reflecting part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement
plane to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on
the screen.

~*

[0122] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longer one of the longest distance from a
reflecting part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement
plane to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on
the screen.

[0123] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longer one of the longest distance from a
reflecting part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement
plane to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress the height of the



I
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under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on

the screen.

[0124] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longer one of the longest distance from a

reflecting part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement

5 plane to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value, it is possible to suppress the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on

the screen.

[01 25] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the refracting

10 optical part are equal to each other, the under-the-screen portion can be minimized.

[0126] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the refracting

optical part are equal to each other, the under-the-screen portion can be minimized.

[0127] In an image display device of the present invention, since the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

15 plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the refracting

optical part are equal to each other, the under-the-screen portion can be minimized.

[01 28] I n an image display device of the present invention , since the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the refracting

optical part are equal to each other, the under-the-screen portion can be minimized.

20 [0129] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0130] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

25 removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0131] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

30 optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0132] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

35 under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0133] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

40 [0134] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing anon-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0135] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

45 removinganon-transmittingportionthatdoesnottransmittheoptical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0136] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

50 optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0137] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing anon-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the

55 under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0138] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the
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under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0139] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by
removing a non -transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0140] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by
removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0141] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by
removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[0142] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has a shape obtained by
removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal, it is possible to dispose the refracting

optical part closer to the path from the path-bending reflector to the reflecting part and further reduce the height of the
under-the-screen portion while satisfying the constraint of the thickness limiting value.

[01 43] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has a shape obtained by removing
a non-reflecting portion that does not reflect the optical image signal to the display means, the reflecting part can be
formed small accordingly, making it possible to cut the manufacturing cost of the image display device and permit
effective use of the space inside the image display device. Further, two convex mirrors, equally divided from one convex
mirror obtained by rotational formation, can be used in two image display devices.

[01 44] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has a shape obtained by removing
a non-reflecting portion that does not reflect the optical image signal to the display means, the reflecting part can be
formed small accordingly, making it possible to cut the manufacturing cost of the image display device and permit
effective use of the space inside the image display device. Further, two convex mirrors, equally divided from one convex
mirror obtained by rotational formation, can be used in two image display devices.

[0145] In an image display device of the present invention, since the image display device further comprises a re-

taining mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible
to fix the relative position of the refracting optical part and the reflecting part, permitting accurate formation of paths
between optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of the image display device.

[0146] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises a retaining
mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible to fix

the relative position of the refracting optical part and the reflecting part, permitting accurate formation of paths between
optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of the image display device.

[01 47] In an image display device of the present invention, a retaining mechanism for retaining the refracting optical

part, the path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible to fix their relative positions,
permitting accurate formation of paths between optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of

the image display device.

[0148] In an image display device of the present invention, a retaining mechanism for retaining the refracting optical
part, the path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible to fix their relative positions,
permitting accurate formation of paths between optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of

the image display device.

[0149] In an image display device of the present invention, a retaining mechanism for retaining the refracting optical
part, the path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible to fix their relative positions,
permitting accurate formation of paths between optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of

the image display device.

[0150] In an image display device of the present invention, a retaining mechanism for retaining the refracting optical

part, the path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure, it is possible to fix their relative positions,

permitting accurate formation of paths between optical components and hence further stabilizing the performance of

the image display device.

[0151] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has positive lenses of

positive power provided at the position of high marginal ray, it is possible to suppress the positive Petzval's sum con-
tributing component of the projecting optical system through effective utilization of the lens action of the positive lens,

permitting reduction of the curvature of field.

[0152] In an image display device of the present invention, since the refracting optical part has positive lenses of

positive power provided at the position of high marginal ray, it is possible to suppress the positive Petzval's sum con-
tributing component of the projecting optical system through effective utilization of the lens action of the positive lens,
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permitting reduction of the curvature of field.

[0153] In an image display device of the present invention, letting hi represent the height of the marginal ray of light

incident to the refracting optical part, hm the maximum height of the marginal ray in a positive lens disposed at the

center of the refracting optical part and ho represent the height of the marginal ray of light emitted from the refracting

5 optical part, the refracting optical part satisfy the relationships 1 .05hkhm<3hi and 0.3hi<ho<1 hi. With such an arrange-

ment, it is possible to suppress the positive Petzval's sum contributing component of the projecting optical system and

hence reduce the curvature of field. Furthermore, the lens diameter of the light emitting portion of the refracting optical

part can be reduced, providing a margin of the range of insertion of the path-bending reflector.

[0154] In an image display device of the present invention, letting hi represent the height of the marginal ray of light

10 incident to the refracting optical part, hm the maximum height of the marginal ray in a positive lens disposed at the

center of the refracting optical part and ho represent the height of the marginal ray of light emitted from the refracting

optical part, the refracting optical part satisfy the relationships 1.05hi<hm<3hi and 0.3hi<ho<1hi.

[0155] With such an arrangement, it is possible to suppress the positive Petzval's sum contributing component of

the projecting optical system and hence reduce the curvature of field. Furthermore , the lens diameter of the light emitting

15 portion of the refracting optical part can be reduced, providing a margin of the range of insertion of the path-bending

reflector.

[01 56] In an image display device of the present invention, the projecting optical means has poor optical performance

in an unused area around Its optical axis but has high image formation performance in an area to be used other than

that around the optical axis. This relaxes the limitations on the refractive index and dispersion characteristic of the

20 optical material for the refracting optical lens 87, increasing flexibility in its design and hence providing increased image

formation performance.

[0157] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means has poor optical per-

formance in an unused area around its optical axis but has high image formation performance in an area to be used

other than that around the optical axis.

25 [0158] This relaxes the limitations on the refractive index and dispersion characteristic of the optical material for the

refracting optical lens 87, increasing flexibility in its design and hence providing increased image formation perform-

ance.

[0159] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is adapted so that an

image-forming position at the center of the optical axis and an image-forming position around the optical axis are not

30 in the same plane, it is possible to increase flexibility in the design of the refracting optical part, permitting implementation

of an image display device of excellent image formation performance.

[0160] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means is adapted so that an

image-forming position at the center of the optical axis and an image-forming position around the optical axis are not

in the same plane, it is possible to increase flexibility in the design of the refracting optical part, preventing implemen-

ts tation of an image display device of excellent image formation performance.

[01 61 ] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used, it is possible

to reduce distortion to sides of the except one side nearest to the optical axis, preventing the corresponding boundary

portions from being curved.

40 [0162] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used, it is possible

to reduce distortion to sides of the except one side nearest to the optical axis, preventing the corresponding boundary

portions from being curved.

[0163] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means allows distortion in the

45 vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used, it is possible

to reduce distortion to sides of the except one side nearest to the optical axis, preventing the corresponding boundary

portions from being curved.

[0164] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used, it is possible

so to reduce distortion to sides of the except one side nearest to the optical axis, preventing the corresponding boundary

portions from being curved.

[0165] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means limits the range of

degradation of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen, it is possible

to limit the influence of distortion only to the base around the optical axis and hence from a correct rectangular image

55 on the other sides. Further, in the case of a multi-display with two display devices placed one on the other and three

or more display devices arranged side by side, no overlapping of pictures or splitting of a picture occurs at the joints

of the display screens.

[0166] In an image display device of the present invention, since the projecting optical means limits the range of
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'

[0177] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the light from the Pro-ect.ng opt.cal means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optical means itis possible to correct for distortion throughout the image display device
'

[0178] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the light from the oro-jectmg opfcal means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting opticalleans it
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is possible to correct for distortion throughout the image display device.

[0179] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the hght from the pro-

jecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optical means, rt

is possible to correct for distortion throughout the image display device.

5 [01 80] in an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the l.gh from the pro-

jecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optical means, it

is possible to correct for distortion throughout the image display device.

1-01811 In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane m.rrorfor reflecting the light from the pro-

jecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the project.ng optical means, it

10 is possible to correct for distortion throughout the image display device.
„ )h. M(mmthenm

[01 82] In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the hght from the pro-

jecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optical means, ,t

is possible to conect for distortion throughout the image display device.

r0183l In an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the light from the pro-

is [ecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optica, means, ,t

is possible to conect for distortion throughout the image display device.

[01 84] in an image display device of the present invention, since a plane mirror for reflecting the hght from the pro-

jecting optical means to the display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of the projecting optical means, .t

is possible to conect for distortion throughout the image display device. .... ,hi„h an
20 [01 85] in an image display device of the present invention, the refracting optical pari has a construction ,n which an

exit pupil of hght emrtted toward the central area of the reflecting part around the optical axis thereo and an exrt pupH

of light emitted toward the peripheral area of the reflecting part are spaced apart to thereby adjust the pos.t.on and

angle of incidence of the emitted light toward the reflecting part.
* anM h„„™ c , ,n

[0186] Accordingly, it is possible to suppress warping of the peripheral portion of the reflecting part and hence sup-

25 press curvature of field.
t . , t

[0187] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part has a uniform thickmss irom .ts on

surface as a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical image signal to the rear surface provided behind the front

surface, it is possible to suppress a configuration change of the front surface by a temperature change, enhancing the

environment characteristics of the image display device.
fr„m itc

so [0188] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part has a uniform

front surface as a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical image signal to the rear surface provided behind the front

surface, it is possible suppress a configuration change of the front surface by a temperature change, enhancing the

environmental characteristics of the image display device.
„lirfQ/^

[0189] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part has a planar low-reflectiv.ty surface

35 provided on a non projecting front surface about the optica, axis of the reflecting pari and a p.anar h*H*M^
surface smaller in area than the low-reflectivity surface and provided in the low-reflectivrty surface about the optica, axis

_

[0190] Accordingly, it is possible to produce the virtual optical axis through monitoring of power by a detector and

calculations and hence facilitate alignment of the convex mirror and the refracting optical lenses m assembling the

40 [oST] 'in an image' display device of the present invention, the transmitting means provided with a™*^° r

protecting an image information light emitting surface and a compensator glass of an optical thickness that decreases

or increases as a change in the optical thickness of the cover glass increases or decreases

emitting the image information light to the refracting optical part through the cover glass and the compensator glass.

[0192] Hence, the thickness variation of the cover glass can be cance.ed and the ref ec,ng^«*£™T
45 mirror device can be regarded as being protected by a glass medium of a fixed optical thickness at all times Th s

permfts utilization of the illumination light source system, the refracting optical lens and the convex mirror without

^^iJlSliS'Slay device of the present invention, since the refracting optical pari is provided with means

for de achably mounting the compensator glass on the side of incidence of the illumination light from the trancing

50 means, a compensator glass of the optimum thickness can be used to deal with thickness changes and venations of

[Oig^r'lnarimage display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises a bottom

perpendicular to the reflecting surface of the plane mirror and the light receiving surface of the display means and an

optTca. component is disposed a space defined by segments joining: a first point present on the base.of .square mage

55 displayed on the display means and the farthest from the center of the image; a second point on the plane mirror to

^Sm^ZL point is reflected; a third point on the reflecting part to whfch light toward ^secondpo-n^

is ref IJed; a first projected" point by projecting the first point to the bottom from the d,rect

7
second projected point by projecting the second point to the bottom from the direction normal to the bottom, and a third
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projected point by projecting the third point from the direction normal to the bottom.
[01 35] The height of the under-the-screen portion can be suppressed by simultaneously fulfilling the constraint of
to. j-pth dimension of the image display device defined by the plane mirror and the display means
[0T S6] In an image display device of the present invention, the transmitting means comprises: a converging optical
system principal part composed of an illumination light source part for emitting illumination light, a color wheel for
coloring emitted light from the illumination light source part in three primary colors one after another a rod integrator
for receiving the illumination light from the illumination light source part and for emitting illumination light of a uniform
illuminance distribution from a light emitting surface, and a relay lens for relaying the illumination light from the rod
integrator; a field lens for directing principal rays of the illumination light from the relay lens to the same direction and
a reflecting type image information providing part for providing image information to the illumination light from thefield
lens. The converging optical system principal part is disposed as the optical component in the space, and is further
provided with second and third path-bending means for reflecting the illumination light from the converging optical
system principal part to the field lens.

[0197] Accordingly, it is possible to converge light on the reflecting type spatial light modulator by the converaina
optical system principal part disposed in the above-said space.

"

[0198] In an image dteplay device of the present invention, since the optical axis of the converging optical system
pnncpal part Is parallel to the light receiving surface of the display means and the bottom, it is possible to adapt the
image display device for various usage patterns by suppressing the height of the under-the-screen portion without
reducing the useful life of the illumination light source system.
[0199] In an image display device of the present invention, the optical axis of the converging optical system principal
part is parallel to the light receiving surface of the display means and is tilted so that the intersection point of the
illumination light source part and-the optical axis is higher.than-the-intersection point of the relay lens and the optical
axis in the vertical direction.

[0200] Accordingly, it is possible to adapt the image display device for various usage patterns by suppressing the
height of the under-the-screen portion without reducing the useful life of the illumination light source system
[0201] m an image display device of the present invention, the transmitting means is provided with an adjustment
able for mounting the converging optical system principal part and the field lens, the adjustment table having a hole
for receiving the third path-bending means.
[0202] This permits further reduction of the height of the under-the-screen portion
[0203] In an image display device of the present invention, since at least one of the second and third path-bendinameans has a curved optical surface, various modifications of its curved surface configuration furnishes freedom of ray
control, making it possible to improve various optical performance features.
[0204] in an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part is made of synthetic resin its
aspehencal or similar surface configuration of the convex minor can be easily formed and the reflecting part can be
mass-produced at low cost.

[0205] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part is rectangular in configuration viewed
form the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the optical imaqe
signal to the display means being removed. The reflecting part is provided with: a first screwing part provided on the
lower side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance apart from the
optical axis of the reflecting part and pivotally secured to a first reflecting part mounting mechanism; a second screwing
part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably held on a second reflecting part mount-
ing mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably
secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.
[0206] With such an arrangement, it is possible to prevent deformation of the reflecting part and displacement of its
optical axis by thermal expansion/contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance ofthe image display device can be prevented from degradation.

[0207] In an image display device of the present invention, the first reflecting part mounting mechanism and said
first screwing part are screwed together by a taper screw and each have a screw hole conforming to a tapered portion
of said taper screw. .

[0208] This ensures pivotal securing of the first screwing part.

[0209] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration
viewed form the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the optical
image signal to the display means being removed. The reflecting part is provided with: a recess provided on the lower
side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance apart from the optical
axis of the reflecting part; a cylindrical support for engagement with the recess; two springs fixed at one end to the
reflecting part on both sides of the recess, for biasing the reflecting part; a second screwing part provided on another
side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably held on a second reflecting part mounting mechanism- and a
third screwing part provided still another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably secured to 'a third
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reflecting part mounting mechanism.

[0210] With such an arrangement, it is possible to prevent deformation of the reflecting part and displacement of its

optical axis by thermal expansion/contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance of

the image display device can be prevented from degradation.

5 [0211] In an image display device of the present invention, the reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed form the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the optical

image signal to the display means being removed. The reflecting part is provided with: protrusion provided on the lower

side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance apart from the optical

axis of the reflecting part; a V-grooved support having a V-shaped groove for engagement with the protrusion; two

w springs fixed at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the protrusion, for biasing the reflecting part; a second

screwing part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably held on a second reflecting

part mounting mechanism: and a third screwing part provided still another side of the rectangular front configuration

and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

[0212] With such an arrangement, it is possible to prevent deformation of the reflecting part and displacement of its

15 optical axis by thermal expansion/contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance of

the image display device can be prevented from degradation.

[0213] In an image display device of the present invention, since the reflecting part Is provided with two springs fixed

at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the first screwing part and at the other end to a common point, for

biasing the reflecting part.

20 [0214] With such an arrangement, when the image display device is placed upside down, the stresses that concen-

trate on the first screwing part can be distributed to the springs. This provides increased reliability of the firs screwing

part.

[0215] In an image display device of the present invention, since the first, second and third screwing parts hold the

reflecting part with its reflecting front surface in contact with the first, second and third reflecting part mounting mech-

25 anisms, the reflecting surface of the reflecting part can be positioned with high precision.

[0216] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises: two sliding

supports mounted on the retaining mechanism, for slidably supporting all or some of lenses of the refracting optical

part; a first mounting plate disposed between the two sliding support and fixed to the retaining mechanism; a second

mounting plate disposed between the two sliding supports and fixed to the lower ends of all or some of the lenses of

30 the refracting optical part; and a piezoelectric element held between the first and second mounting plates and expanding

or contracting in the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part as a control voltage applied to the piezo-

electric element increases or decreases.

[0217] With such an arrangement, it is possible to make focus adjustments to deal with defocusing due to a temper-

ature variation.

35 [021 8] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises a gear mech-

anism supported on a gear support provided on the retaining mechanism, for moving the reflecting part, or all or some

of lenses of the refracting optical part in the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part.

[0219] With such an arrangement, it is possible to make focus adjustments to deal with defocusing due to a temper-

ature variation.

40 [0220] In an image display device of the present invention, since the image display device further comprises a heater/

cooler for heating/cooling at least one of the refracting optical part held on the retaining mechanism and the retaining

mechanism, it is possible, by suppressing temperature gradients, to make focus adjustment to deal with defocusing

due to temperature variations.

[0221] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises: a temperature

45 sensor for sensing a lens-barrel temperature of the refracting optical part; a temperature sensor for sensing the internal

temperature of the retaining mechanism; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the

gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calculated from the lens-barrel

temperature and the internal temperature.

[0222] With such an arrangement, it is possible to make focus adjustment to deal with defocusing due to temperature

so variations.

[0223] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device fu rther comprises: a temperature

sensor for sensing an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric

element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calculated by adding

the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different focus adjustment

55 points.

[0224] Hence, it is possible to establish a one-to-one correspondence between environmental temperatures and

focus values for accurate focus adjustment.

[0225] In an image display device of the present invention, the image display device further comprises: a CCD for
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detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a contro.
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' a m6th0d of adjustment for correct alignment comprises
the steps of: applying rect.linearly propagating light to a reflecting part and adjusting the attitude of the reflecting partso that the outgoing path of said rectilinearly propagating lightfor incidence to a high-reflectivity surface of the reflecting
part and he incoming path of the rectilinearly propagating light reflected by the high-reflectivity surface come into

IST2T Ti° :^ aPPym9 thS rec,ilinear|y Propagating light on the outgoing path to the high-reflectivity
surface of the reflecting part through the refracting optical part, emitting from the refracting optical part the rectilinearly
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propagating light on the incomingpath reflected by the high-reflectivity surface and adjusting the attitude of the refracting

optical part to maximize the power of the rectilineariy propagating light emitted from the refracting optical part.

[0243] Hence, the optical system components can be easily and systematically adjusted into alignment with each

f0244] In an image display device of the present invention, a method of adjustment for correct alignment, which

comprises the steps of: reflecting a bundle of parallel rays, applied perpendicularly to a jig display means and having

passed through a first through hole, by a high-reflectivity surface of a reflecting part to bring outgoing and Incoming

paths of a bundle of parallel rays into alignment between the high-reflectivity surface and the first through hole; reflecting

a bundle of parallel rays about an ideal optical axis of a refracting optical part by a path-bending reflector to the high-

reflectivity surface to bring outgoing and incoming paths of the bundle of parallel rays into alignment between the high-

reflectivity surface and the path-bending reflector; mounting, on a lens-holding flange, a holed reflector hav.ng a second

through hole made in alignment with the optical axis of the refracting optical part, and reflecting a bundle of para el

rays about an ideal optical axis of the refracting optical part by the path-bending reflector to the high-reflectivity reflector

through the second through hole, by which the direction of travel of the bundle of parallel ray reflected by the holed

reflector and the direction of travel of the bundle of parallel rays on an incoming path reflected by the h.gh-reflec ivity

surface to the path-bending reflector are brought into coincidence with each other; removing the holed reflector from

the lens-holding flange and placing the refracting optical part on the lens-holding flange instead; and placing an la-

mination light source part and an image information providing part at predetermined positions, rendering the Illumination

light from the illumination light source part by the image information providing part to an optical image s.gna
,

and

applying the optical image signal via the refracting optical part, the path-bending reflector and the reflecting part to the

jig display means to form an image of the optical image signal on the jig display means at a normal position.

[0245] Hence, the optical system components can be easily and systematically adjusted into alignment wrth each

othsr

[0246] In an image display device of the present invention, there is provided a method of adjustment for correct

alignment, which comprises the steps of: applying rectilineariy propagating light to a reflecting part and adjusting the

attitude of the reflecting part so that the outgoing path of said rectilineariy propagating light for incidence to
,

a
.

h.gh-

reflectivity surface of the reflecting part and the incoming path of the rectilineariy propagating light reflected by he

hiqh-reflectivity surface come into alignment with each other; and applying the rectilineariy propagating light on the

outgoing path to the high-reflectivity surface of the reflecting part through the refracting optical part, emitting frorn the

refracting optical part the rectilineariy propagating light on the incoming path reflected by the high-reflectivrty surface

and adjusting the attitude of the refracting optical part to maximize the power of the rectilineariy propagating light

emitted from the refracting optical part.
.

[0247] Hence, the optical system components can easily be and systematically adjusted into alignment wrth each

r0248] In an image display device of the present invention, there is provided a method of adjustment for correct

alignment, which comprises the steps of: reflecting a bundle of parallel rays, applied perpendicularly to a jig display

means and having passed through a first through hole, by a high-reflectivity surface of a reflecting part to bring outgoing

and incoming paths of a bundle of parallel rays into alignment between the h igh-reflectivity surface and the first through

hole- reflecting a bundle of parallel rays about an ideal optical axis of a refracting optical part by a path-bending reflector

tothe high-reflectivity surface to bring outgoing and incoming paths of the bundle of parallel rays into alignment between

the high-reflectivrty surface and the path-bending reflector; mounting, on a lens-holding flange, a holed reflector hav.ng

a second through hole made in alignment with the optical axis of the refracting optical part, and reflecting a bundle of

parallel rays about an ideal optical axis of the refracting optical part by the path-bending reflector to the high-rellectiyrty

reflector through the second through hole, by which the direction of travel of the bundle of parallel ray reflected by the

holed reflector and the direction of travel of the bundle of parallel 'rays on an incoming path reflected by the high-

reflectivity surface to the path-bending reflector are brought into coincidence with each other; removing the holed

reflector from the lens-holding flange and placing the refracting optical part on the lens-holding flange instead; and

placing an illumination light source part and an image information providing part at predetermined positions, rendering

the illumination light from the illumination light source part by the image information providing part to ar
,

optica image

signal, and applying the optical image signal via the refracting optical part, the path-bending reflector and the reflecting

part to the jig display means to form an image of the optical image signal on the jig display means at a normal position.

[0249] Hence, the optical system components can easily and systematically adjusted into alignment with each other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0250]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of a conventional image display device.
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Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the configuration of another conventional image display device using a plane mirror.
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of an image display device according to a first embodiment of the
present invention.

Fig. 4 is a diagram for conceptually explaining how a barrel distortion of a refracting optical lens compensates for
a pincushion distortion of a convex mirror.

Fig. 5 is a diagram conceptually depicting a method by which an image, reflected through a aplanatic refracting
optical lens or by a convex or plane mirror, is detected through ray tracing.

Fig. is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to the first embodiment in which
a plane mirror is added.

Fig. 7 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a second embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 8 is an enlarged diagram showing a convex mirror and a Fresnel mirror.

Fig. 9 is a diagram for comparison of distortions of the convex mirror and the Fresnel mirror.
Fig. 1 0 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a third embodiment of the
present invention.

Fig. 11 is a magnified view of an optical element.

Fig. 12 is a diagram depicting incident paths in the optical element.
Fig. 13 is a diagram in which paths reflected by a reflecting surface in the optical element are developed In one
direction.

Fig. 14 is a magnified view of the optical element.

Fig. 15 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a fourth embodiment of
the present invention. — _

Fig. 16. is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to the fourth embodiment
of the present invention.

Fig. 1 7 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to the fourth embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 1 8 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to the fourth embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 1 9 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a fifth embodiment of the
present invention.

Fig. 20 is a diagram showing how powers of positive and negative lenses change relative to the rate of their Abbe's
number.

Fig. 21 is a diagram for explaining an under curvature of field that occurs in an aspherical convex mirror.
Fig. 22 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a sixth embodiment of the
present invention.

Fig. 23 is a diagram showing the case where aspherical lenses are disposed at places where rays are convergent
and divergent.

Fig. 24 is a table showing an example of results of numerical calculations of Fig. 23.
Fig. 25 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a seventh embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 26 is a diagram for explaining an effect of the image display device of Fig. 25.
Fig. 27 is a diagram for explaining another effect of the image display device of Fig. 25.
Fig. 28 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to an eighth embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 29 is a diagram depicting a retro-focus optical system.
Fig. 30 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 8A.
Fig. 31 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 8A.
Fig. 32 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 8B.
Fig. 33 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 8B.
Fig. 34 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 8C.
Fig. 35 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 8C.
Fig. 36 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 4A.
Fig. 37 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 4A.
Fig. 38 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 4B.
Fig. 39 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 4B.
Fig. 40 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 7A.
Fig. 41 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 7A.
Fig. 42 is a diagram showing the relationships between a back focal length, an entrance-pupil position and a
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Figgis TdiagrLTdepicting the configuration of an image display device according to a ninth embodiment ol

the present invention.

Fiq 44 is a diagram for explaining the condition for placement of a path-bending retlector.

Fig. 45 is a diagram depicting a retaining mechanism for holding a refracting optical lens, a path-bend.ng reflector

and a convex mirror.

Fiq 46 is a diagram for explaining the condition for placement of a path-bending reflector.

Fig. 47 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to an 11th embodiment of

Fig.Tisa tabteshowing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 11A of an 11th embodiment of the present

invention.

Fig 49 is a diagram depicting an image formation in an ordinary optical system.

Fig 50 is a diagram depicting an example of an optical system in which a curvature of field occurs.

Fig^ 51 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 13th embod.ment of the

Rg
S

52isTdCam depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 14th embodiment of the

Rg
$

53is

n

a

V

diagram depicting an image display device assembly composed of a plurality of image display devices.

Fig 54 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 14A.

Fiq 55 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 14A.

Fiq 56 is a graph showing the results of numerical calculations of distortion in Numerical Value Examp e 14A.

Fig 57 is a graph showing the results of numerical calculations of distortion in Numerical Value Example 4A

Fig. 58 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 15th embod.ment of the

F?5rira
V

diag

0

ram for explaining a configuration change of the convex mirror in its thickwise direction with respect

to a temperature change.

Fig. 60 is a diagram showing a alignment-adjusting method using a convex mirror.

Fig. 61 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 1 6th embod.ment of the

Fig

S

62 is™ diagram showing the relationship between the thicknesses of a cover glass and a compensator glass.

Fig 63 is a table showing numeric data of Numerical Value Example 16A.

Fiq 64 is a diagram depicting a configuration based on Numerical Value Example 1 6A.

Fig. 65 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of an image display device using a plane m.rror and a path-

Rg"Ssa digram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 1 7th embodiment of the

present invention. A( . D Q i nc%r

Fig. 67 includes diagrams showing in cross-section the image display dev.ce along the l.nes A-A and B-B per-

pendicular to the screen respectively. ... »•„•

Fig. 68 is a diagram depicting an illumination light source system with its optical axis titling.

Fiq 69 is a diagram showing various usages of the image display device.

Fig. 70 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 1 7th embodiment of the

present invention. ... .

Fig. 71 is a diagram depicting an adjustment table having made therein a hole for receding a third path-bending

Rg^Zis a diagram depicting the configuration of an aspherical convex mirror for use in an image display device

accordinq to an 18th embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 73 is a diagram for explaining the operation of a convex mirror that thermally expands due to a temperature

FiTSis a diagram for explaining a displacement A(6) of the optical axis of the convex mirror when it turns an

angle 6 about a first screwing part spaced an eccentric distance EXC apart from the optical axis.

Fig 75 is a diagram depicting modified structures of the convex mirror adopting measures aga.nst temperature

Rg.76 is a diagram depicting another modified structure of the convex mirror for use in an image display device

that is used upside down. ...

Fig. 77 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to a 1 9th embod.ment of the

Rg*7B isTdiagram depicting the configuration of a modified form of the image display device according to the

19th embodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 79 is a diagram depicting the configuration of another modified form of the image display device according to

the 19th embodiment of the present invention.

Figs. 80 includes graphs showing how to analyze focus information by a control unit.

Fig. 81 is a diagram depicting the configuration of another modified form of the image display device according to

the 19th embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 82 is a diagram showing an example of a method for compensating for defocusing by shifting some of lenses
forming a refracting optical lens.

Fig. 83 is a diagram depicting the configuration of another modified form of the image display device according to
the 19th embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 84 is a diagram depicting the configuration of a convex mirror for use in the image display device according
to a 20th embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 85 is a flowchart showing an alignment-adjusting procedure according to the 20th embodiment of the present
invention.

Fig. 86 is a diagram how optical system components are sequentially arranged by the alignment-adjusting method.
Fig. 87 is a diagram how optical system components are sequentially arranged by the alignment-adjusting method.
Fig. 88 is a diagram how optical system components are sequentially arranged by the alignment-adjusting method.
Fig. 89 is a diagram how optical system components are sequentially arranged by the alignment-adjusting method.
Fig. 90 is a diagram how optical system components are sequentially arranged by the alignment-adjusting method.
Fig. 91 is a diagram depicting the configuration of an image display device according to the 21st embodiment of
the present invention.

Fig. 92 is a diagram showing appearance of the image display device of each embodiment housed in a conventional
cabinet.

Fig. 93 is a diagram showing appearance of a cabinet for the image display device according to a 22nd embodiment
of the present invention.

Fig. 94 is a diagram showing the case where two image display devices are assembled into a one-piece structure.
Fig. 95 is a diagram showing how the two image display devices are assembled into a one-piece structure.
Fig. 96 is a diagram showing the case where four image display devices assembled into a one-piece structure.

BEST MODE FOR CURRYING OUT THE INVENTION

EMBODIMENT 1

[0251] Hereinafter, Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the
attached drawings.

[0252] Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the configuration of an image display device according to a first embodiment
(Embodiment 1) of the present invention. In Fig. 3, reference numeral 11 denotes a luminous element that emits light

(illumination light); 12 denotes a parabolic reflector for reflecting the light from the luminous element 11 mostly into
parallel rays of light; and 1 3 denotes a condenser lens for gathering the rays of light reflected by the parabolic reflector
1 2. The luminous element 11

,
the parabolic reflector 1 2 and the condenser lens 1 3 constitute a illumination light source

system (sending means, illumination light source part).

[0253] In Fig. 3 reference numeral 14 denotes a micro-mirror device (sending means, a reflecting image information
imparting part, digital micro-mirror device (DMD), a registered trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated (Tl)) that
is a reflecting spatial light modulator. The micro-mirror device 1 4 spatially intensity-modulates the light gathered by the
condenser lens 13 and reflects intensity-modulated light as an optical image signal containing image information. White
the present invention is applicable to image display devices equipped with any kinds of spatial light modulators, the
invention will hereinafter be described to use the micro-mirror device 14. Reference numeral 15 denotes a refracting
optical lens (a refracting optical part) having a barrel distortion (compensating aberration); 16 denotes a convex mirror
(a reflecting part) having a pincushion distortion; and 1 7 denotes a projecting optical system (projecting optical means)
composed of the refracting optica! lensl 5 and the convex mirror 1 6. The projecting optical system 1 7 projects onto the
screen 18 the light spatially intensity-modulated by the micro-mirror device 14; the light intensity-modulated by the
micro-mirror device 14 is projected by the refracting optical lens 15 onto the convex mirror 16. The reflecting surface
of the convex mirror 16 has a negative power, and throws a magnified image of the incident light onto a screen 18.
Reference numeral 1 8 denotes the screen (display means) that receives the light projected from the projecting optical
system 17 and displays the image. The optical paths indicated by the arrows.

[0254] In this embodiment, the reflecting surface of the micro-mirror device 14 and the light receiving surface of the
screen 1 8 are disposed in parallel to minimize the depth dimension of the image display device. And, in order to prevent
shading of light, the micro-mirror device 14 and the screen 18 are displaced from each other in the vertical direction,

that is, they are staggered. Further, the projecting optical system 17 is so placed as to satisfy the above-mentioned
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positional relationship between the micro-mirror device 1 4 and the screen 1 8 and maintain the conjugate relationship

between the image of the micro-mirror device 14 and the image on the screen 18.

f0255] Next the operation of this embodiment will be described below.

0256] The light emanating from the luminous element 11 is reflected by the parabolic reflector 12, and .mp.nges

aslant on the reflecting surface of the micro-mirror device 14 through the condenser lens 13. The m.cro-m.rror device

14 spatially intensity-modulates the incident light based on image information, thus intensity-modulated light is projected

by the projecting optical system 17 onto the screen 18 to display thereon an image. The user of the image d ISplay

device visually identifies the image from the left-hand side of the screen 18 in Fig. 3.

[02571 A description will be given of the micro-mirror device 14.

02581 The micro-mirror device 14 has a reflecting surface formed by a two-dimensional arrays of 16 um square

micro mirrors with a 1 7 urn pitch, and the small mirrors usually have a one-to-one correspondence with image formate

For example, by a voltage from a controller (not shown), it is possible to change the incl.nat.on of each m.cro m.rror

and hence change the direction of light that is reflected off the micro mirror.

[0259] That is, in the case of projecting reflected light fiom a certain micro mirror onto the screen 1 8, the inclination

of the micro mirror concerned is changed so that it reflects light toward the aperture of the projecting optical system

17 in the case of avoiding the projection of reflected light from a certain micro mirror onto the screen 18, the inclination

of the micro mirror concerned is controlled so that light is reflected to the outside of the aperture of the projecting optical

system 1 7. Since the time for changing the inclination of each micro mirror is 10 ^ec or less, the micro-m.rror device

14 is capable of intensity modulating light at high speed.

[0260] Since the micro-mirror device 1 4 is a reflecting type spatial light modulator, it is capable of mtensity-modulating

light incident thereon obliquely to its reflecting surface. For example, in the case of using liquid crystal as the spatial

light modulator, light needs to be launched into the liquid crystal from behind substantially at right angles thereto; taking

into consideration that the thickness reduction of the image display device is limited by an illumination hght source

disposed behind the liquid crystal, the effectiveness of the micro-mirror device 14 will be understood. Wrth the use of

the micro-mirror device 14 as in this embodiment, it is possible to dispose the illumination light source between the

spatial light modulator and the convex mirror 1 6 on the side to which the micro-mirror device 1 4 emits Hght. This allows

effective use of the space in the direction of the height of the image display device, preventing the illumination light

source system from jutting out.

[0261] Next, the projecting optical system 1 7 will be described below.

0262 The light intensity-modulated by the micro-mirror device 1 4 is reflected to the projecting optical system 17.

As depicted in Fig. 3, the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 15 is perpendicular to the reflecting surface of the

micro-mirror device 14 and the light receiving surface of the screen 18 and is set off the center of the micro-mirror

device 1 4 and the center of the screen 1 8. Accordingly, only one part of the field angle of the refracting optocal lens 15

is used to project the light from the micro-mirror device 1 4. In Fig. 3, since the light is incident on the refracting optical

lens 1 5 diagonally from below, the light is emitted diagonally upward.

[0263] Fig 4 is a diagram for conceptually explaining how a barrel distortion of the refracting optical lens 1 5 com-

pensates for a pincushion distortion of the convex mirror 16. As depicted in Fig. 4, the refracting optical lens 15 is so

designed as to have a barrel distortion. When light of a grid-like image (Fig. 4(a))is projected onto the retecang optica

lens 15 from the micro-mirror device 14, the grid-like image is transformed to a barrel shape (Fig. 4(b^This barrel

distortion is a feature of correcting the pincushion distortion (Fig. 4(c)) that occurs in the convex mirror 1 6. The refracting

optical lens 1 5 is designed based on the pincushion distortion of the convex mirror 16.

[0264] Consequently, when the light corrected for distortion is projected onto the screen 18, an enlarged gr.d-l.ke

image (Fig 4(d)) is displayed without distortion. In general, distortion of an image that occurs in the optical system can

be corrected for by signal processing, but since the definition of the image is deteriorated, this embodiment optically

corrects for the distortion.

[02651 Now, the pincushion distortion of the convex mirror 1 6 will be described.

102661 Fig 5 is a diagram conceptually showing how to calculate, by ray tracing, an image when the light from the

micro-mirror device 14 is reflected by the convex mirror 16 or plane mirror 21 through an aplanatic refracting optical

lens 19. In Fig. 5, the solid lines indicate the optical path reflected by the plane mirror 21 and the broken lines the

optical path reflected by the convex mirror.

[02671 When micro-mirror device 14 emits light having a grid-like image (Fig. 5(a)), the light having passed hrough

the aplanatic refracting optical lens 19 is not distorted (Fig. 5(b)). Accordingly, when the light having passed through

the aplanatic refracting optical lens 1 9 is reflected by the plane mirror 21 ,
black dots are found to be arranged at equal

intervals on a plane A-A' perpendicular to the optical axis 20 of the refracting optical lens 19 (Fig. 5(d)). That is n the

case of the projecting optical system composed of the aplanatic refracting optical lens 1 9 and the plane m.rror 21
,

the

grid-like image undergoes no distortion while remaining intact.
ra»a^art

[0268] On the other hand, when the light having passed through the aplanatic refracting optical ens 19 « reflected

by the convex mirror 1 6, pincushion distortion occurs on the plane A-A' as indicated by white dots (Fig. 5(c)) because
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the position of reflection on the reflecting surface of the convex mirror 16 in the direction of its optical axis differs for
each optical path. Since the pincushion distortion can be calculated by ray tracing once the shape of the convex mirror
16 is determined, the calculation result can be used to design the distortion of the refracting optical lens 15 in Fig 3
[0269] Since the refracting optical lens 1 5 is used to provide the barrel distortion that compensates for the pincushion
distortion of the convex mirror 16 as described above, it is possible to display a magnified distortion-free image on the
screen 18 placed at such a position as to provide a flat device configuration.

[0270] Incidentally, the convex mirror 1 6 can easily be manufactured through mirror-finish lathing by forming its re-
flecting surface as a rotational aspherical surface that is obtainable by rotating a quadratic curve about an axis This
permits substantial reduction of the manufacturing costs. The convex mirror 16 can be designed freely according to
the specifications of the image display device, and at any rate the refracting optical lens 15 needs only to be designed
which has the barrel distortion that compensates for the pincushion distortion of the convex mirror 16
[0271] Further, the.prior art requires such optical path bending means as the plane mirror 7 in Fig 2 in addition to
the projecting opt.cal system 17, but in this embodiment part of the projecting optical system functions to bend the
optical path. This decreases the number of optical parts used and hence reduces the distance between the screen 18
and the convex mirror 16 accordingly.

[0272] When the illumination light source system greatly protrudes widthwise thereof as depicted in Fig 6 a plane
mirror 22 lor reflecting the light from the projecting optical system 17 Is added to bend the optical path to the screen
18, by which it is poss.ble to make utmost use of the space of the image display device. Incidentally, the plane mirror
22 and the projecting optical system 1 7 may be interchanged, and the plane mirror 22 may be replaced with a proiectino
optical system other than that 17. ' y

[0273] As described above, the image display device according to this embodiment comprises: sending means com-
posed of the illumination light source system and the micro-minor device 14, for-emitting an-opticaUmage signal in-
tensity-modulated based on image information; the screen 1 8 for receiving the optical image signal and displaying an
image based on the image information; the convex mirror 16 having a negative power, for reflecting the intensity-
modulated light onto the screen 18; and the refracting optical lens 15 having the barrel distortion that compensates for
the pincushion distortion of the convex mirror 16 and so disposed as to project the light from the sending means onto
he convex mirror 16. It is therefore possible to compensate for the pincushion distortion of the intensity-modulated
hght by the convex mirror 1 6 and provide an enlarged display of the image on the screen 1 8. And the screen 1 8 can
be placed at the position optimal for reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device Accordingly the
image display device according to this embodiment is smaller in its depth dimension than the prior art
[0274] Moreover, according to this embodiment, since the sending means is formed by the illumination light source
composed of the luminous element 1 1 ,

the parabolic reflector 12 and the condenser lens 1 3 and the micro-mirror device
14 for modulating the light from the illumination light source system based on image information and reflecting the light
the illumination light source system can be disposed at the side to which the micro-mirror device 1 4 reflects the intensity-
modulated light. This also permits further reduction of the depth dimension of the device.
[0275] Besides, according to this embodiment, since the light reflected by the micro-mirror device 1 4 is reflected by
the projecting optical system 1 7 onto the screen 1 8, there is no need for using an optical part for bending the optical
path to the screen 18. This decreases the number of optical parts used and reduce the distance between the screen
1 8 and the convex mirror 16.

[0276] Additionally, according to this embodiment, since the convex mirror 1 6 has a rotational aspherical surface it
can easily be manufactured by mirror-finish lathing. This permits substantial reduction of manufacturing costs.

'

EMBODIMENT 2

[0277] While in Embodiment 1 the projecting optical system 1 7 is comprised of the refracting optical lens 1 5 of barrel
distortion and the convex mirror 16 of pincushion distortion, this embodiment (Embodiment 2) forms the projecting
optical system by a Fresnel mirror capable of magnifying an image with a short projection distance as is the case with
the convex mirror and having no distortion.

[0278] Fig. 7 is a diagram schematically depicting the configuration of an image display device according to Embod-
iment 2. In Fig. 7 reference numeral 23 denotes an aplanatic refracting lens (a refracting optical part); 24 denotes a
Fresnel mirror (a reflecting part) for reflecting light from the refracting optical lens 23 onto the screen 1 8- and 25 denotes
a projecting opt.cal system (projecting optical means) composed of the refracting optical lens 23 and the Fresnel mirror
24. As is the case with the convex mirror 16, the reflecting surface of the Fresnel mirror 24 has negative power. For
brevity sake, no illumination light source system is shown.

[0279] Fig. 8 is a magnified view of the Fresnel mirror 24. In Fig. 8 there is also similarly shown the convex mirror
16 in Embodiment 1. As depicted in Fig. 8, the reflecting surface of the Fresnel mirror has a periodic structure whose
sections are identical in inclination with the corresponding sections of the reflecting surface of the convex mirror 1

6

As will be seen from Fig. 8, the Fresnel mirror 24 is thinner than the convex mirror 16.
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f0280] Fig 9 is a diagram for explaining the difference in distortion between the convex mirror 16 and the Fresnel

mirror 24 As described previously in connection with Embodiment 1 . the optical paths (indicated by the broken lines

in Fig. 9) in which a grid-like image (Fig. 9(a)) from the micro-mirror device 14 or aplanatic refracting optical lens 23 is

reflected by the convex mirror 16 undergo pincushion distortion (Fig. 9(c), white dots) on the section plane A-A per-

5 pendicular to the optical axis 27 of the refracting optical lens 23 due to a different position of reflection in each optical

path that is attributable to the convex reflecting surface configuration. On the other hand, in the case of using the

Fresnel mirror 24, no distortion occurs (Fig. 9(d), block dots) as is the case with the plane mirror 21 in
.

Fj*5 because

the positions of reflection in the direction of the optical axis are all the same. Accordingly, the use of the Fresnel mirror

24 for the projecting optical system 25 avoids the necessity for taking into account the compensation for distortion and

10 allows the use of the aplanatic refracting lens 23 as it is. Since the other arrangements and operations of this embod-

iment are the same as those of Embodiment' 1 , no description will be given of them.

,02811 As described above, according to this embodiment, since the projecting optical system is made up of the

Fresnel mirror 24 that magnifies an image with a short distance as is the case with the convex mirror but does not

distort the image of light passing therethrough and the aplanatic refracting optical lens 23,it is poss.ble to display a

is magnified image on the screen 1 8 without the need for compensating the pincushion distortion of the convex mirror

16 by the refracting optical lens as in Embodiment 1 . This facilitates the design and fabrication of the image display

r02821 Further, this embodiment uses, as part of the projecting optical system 2, the Fresnel mirror 24 formed thinner

than the convex mirror 1 6, and hence permits further reduction of the depth dimension of the image display dev.ce as

20 compared to Embodiment 1

.

EMBODIMENT 3

[0283] In this embodiment the projecting optical system is made up of an optical element that has a convex projecting

25 surface on the side thereof opposite the light receiving surface and a refracting optical lens.

r02841 Fiq 1 0 is a diagram schematically illustrating the configuration of an image display dev.ce accord.ng to a th.rd

embodiment (Embodiment 3) of the present invention. In Fig. 10 reference numeral 28 denotes a refracting optica

lens (a refracting optical part); 29 denotes an optical element (a reflecting part) formed of two optical materials of

different dispersion characteristics; and 30 denotes a projecting optical system (projecting optical means) made up of

30 the refracting optical lens 28 and the optical element 29. For the brevity sake, no illumination light source system is

r02851 Fiq 11 depicts the optical element 29 in enlarged dimension. Reference numerals 31 and 33 denote low

dispersion glass (low dispersion medium) and high dispersion glass (high dispersion medium), respectively; 32 denotes

an interface between the low dispersion glass 31 and the high dispersion glass 33; and 34 a reflectrng surface that

35 forms an interface between the high dispersion glass33 and air. As viewed from the light receiving surface, the interface

32 has a concave configuration that provides positive power and the reflecting surface 34 has a convex configuration

that provides negative power. When light enters and leaves the optical element 29, chromatic aberration occurs as is

the case with a prism; hence, the low dispersion glass 31 and the high dispersion glass 33 are combined for achro-

matization.

40 [02861 Next, the operation of this embodiment will be described below,.

r02871 Fiq 12 is a diagram showing the optical path of incident light in the optical element 29. In F.g. 12 the left-hand

side of the interface 32 corresponds to the low dispersion glass 31 (of a refractive index n,) and the right-hand s.de

corresponds to the high dispersion glass 33 (of a refractive index n2). The refractive indexes n, and n2 car.be chosen

arbitrarily, but in this example n,<n2 . A convex mirror, which has the same configuration as that of the^ectmg surface

45 34, used, and the optical path of the incident light merely bent by the convex mirror used as the reflecting surface 34

is indicated by the broken lines.

1702881 As will be seen from comparison between the solid and broken lines, the optical path by the optical element

29 which passes through the low dispersion glass 31 and the high dispersion glass 33 in this order and stnkes on the

convex reflecting surface 34, can be bend at an angle larger than in the case of the optical path bend by the mere

so convex mirror, and consequently a wider-angle image can be projected onto the screen 18.

r0289] With the use of the optical element 29, it is possible to project an image onto the screen 18 at wider angle

than does the reflecting surface 16 in Embodiment 1 and hence reduce the convexity of the reflecting
i

surface 34

accordingly. Further, since the position of emission of light from the optical element 29 can be controlled by ad us ng

the thicknesses of the low dispersion glass 31 and the high dispersion glass 33, the distortion that occurs in the reflect.ng

55 surface 34 can be compensated inside the optical element 29.

1-02901 Next a description will be given of the achromatization by the optical element 29. In F.g. 13 there are indicated

optical paths of red and blue colors by the solid and broken lines, respective^. Glass is called high or tow d,Spers,on

glass depending on whether its refractive index changes greatly with a change in the wavelength of mcdent light. In
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general, glass materials have a characteristic that the refractive index increases with a decrease in the wavelength of

[0291] Accordingly as depicted in Fig. 1 3, the blue light of shorter wavelength is greatly refracted in the low dispersion
glass whereas the red hght of longer wavelength is not so refracted as is the blue light. Since the high dispersion glass
33 differs from the low dispersion glass 31 in terms of the degree of refraction according to color, it is possible evenw. h a high dispersion glass of lower power than that of the low dispersion glass 31 , to provide dispersion with which
color aberration having occurred in the low dispersion glass 31 can be compensated for. Thus, an achromatic lens ofposit*, power can be constituted by such a combination of high and low dispersion glass materials. An achromatic
lens of negative power can be obtained simply by reversing the combination of the low dispersion glass 31 and the
high dispersion glass 33.

K s e

[0292] In Fig. 1
1
the low dispersion glass 31 is disposed on the light receiving side, but an optical element 35 of sucha structure as shown .n Fig 14, in which a low dispersion glass 38 is sandwiched between a high dispersion glass 36

disposed at the light receiving side and a reflecting surface 39 of negative power, may sometimes be more effective
in achromatization. Such optical element structures can be freely chosen at the time of design
[0293] As described above, according to this embodiment, light is projected onto the screen 1 8 by the optical element
29 that .s composed of the low dispersion glass 31 and the high dispersion glass 33 laminated in the direction of
transmission of light and the reflecting surface that has negative power and reflects the light having passed through

1 ".IT TfT°Z
9 3S

,
S

« Td h '9h diSP6rSi0n 9 'aSS 33
'
With SUCh an ar™9ement, light of the same field angleas that of hght reflected off the convex mirror 1 6 in Embodiment 1 can be projected by the reflecting surface 34 of lessconvex configuration than that of the convex mirror 1 6, and the distortion by the reflecting surface 34 can be compen-

sated for in the optical element 29 or 35 by adjusting the thicknesses of the low dispersion glass 31 and the high
dispersion glass 33. This allows ease in compensating forthe pincushion distortion that occurs lathe reflecting surface

EMBODIMENT 4

SreflL^ surface*"

16"1 ^ * * ^ * mirr°r^^ 3 asPherical refractin9

Shi
Fig

^ *
*f

ama,ica,|y illustrates the configuration of an image display device according to a fourth embodiment(Embodiment 4) of the present invention. In Fig. 15 reference numeral 40 denotes a refracting optical lens of positivepower (projecting optical means, retracting optical part); 41 denotes an aspherical convex mirror having an aspherical
reflecting surface (projecting optical means, reflecting part); 42 denotes an aspherical lens having an aTpherS ?e
racting surface (projecting optical means, refracting optical part); 43 denotes a spherical convex minor having a spher-
ical re lecting surface (projecting optical means, reflecting part); 44 denotes an optical axis common to the refracting

an illumination light source system and a screen are not shown for the sake of brevity.
[0296] An analysis according to the Fermafs principle reveals that a spherical refracting surface of a lens or reflectingsurface of a mirror provides no stigmatism, whereas an aspherical refracting surface of a lens or reflecting surface ofa mirror reduces aberration. Th* embodiment corrects for distortion by placing an optical element of such aspherical
configuration at the position where principal rays are divergent

™»pnencai

tK
F°r e

!lT
Ple '

(

aS depiCted Fig - 1 5(a)
'
Hght from the micr°-mi™ device 14 as a spatial light modulator which

ZZx^mSS. 9 °P
'

enS 4
°'

15 r6fleCted ^ aSPh6riCal C°nVeX mir™ 41 *» onto the

EfS.h^r^ 38 Sh°Wn Rg - 15(b)
'
the aspherical lens 42 is disP°sed betweef1 the refracting optical lens

IT^r^t ^T,^ 43 31 ,hG P0Stti°n Wh6re the prinCipal fa*s are diver9ent '
and Hght from themicro-mirror device 14 which passes through the refracting optical lens 40 and the aspherical lens 42, is reflected bythe spherical convex mirror 43 for projection onto the screen 18.

y

[0299] Since the reflecting surface configuration of the aspherical convex mirror 41 orthe refracting surface config-
uration of the aspherical ens 42 has a one-to-one correspondence with distortion, the reflecting surface configuration
or refracting surface configuration is designed through ray tracing in either case
[0300] Accordingly, in the both cases of Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), since light is projected onto the screen 18 through
the aspherical convex mirror 41 and the aspherical lens 42, it is possible to provide an image display device wrthreduced depth dimension and correct for distortion of the image projected onto the screen 18
[0301] As an alternative to the above arrangements, the aspherical lens 42 and the aspherical convex mirror 41could be placed as depicted in Rg. 15(c). This arrangement allows more ease in correcting distortion

Sf*! *.

FU,the
u
th°U

,

9h Sh°Wn
'

S6V6ral asPherical ^ns 42 can be interposed between the refracting optical lens
40 and the asphencal convex mirror 41 (or the spherical convex mirror 43), in which case distortion can be further
corrected for.

B
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[0303] The following three schemes can be used for more effective correction for distortion by the aspherical con-

loSr^^eXSTlhe configuration of an image display device according to this embodiment. For the sake of

brevity, the illumination light source system and the screen are no. shown. In Fig. 16 reference numera
I 45

^denotes

an aspherical convex mirror (projecting optical means, a reflecting part) that has a reflecting surface whose co vex

curvature is large at the center of the optical axis but gradually decreases with approaching to the periphery. For the

purpose of comparison , there are shown the spherical convex mirror 43 (indicated by the broken l.ne) and the reflected

rav (indicated by the broken-line arrow) by the spherical convex mirror 43.

[0305] As referred to previously with reference to Embodiment 1 , the pincushion distortion occurs in he sphenca

mirror 43 and causes distortion of an image. Since the pincushion distortion appears in the periphery of the sphenca.

convex mirror 43 the illustrated example uses the aspherical convex mirror 45 having a reflectmg surface whose

convex curvature 'is large at the center of the optical axis 44 but gradually diminishes with approaching to the periphery.

The use of such an aspherical convex mirror permits further reduction of distortion.

r0306] Fig 1 7 depicts another configuration of the image display device according to this embodiment Neither the

Nomination light source system nor the screen is shown for brevity sake. In Fig. 1 7 reference numera 46 denotes an

^eS"lex mirror (projecting optica, means, a reflecting part) that has an odd-orderaspher^njf^£~
[0307] in general, a three-dimensional curved surface is expressed by a polynomial composed o even-order xerms.

By adding odd-order terms to the polynomia. to make respective aspherical coefficients appropriate, the odd-order

aspherical reflecting surface of the aspherical convex mirror 46 in Fig. 1 7 is obtained. It will be seen from F,g. 1
7
that,

n comparison withL aspherical reflecting surface of the aspherical convex mirror 450"^^b»k^ «

Fig. 16), in Fig. 16 the odd-order aspherical reflecting surface of the asphencal convex mirror 46 has a convexity (or

concavity in the vicinity of the optical axis 44. .

[OSoTt e convexity (or concavity) near the optica, axis 44 is formed by adding odd-order terms to the po.ynom.aL

When the micro-mirror device 1 4 is placed off the optical axis 44 as depicted in Fig. 1 7, the reflecting surface near he

optical axis 44 does not project light. Accordingly, even if the projection and image formation performance near the

opteal axis is deteriorated by discontinuity of the curvature of the central area of the aspherica. convex mirror 46, no

inCncT is exerted to the display performance of the display device. The use of the aspherical convex m.rror 46

ZZenXs a projecting optica, system in which the correction for distortion is consistent with an exceHent image

formation characteristic for off-axis projected light.
J/r„wt^iinw

[0309] In the central area of an odd-order aspherical or lens that contains a 1 st order term, reflec ed/refracted light

s disturbed in principle, due to discontinuity of curvature, leading to degradation of the image formation performance^

03 or In view or the above, according to this embodiment, incident light is reflected by or transmitted through such

LnodL der "phecrica. surface except its centra, area (a point on the optica, axis) to projectthe refret* or

light onto the screen 18, thereby achieving excellent image formation performance. To perform this, the micro-mirror

device 14 is disposed with its effective display surface shifted off the optical axis.

r0311l The odd-order aspherical surface is also applicable to the refracting optical lens.

03121 Fig 18 illustrates another configuration of the image display device according to this embod.rnent. In Fig. 18

reference numeral 47 denotes an aspherical lens (projecting means, refracting optical part) whose refracting surface

facinq the aspherical convex mirror 45 is formed as an odd-order asphencal surface.

[0313] The closer to the aspherical convex mirror 45 the light emanating portion of the refractmg surface of the

refracting lens is, the more the principal rays are divergent; hence, the configuration of the light emanating portion is

local Iv modified to reduce distortion.

r0314] As described above, accordingtothis embodiment, since the aspherical convex mirror41 havmg an asphencal

reflectino surface is used, distortion of light that is projected onto the screen 18 can be corrected for

S^FurS?acoortlig to this embodiment, since at least one aspherica. lens 42 having an asphencal refracting

surfSe is interposed between the refracting optical lens 40 and the convex mirror at the position where the principal

rav is disturbed, it is possible to correct for distortion of the light that is projected onto the screen 1 8.

031 6] Further, according to this embodiment, since the aspherica. convex mirror 45 is used whose convex curvature

is large at the center of the optica, axis but gradually decreases with approaching to the penphery, the light to be

projected onto the screen 18 can be further corrected for distortion.

1031 71 Further according to this embodiment, since the aspherical convex m.rror 46 is used which has an odd-orde

aspherical reflecting surface formed by adding an odd-orderterm to a polynomia. representing an even-order asphenca

surface it is possible to implement a projecting optical system in which the correct™ for distortion and an excellent

image formation performance for off-axis projected light are compatible with each other.
Bnharirai

[031 8] Further, according to this embodiment, since the aspherical lens 47 is used which as an odd-order asphencal

efrac inq surface formed by adding an odd-order term to a polynomial representing an even-order asphencal surface

i££2btaJtcTca.fy modiI the configuration of the refracting surface, facilitating reduction of distortion and permrttmg

improvement in the off-axis image formation performance.
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[0319] Incidentally, the above-mentioned configurations of the refracting optical lens and the convex mirror can be
chosen arbitrarily at the time of designing the image display device.

[0320] Moreover, some of lenses forming the refracting optical part, such as the refracting optical lens 40 the as-
phencal lens 42, or the aspherical lens 47. that is, at least one refracting optical lens fomiing the refracting optical part
can be mass-produced with a die of a desired aspherical configuration by injection molding of plastic synthetic resin
such as polycarbonate or acrylic plastic. In general, the melting point of glass for use as a material for a lens is about
700 C and the melting point of glass for molding use is 500°C, whereas the melting point of the plastic synthetic resin
is lower, hence, the fabrication of the refractive optical lens from the plastic synthetic resin provides increased produc-
tivity, and cuts the manufacturing cost of the image display device.

[0321] Of course, a known glass molding method can be used to obtain the aspherical lenses 42 and 47 In such an
instance, since the aspherical lens if formed of a glass material, environmental characteristics (such as the operatinq
temperature range and humidity range) can be more improved than in the case of using plastic materials The lens
material for the refracting optical part needs only to be chosen according to the purpose, usage and specifications of
the image display device desired to fabricate, taking into account merits of individual materials

EMBODIMENT 5

[0322] Embodiment 4 is adapted to correct for distortion by means of the aspherical convex mirror having an as-
phencal reflecting surface or refracting optical lens having an aspherical refracting surface as described above but in
th.s case a curvature of field occurs in the image projected onto the screen 18, developing what is called an "out of
focus' phenomenon. A fifth embodiment (Embodiment 5) of the present invention is intended to reduce the curvature
of field.

[0323] It is the Petzval's sum P that is commonly used to consider the curvature of field. The Petzval's sum P is
expressed by the following equation (1).

=2[l/(ni-fi)]

=2foi/ni] (M.....N)
(1)

where 2 is an operator that means the sum total related to an index i of sum. i is the number of an optical element N
is the total sum of optical elements, Pi is a component of an i-th optical element that contributes to the Petzval's sum
n. ,s the refractive index of the i-th optical element, fi is the focal length of the i-th optical element, and +i represents
the power that the i-th optical element has.

[0324] The condition for forming a plane image with no curvature of field on a flat object is called the Petzval's
condition, wh.ch is satisfied when P=0. That is, an image with reduced curvature of field can be displayed on the screen
18 by causing the Petzval's sum to approach zero.

[0325] Now, consider the application of a refracting optical lens (projecting optical means, refracting optical part
Petzva s sum compensating lens) 48 to the image display device of Fig. 15(a) as depicted in Fig. 19. The refracting
optical lens 48 is an achromatic lens 48 composed of a positive lens 48A and a negative lens 48B
[0326] Since the aspherical mirror 41 0=3) has a refractive index n3=-1 and a negative power 43 (<0) of a large
absolute value, the component P3 of the aspherical convex mirror 41 that contributes to the Petzval's sum P is likely
to take a positive value owing to a division of negative values.

[0327] Accordingly, the curvature of field is corrected for by designing the refracting optical lens 48 that cancels the
component P3 of the aspherical convex mirror 41 . That is, the refracting optical lens 48 made up of the positive lens
48A (.=1) and the negative lens 48B (i=2) makes the Petzval's sum contributing, component P1+P2 a negative value
canceling the component P3 of the aspherical convex mirror 41

.

[0328] Since the positive lens 48A has a positive power *1 (>0), its refractive index n1 is increased to obtain the
contnbuting component P1=<j>1/n1»0, lessening the influence on the Petzval's sum P.

[0329] Since the negative lens 48B has a negative power *2 (<0), its refractive index n2 is decreased to obtain a
negative contnbuting component P2=(|>2/n2 whose absolute value is large.

[0330] As described above, by selecting the refractive indexes of the positive and negative lenses 48A and 48B to
be M>n2, the contributing component P1+P2 is made to approach the negative value as much as possible thereby
reducing the influence of the component P1 +P2 on the component P3 of the aspherical convex mirror 41
[0331] Moreover, the Petzval's condition can be further satisfied by setting Abbe's numbers v1 and v2 of the positive
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and neqative lenses 48A and 48B to values close to each other. In general, letting a retractive index change by a

wavelength change be represented by An. the Abbe's number is defined by v=(n-1 y*n; a small Abbe's number means

an optical material of a large dispersion value.
. . . „e in

r03321 Letting combined power of the positive and negative lenses 48A and 48B of the refracting optical lens 48 in

Fig. 19 be represented by O, the following equations (2) and (3) are obtainable from an equation of the combined

power, (D=I(<|)i), and an equation of the condition for achromatism, l(<t>i/vi)=0.

(),1=«r>.v1/(v1-v2)

(j>2=-<I>-v2/(v1-v2)

(2)

(3)

[0333] In Fig. 20 there are shown variations in the absolute values of (*V<t>) and for (v2/v1) when Equations

(2) and (3) are modified to the following Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

i

(t,1/<t>=1/[1-(v2/v1)] W

(),2/<I>=-(v2/v1)/[1-(v2/v1)] (5)

10334] In Fig. 20, the abscissa represent (V2/v1) and the ordinate represents absolute values of Equations (4) and

(5) , and l<f>2/<t>l . It is apparent from Fig. 20 that as (v2A>1 )
approaches the value 1

,
the powers <t»1

and <|>2 of the

positive and negative lenses 48A and 48B increase.
n^,atiua

[0335] It is possible to further satisfy the Petzval's condition by increasing the powers of the positive and negative

lenses 48A and 48B through utili2ation of the above. That is, the Abbe's numbers v1 and v2 of the positive and negative

lenses 48A and 48B are set to values close to each other by increasing the refractive index n1 of the pos.t.ve lens 48A

and decreasing the refractive index n2 of the negative lens 48B.

[0336] For example, setting the refractive indexes of the positive and negative lenses 48A and 48B to n1 =n2=V.6

and their Abbe's numbers to v1=50 and v2=30 and assuming that the combined power *=1 in Equations (2) and (3),

<t,1=50/(50-30)=2.5 and <)>2=-30/(50-30)=-1 .5; the Petzval's sum of the refracting optical lens 48 at this time is P1 +P2-

[0337]

6)

The refractLTdex of the positive lens 48A is increased and the refractive index of the negative lens 48B is

decreased so that the Petzval's condition is approached from the above state. For example, when refractive index

of the positive lens 48A is set larger than the refractive index of the negative lens 48B such that n1=1 .8 and n2-1 .6,

the Petzval's sum is P1+P2=(2.5/1 .8)+(-1 -5/1 .6)=0.451 4; that is, the Petzval's sum is closer to a negative value than

that before the refractive indexes n1 and n2 are changed, and the Petzval's sum is improved accordingly.

[0338] Then, the Abbe's numbers v1 and v2 of the positive and negative lenses 48A and 48B are set to values close

to each other. For example, when the Abbe's numbers are set to v1=45 and v2=43 so that **"™™™e^*
small 6l=45/(45^)=22.5and«t>2=^3/(45-43)=-21.5 (assume that *=1) from Equations (2) and (3), and the Petzval s

sum PUP2=(22 5/1 .8)+(-21 .5/1 .6)=-0.9375; thus, the Petzval's sum P1+P2 of the refracting optical lens 48 can be

made negative. Accordingly, the Petzval's sum P in Fig. 19, containing the aspherical convex mirror 41
.

can be made

to approach zero, permitting reduction of the curvature of field.

10339] As described above, this embodiment uses the refracting optical lens 48 composed of the positive lens 48A

of positive power and the negative lens 48B of negative power. the refracting index of the former being made larger

than the refractive index of the latter and their Abbe's numbers being set to values close to each other. With such a

refracting optical lens 48, it is possible to correct for distortion and satisfy the Petzval's condition to correct for the

curvature of field.
., , . ,• j^tkoim-n.

[0340] While in the above the refracting optical lens 48 in Fig. 1 9 has been described as be.ng applied o the image

display device of Fig. 15(a), this embodiment is not limited specifically thereto but may be applied as well to the other

device configurations of Embodiment 4.

EMBODIMENT 6

[0341] A sixth embodiment (Embodiment 6) of the present invention generates an over curvature of field by a re-

fracting optical lens to correct for the curvature of field that occurs in the aspherical convex mirror.

[0342] Fig 21 is explanatory of an under curvature of field that occurs in the aspherical convex mirror. In Fig. 21 (a),
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reference numeral 49 denotes a refracting optical lens; 50 denotes the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 49
and 51 denotes a plane perpendicular to the optical axis 50. Light having passed through the refracting optical lens
49 forms an image on the plane 51 . In Fig. 21(a) a flat image is obtained.
[0343] When light is projected onto the aspherical convex mirror of Embodiment 4 through the refracting optical lens
49, the best image surface is curved with its concavity toward the projecting optical system due to an under curvature
of field that occurs in the aspherical convex mirror.

[0344] For example, when light is emitted from the refracting optical lens 49 to the aspherical convex mirror 41 as
depicted in Fig. 21 (b), the reflected light undergoes curvature of field as indicated by an image surface 52, resulting
in. a blurred image being displayed on the screen 1 8. To correct for the under curvature of field by the aspherical convex
mirror 4 1 ,

the refracting optical system is used to provide an over curvature of field to flatten the projected image surface
[0345J That is, as depicted in Fig. 22, an image surface 53 having an over curvature of field such that the focal length
increases with distance from the optical axis 44 is provided by a refracting optical lens (projecting optical means a
refracting optical part, a curvature of field correcting lens) 54 interposed between the micro-mirror device 14 and the
aspherical convex mirror 41

,
thereby canceling the over curvature of field by the refracting optical lens 54 and the

under curvature of field by the aspherical convex mirror 41 . As a result, it is possible to correct for the under curvature
of field by the aspherical convex mirror 41 used for correcting distortion and hence display a distortion-free image with
no curvature of field.

[0346] The configuration of the refracting surface of the refracting optical lens 54 can be optimized through numerical
calculations for ray tracing by a computer.

[0347] Further, the results of numerical calculations for ray tracing have revealed that an aspherical optical element
effectively reduces the distortion at the place where the principal rays are divergent and the curvature of field at the
place where the principal rays are convergent. This will be described below in respect of Fig. 23.
[0348] Fig. 23 shows the results of numerical calculations for ray tracing. An aspherical lens (projecting optical means
a refracting optical part, an aspherical optical element) 55 is placed at the position where the rays from the micro-mirror
device 14 (not shown) are convergent, aspherical lenses (projecting optical means, a refracting optical part, aspherical
opt.cal elements) 56A and 56B are placed at the position where rays from the asperical lens 55 diverge, and an as-
pherical convex mirror (projecting optical means, a reflecting part, an aspherical optical element) 57 is placed at the
position where rays from the aspherical lens 56B diverge; the light reflected by the aspherical convex mirror 57 is
projected onto the screen 18. The aspherical lens 55 effectively reduces curvature of field, whereas the aspherical
lenses 56A and 56B and the aspherical convex mirror 57 effectively reduce distortion.

<Numerical Value Example 6A>

[0349] Fig. 24 is a table showing, by way of example, the results of numerical calculations in Fig. 23. The aspherical
surfaces used in Fig. 24 are defined by the Equations (6) and (7) given below, where z is the amount of sag from a
tangent plane passing through the center of rotation of an optical plane, c the curvature at a surface apex (an inverse
of the radius of curvature), k is a conic coefficient and r is the distance from the z axis. Incidentally, specifications in
Fig. 24 are f=5.57 mm (the focal length at a wavelength of 546.1 nm), NA=0.17 (the numerical aperture on the side of
the micro-mirror device), Yob=1 4.22mm (the object height at the side of the micro-mirror device) and M=86 3x(the

<o magnification of projection).
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[0350] As described above, this embodiment uses the refracting optical lens 54 to provide the over curvature of field
that cancels the under curvature of field by the aspherical convex mirror 41

;
hence, it is possible to display an image
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corrected for curvature of field as well as distortion.

[0351] Further, this embodiment effectively reduces curvature of field at the position where principal rays are con-

vergent and distortion at the position where the principal rays are divergent, by placing aspherical optical elements at

such positions, respectively.

5 [0352] The refracting optical lens 54 may be applied as well to the other asphericl convex mirrors in Embodiment 4.

EMBODIMENT 7

[0353] Fig. 25(a), (b) and (c) are front, top plan and side views of an image display device according to a seventh

10 embodiment (Embodiment 7) of the present invention. In Fig. 25 reference numeral 58 denotes a refracting optical

lens (projecting optical means, a refracting optical part) that transmits light from the micro-mirror device 14 and corre-

sponds to the refracting optical lens described in respect of the embodiments described above. Reference numeral 59

denotes an path-bending reflector (optical path bending means) for reflecting the light from the refracting optical lens

58; 60 a convex mirror of negative power (projecting optical means, a reflecting part), which is the same convex mirror

15 as those described in the preceding embodiments; 61 denotes the optical axis of the convex mirror 60. For brevity

sake, no illumination light source is shown in Fig. 25.

[0354] The refractive optical lens 58 and the convex mirror 60 in Fig. 25 are common in optical axis. To provide the

illustrated configuration in Fig. 25, the path-bending reflector 59 is used to bend the optical axis through an appropriate

angle in the horizontal plane containing the optical axis 61 of the convex mirror 60. In other words, the optical axis of

20 the refracting optical lens 58, initially coincident with the optical axis of the convex mirror 60, it turned about the normal

to the horizontal plane containing the optical axis 61 of the convex mirror 60 until a proper azimuth is reached. In this

way, the refracting optical lens 58 is placed in an empty space of the image display device.

[0355] In Fig. 25, the light from the micro-mirror device 14, having passed through the refracting optical lens 58, is

reflected first by the path-bending reflector 59 toward the convex mirror 60, and the light reflected by the convex mirror

25 60 is reflected by the plane mirror 22 referred to previously with respect to Embodiment 1 ,
thereby performing a wide-

angle projection onto the screen 1 8. In particular, the parallel arrangement of the reflecting surface of the plane mirror

22 and the light receiving surface (or an image display surface) of the screen 1 8 minimizes the depth dimension of the

image display device. The point of this embodiment lies in an arrangement in which the light from the refracting optical

lens 58 placed in an empty space of the image display device is reflected by the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex

30 mirror 60. Since the refracting optical lens 58 and an illumination light source system (not shown) can be disposed in

the empty space, the depth dimension of the image display device can be reduced.

[0356] The effect of the path-bending reflector 59 will be seen from comparison of Fig. 25 with Figs. 26 and 27.

[0357] In Fig. 26, since the path-bending reflector 59 is not used, the light having passed through the refracting

optical lens 58 strikes directly on the convex mirror 60. This requires the micro-mirror device 14 and the refracting

35 optical lens 58 to be placed at the positions defined by the screen 18, the plane mirror 22 and the convex mirror 60,

inevitably making the display device thicker than that of Fig. 25.

[0358] In Fig. 27, the path-bending reflector 59 is provided, but since the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 58

is bent in a plane other than the horizontal plane (in a perpendicular plane on Fig. 27) containing the optical axis of the

convex mirror 60, it is necessary that the refracting optical lens 58, the micro-mirror device 14 and the illumination light

40 source system (not shown) be disposed below the convex mirror 60, inevitably making the height of the under-the-

screen portion larger than in the image display device of Fig. 25.

[0359] In Fig. 25, since the light from the refracting optical lens 58 disposed in the empty space is reflected by the

path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60, the depth dimension of the image display device can be further

reduced and the height of the under-the-screen portion can be decreased.

45 [0360] It is also possible to use the path-bending reflector in a refracting optical lens (projecting optical means, a

refracting optical part) composed of a plurality of lenses, though not shown. That Is, the path-bending reflector is

inserted between first and second lens means forming the refracting optical lens so that the path-bending reflector

transmits the light between the two lenses through reflection. The first and second lens means are each formed by at

least one refracting optical lens. In this instance, since the optical axes of the first and second lens means need not

so be coincident, the refracting optical lens can be formed by bending two optical axes. This also reduces the depth

dimension of the image display device as in the case of Fig. 25. -

[0361] When the refracting optical lens is formed by a plurality of lenses, a plurality of path-bending reflectors can

be used according to the number of lenses used.

[0362] Moreover, an path-bending reflector for reflecting light from the refracting optical lens to the convex mirror

55 and an path-bending reflector for reflecting light from an arbitrary lens of the refracting optical lens to a different lens

may be combined; this can be designed according to the specifications of the image display device.

[0363] As described above, according to this embodiment, since the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 58 is

bent, by the path-bending reflector 59, through an appropriate angle in the horizontal plane containing the optical axis
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61 of the convex mirror 60 so that the light from the refracting optical lens 58 is reflected to the convex mirror 60, the

refracting optical lens 58 and the illumination light source system can be disposed in the empty space of the image
display device. Hence, the depth dimension of the image display device can be further decreased and the height of

the part under the screen can be made small.

[0364] Further, according to this embodiment, since the path-bending reflector is used by which the light from the
first lens means forming the refracting optical lens is reflected to the second lens means, the refracting optical lens

can be formed by bending the optical axes of the first and second lens means. Hence, the depth dimension of the
image display device can be further reduced and the height of the under-the-screen portion can be made small.

[0365] Incidentally, this embodiment is applicable to Embodiments 1 to 6.

EMBODIMENT 8

[0366] As described in Numeric Value Example 6A of Embodiment 6, the optimum optical system configuration for

attaining the objective of the present invention can be obtained specifically through numerical calculations for ray
tracing by a computer.

[0367] Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of an image display device according to an eighth embodiment
(Embodiment 8) of the present invention, which utilizes the numerical values (numerical value example 6A) shown in

Fig. 23. In Fig. 28 reference numeral 14 denotes a micro-mirror device; 62 denotes a retro-focus optical system (pro-

jecting optical means, a refracting optical part) formed by positive lenses of positive power and negative lenses of

negative power; 63 denotes a refracting optical lens (projecting optical means, a refracting optical part) for making fine

adjustments to the angle of emission of light; and 64 denotes an aspherical convex mirror (projecting optical means,
a reflecting part) for reflecting the light from the refracting optical lens 63 to correcrfor distortion. Forbrevity sake, the
illumination light source part and the screen are not shown.

[0368] The light from the micro-mirror device 14 passes through the retro-focus optical system 62 and is transmitted
by the refracting optical lens 63 to the convex mirror 64, thereafter being projected onto the screen (no shown). The
retro-focus optical system 62 has light-gathering power and, at the same time, assists widening of the field angle of

the ray to be projected onto the screen. The refracting optical lens 63 corrects for the distortion uncorrected for by the
aspherical convex mirror 64. The retro-focus optical system 62 and the refracting optical lens 63 include the various
refracting optical lenses referred to in the embodiments described previously

[0369] More specifically, the retro-focus optical system 62 is composed of two positive lens groups 62A and 62B and
one negative lens group 62C as depicted in Fig. 29(a), two positive lens groups 62D and 62E and one negative lens
group 62F as depicted in Fig. 29(b), or one positive lens group 62G and one negative lens group 62H as depicted in

Fig. 29(c).

[0370] The above configurations are those obtained through numerical calculations to attain the objective of the
present invention, and it will readily be understood by conducting again numerical calculations based on the results of

numerical calculations shown in respective numerical value examples that the above configuration suppress distortion

and curvature of field and reduces the depth dimension of the image display device. Concrete results of numerical
calculations are shown below in Numerical Value Examples 8A, 8B and 8C.

<Numerical Value Example 8A>

[0371] Figs. 30 and 31 are a table showing numerical data of Numerical Value Example 8A and the device configu-
ration based on the numerical data, respectively. These figures correspond to Fig. 29(a). The positive lens group 62B
is an achromatic lens composed of positive and negative lenses.

<Numerical Value Example 8B>

[0372] Figs. 32 and 33 are a table showing numerical data of Numerical Value Example 8B and the device configu-
ration based on the numerical data, respectively. These figures correspond to Fig. 29(b). The positive lens group 62E
is formed by one lens.

<Numerical Value Example 8C>

[0373] Figs. 34 and 35 are a table showing numerical data of Numerical Value Example 8C and the device configu-

ration based on the numerical data, respectively. These figures correspond to Fig. 29(c).

[0374] Figs. 36 to 39 show Numerical Value Examples 4A and 4B related to Embodiment 4, and Figs. 40 and 41

show Numerical Value Example 7A related to Embodiment 7.
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[Numerical Value Examples 4A & 4B>

[0375] Figs. 36 and 37 are .a table showing numerical data of Numerical Value Example 4A and the device configu-

ration based on the numerical data, respectively. Figs. 38 and 39 are a table showing numerical data of Numerical

5 Value Example 4B and the device configuration based on the numerical data, respectively. Either of them corresponds

to Embodiment 4, in which that one of the two aspherical lenses 47 near the asphericl convex mirror 46 is made of

acrylic resin and the other aspherical lens on the side opposite the aspherical convex mirror 46 is made of polycar-

bonate.

[0376] In general, the temperature coefficients of refractive index and coefficient of linear expansion of plastic ma-

10 terials are two orders of magnitude greater than those of glass. Accordingly, special consideration must be given to

the usage when they are used in an environment of large temperature variations. In particular, in Numerical Value

Example 4B the two aspherical lenses 47 have their central and peripheral portions formed substantially equal in

thickness with a view to reducing the influence of a temperature change on the configuration of the aspherical lenses 47.

J5 <Numerical Value Example 7A>

[0377] Figs. 40 and 41 are a table showing numerical data of Numerical Value Example 7A and the device configu-

ration based on the numerical data, respectively. This example corresponds to Embodiment 7 and is intended to reduce

the depth dimension of the display device by placing the path-bending mirror at the position indicated by the broken line.

20 [0378] Incidentally, specifications and equations for calculating the aspherical configurations in all of the above nu-

merical value examples are the same as in the case of Numerical Value Example 6A except the value of the focal

length f at the 546.1 nm wavelength. Listed below are the focal lengths f in the respective numerical value examples.

4A: f=5.3881 mm
25 A3: f=4.9898 mm

7A: f=4.8675 mm
8A: f=5.2190 mm
8B: f=5.0496 mm
8C: f=5.5768 mm

30

[0379] The verification of the numerical data shown in the above numerical value examples reveals that the lenses

of the retro-focus optical system 62 have such features as listed below.

[0380] (Feature 1) The average value, ave_Nn, of refractive index of the negative lenses and the average value,

ave_Np, of refractive indexes of the positive lenses are 1 .45<ave_Nn<1 .722 and 1 .722<aveJMp<1 .9, respectively.

35 [0381]
'

(Feature 2) The average value, ave_vdn, of Abbe's number of the negative lenses and the average value,

ave_vdp, of Abbe's number of the positive lenses are 25<ave_vdn<38 and 38<ave_vdp<60, respectively.

[0382] (Feature 3) The difference, dif_ave_N, between the average values of the refractive indexes of glass materials

for the positive lenses and the negative lenses is 0.04<dif_ave_N<1

.

[0383] (Feature 4) The difference, dif_ave_vd, between the average values of the Abbe's number of the glass ma-

40 terials for the positive and negative lenses is 0<dif_ave_vd<1 6.

[0384] Features 1 and 2 correspond to the case where the refractive index of the positive lens 48A and the refractive

index of the negative lens 48B, which form the refracting optical lens 48 (a Petzval's sum correcting lens) in Embodiment

5, are set high and low, respectively. And materials of Abbe's number in the range of 70 to 90 are also commonly used

for achromaticity use, but in the present invention the Abbe's number of the material used is smaller than 60 as will be

45 seen from Feature 2.

[0385] The above is the results of numerical value examples obtained with numerical calculations for ray tracing by

a computer.

[0386] In the present invention, since the micro-mirror device is placed off the common optical axis of the projecting

optical system for oblique incidence thereon of light, care should be taken to prevent the effective bundle of rays from

so being decreased by shading of a portion of light as by a lens flame. With a view to avoid this shading of light, this

embodiment employs the Fig. 28 configuration.

[0387] In Fig. 28, the back focal length (BFL), which is the distance from micro-mirror device 14 to the lens nearest

it, and the distance from the micro-mirror device 1 4 to the position of an entrance pupil of the retro-focus optical system

62 are chosen to be equal to each other. This minimizes the shading of light, illuminating the screen with increased

55 efficiency. The reason for this will be described below.

[0388] Principal rays reflected off micro-mirrors of the micro-mirror device 14 converge at the position of entrance

pupil. The spread angle of the reflected light from each micro-mirror is fixed; when the position of entrance pupil coin-

cides with the back focal length as shown in Fig. 42(a), rays converge mostly on the entrance pupil plane. Hence, the
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diameter of a refracting optical lens 66 disposed on the entrance pupil plane can be minimized. In this instance, a

refracting optical lens 65, which transmits light from the illumination light source (not shown) to the micro-mirror device

14, will not shade the light from the micro-mirror device 14 to the refracting optical lens 66.

[0389] In contrast to the above, when the position of entrance pupil is shifted from the back focal plane with sizes

and positions of the refracting optical lenses 65 and 66 and the micro-mirror device 14 held unchanged as depicted in

Fig. 42(b), the principal rays from the respective micro-mirrors converge at the shifted position of entrance pupil. Since

the spread angle of light is fixed, the rays on the entrance pupil plane 66 spread more than in the case of Fig. 42(a),

and the diameter of the lens for receiving such light inevitably increases. And the light incident to the refracting optical

lens 66 from the micro-mirror device 14 is shaded by the refracting optical lens 65. This leads to reduction of the

effective bundle of rays, resulting in the illumination efficiency being impaired.

[0390] For the reasons given above, the distance from the micro-mirror device 14 to the position of entrance pupil

is set to be equal to the back focal length. This minimizes the diameter of the refracting optical lens and suppresses
shading of light, providing increased illumination efficiency It is a matter of course to apply the above-described shading
minimization scheme to the other embodiments as well. In Numerical Value Examples 4A and 4B the position of en-

trance pupil and the back focal length are virtually coincident; complete coincidence of them will provide the best results.

[0391] As described above, since this embodiment uses the retro-focus optical system 62 composed of positive and
negative lens groups, the refracting optical lens 63 for making fine adjustments to the angle of emission of light and
the aspherical convex mirror 64 for correcting distortion, it is possible to suppress distortion and curvature of field,

permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0392] According to this embodiment, the retro-focus optical system 62 is made up of the positive lens group 62A
(62D), the positive lens group 62B (62E) and the negative lens group 62C (62F). This also suppresses distortion and
curvature of field, permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0393] According to this embodiment, the retro-focus optical system 62 is made up of the positive lens group 62G
and the negative lens group 62H. This also suppresses distortion and curvature of field, permitting reduction of the

depth dimension of the image display device.

[0394] In an image display device of the present invention, the average refractive indexes of the negative and positive

lenses are set in the ranges of from 1 .45 to 1.722 and from 1 .722 to 1 .9, respectively. This also suppresses distortion

and curvature of field, permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0395] According to this embodiment, the average Abbe's number of the glass materials for the negative and positive

lenses are set in the ranges of from 25 to 38 and from 38 to 60, respectively. This also suppresses distortion and
curvature of field, permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0396] According to this embodiment, the average refractive indexes of the glass materials for the positive and neg-
ative lenses of the refracting optical lens are chosen such that their difference is in the range of from 0.04 to 1 . This
also suppresses distortion and curvature of field, permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display

device:

[0397] According to this embodiment, the average Abbe's number of the glass materials forthe positive and negative

lenses of the refracting optical lens are chosen such that their difference is in the range of from 0 to 16. This also

suppresses distortion and curvature of field, permitting reduction of the depth dimension of the image display device.

[0398] According, to this embodiment, the back focal length from the micro-mirror device 14 to the refracting optical

lens nearest it and the distance from the micro-mirror device 14 to the position of entrance pupil of the retro-focus

optical system 62 are set to coincide with each other. This minimizes the diameter of the refracting optical lens and
minimizes the shading of light, providing for increased illumination efficiency.

EMBODIMENT 9

[0399] This embodiment (Embodiment 9) is intended to meet the Petzval's condition by a negative lens that is inter-

posed between the micro-mirror device and a reflector at a position where the marginal ray is low.

[0400] Fig. 43 illustrates the configuration of an image display device according to this embodiment, Fig. 43 (a)

showing its whole structure and in Fig. 43 (b) its partially enlarged view. For brevity sake, the illumination light source,

the micro-mirror device and the screen are not shown. In Fig. 43 reference numerals 67 and 68 denote refracting optical

lenses; 69 denotes a convex mirror that has a positive Petzval's sum contributing component; 70 denotes an optical

axis common to the refracting optical lenses 67 and 68 and the convex mirror 69; 71 denotes a marginal ray of light

traveling from the micro-mirror device (not shown) to the convex mirror 69; and 72 denotes a negative lens disposed

at the position where the marginal ray is low.

[0401] As referred to previously with reference to Embodiment 5, since the convex mirror 69 has a positive Petzval's

sum contributing component, the Petzval's sum of the whole projecting optical system made up of the refracting optical

lenses 67 and 68 and the convex mirror 69 readily goes positive, giving rise to a curvature of field. To avoid this, the

negative lens 72 having a negative power of large absolute value is used to provide a negative Petzval's sum contrib-
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utingcomponent, which is utilized to reduce the Petzval's sum of the entire optical system to zero. This permits reduction

of the curvature of field
.

[0402] The point of this embodiment is to place the negative lens 72 at the position where the marginal ray 71 is low.

That is in this embodiment the negative lens 72 is disposed between the micro-mirror device (not shown) and the

convex mirror 69 at the position where the marginal ray 71 is low. At this position light converges on the optical axis 70.

[0403] With such an arrangement, light converges on and passes through a limited area about the center of the

negative lens 72, and consequently, the lens effect of the negative lens 72 on the light is substantially negligible.

Accordingly it is not necessary to take into account the influence of the negative lens 72 on the optical path design

based on the refracting optical lenses 67 and 68 and the convex mirror 69, and the positive Petzval's sum contnbuting

component of the projecting optical system can be canceled. Since the influence of the negative lens on the optical

path need not be taken into account and the Petzval's condition needs only to be satisfied taking into consideration

the absolute value of the negative power of the negative lens 72 and the refractive index of its glass material, the

curvature of field can be reduced with ease.

[0404] More specifically, the negative lens 72 may also be disposed in the retro-focus optical system 62 of Embod-

iment 6; furthermore, since the reflecting surface of the micro-mirror device (the light emitting surface in the case of a

transmission spatial light modulator such as liquid crystal) corresponds to the position where the marginal ray 71 is

low, a condenser lens (field f lattener) may be placed as the negative lens 72 in proximity to the reflecting surface (the

light emitting surface).

[0405] The negative lens 72 is not limited specifically to a single-lens structure but may be of a multi-lens structure.

[0406] As described above, according to this embodiment, since the negative lens 72 is placed at he position where

the marginal ray 71 is low, ft is possible to easily satisfy the Petzval's condition by generating the negative Petzval's

sum contributing component that cancels the positive Petzval's sum contributing component of the projecting optical

system, without the need for considering the lens effect of the negative lens 72 on the light passing therethrough.

Hence, the curvature of field can be reduced.

EMBODIMENT 10

[0407] Embodiment 7 minimizes the thickness or depth dimension of the image display device and the height of the

under-the-screen portion of the device by the path-bending reflector 59 interposed between the refracting optical lens

58 and the convex mirror 60 to bend the optical path in the horizontal plane containing the optical axis 61. This em-

bodiment (Embodiment 10) is directed to the conditions for the arrangement of the path-bending reflector 59 and the

refracting optical lens 58 relative to the convex mirror 60 in Embodiment 7.

[0408] Fig 44 is explanatory of the conditions for placement of the path-bending reflector 59. Figs. 44(a) and 44(b)

are a side and a top plan view of the image display device, and Fig. 44(c) is a front view of the convex mirror 60. The

parts identical to orcorresponding tothose in Fig. 25 are identified by the same reference numerals. In Fig. 44, reference

numeral 73 denotes the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 58, and 58z denotes the refracting optocal lens 58 in

the case where it is assumed that the optical bending mirror 59 is removed to bring the optical axis 61 of the convex

mirror 60 and the optical axis 73 into alignment with each other.
^

[0409] The optical axes 61 and 73 intersect at an angle G in the horizontal plane. That is, the optical axis 73 aligned

with the optical axis 61 is turned through 1 80-0° in the horizontal plane to intersect the optical axis 61 as depicted in

Fig 44(b) Reference characters P and Q denotes two points on the line of intersection between the honzontal plane

containing the optical axis 73 and the refracting optical lens 58, the point P being a point that is the closest to the optical

path from the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60 and the point Q being a point that is the closest to the

plane in the flat plane 22 is set.

[041 0] Now let b represent the distance between the convex mirror placement plane (reflecting part placement plane)

where the convex mirror 60 is disposed and the position of the path-bending reflector 59, and let those of points on

the line of intersection between the horizontal plane containing the optical axis 61 and the path-bending reflector 59

which are the closest to and the farthest from the convex mirror placement plane be called the closest point and the

farthest points respectively. Reference character a denotes the distance from the closest point to the convex mirror

placement plane, and c denotes the distance from the farthest point to the convex mirror placement plane. The distance

c is the longest distance from the convex mirror placement plane to the path-bending reflector 59.

[041 1] Reference character m denotes the distance from the highest point of the path-bending reflector 59 to the

optical axis 61; g denotes the distance from the point Q to the convex mirror placement plane; and f denotes the

distance from the position of the exit pupil of the refracting optical lens 58z to the convex mirror placement plane. The

distance g is the longest distance from the convex mirror placement plane to the refracting optical lens 58. Accordingly,

the sum of the distance from the position of the exit pupil of the refracting optical lens 58 to the path-bending reflector

59 and the horizontal distance from the position of the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror placement plane

is equal to the distance f

.
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[0412] As is evident from Fig. 44(a), i! is advantageous, for minimization of the height of the under-the-screen portion
that is the distance from the lowermost end of the screen 1 8 to the optical axis 61 , to hold the optical path of reflected
light 75 from the convex mirror 60 as low as possible, that is, as close to the optical axis 61 as possible. With too low
an optical path, however, the optical path is partly intercepted by the path-bending reflector 59, resulting in a shadow
being cast on the screen 18. Hence, the size and position of the path-bending reflector 59 must be determined in such
a manner as not to intercept the reflected ray from the convex mirror 60 to the lowermost end of the screen 1 8.

[041 3] As for the position of the path-bending reflector 59, the distance a is maximized to ensure the passage of the
reflected ray from the convex mirror 60 along the lowest possible path. On the other hand, since the thickness or depth
dimension of the image display device is limited to a particular value that is determined by the specifications for thickness
reduction, the distance c needs to be held smaller than the limit.

[0414] In the case of bending the optical path under the conditions mentioned above, if the distance f Is too short,
the portion of the refracting optical lens containing the point P intercepts the reflected ray from the path-bending reflector

59 to the convex mirror 60. If the refracting optical lens 58 is disposed so that its portion containing the point P will not
intercept the reflected ray from the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60, the distance a becomes shorter
than required. On the other hand, if the distance f is too long, the refracting optical lens 58 is spaced more than necessary
from the path-bending reflector 59 owing to the conditions imposed on the positions of the light receiving surface of

the convex mirror 60 and the reflector 59. As a result, the path-bending reflector 59 becomes large and Its height
increases accordingly, intercepting the reflected ray 75 from the convex mirror 60 to the lowermost end of the screen
18. To avoid this, the distance f has the optimum value.

[0415] As will be seen Fig. 44(b), if the angle 6 of intersection between the optical axes 61 and 73 is set too large,
the distance g or c exceeds a thickness or depth dimension limiting value, and the distance a increases, inevitably
causing the reflected ray from the convex mirror 60 to travel along a steeper optical path to the lowermost'end of the
screen 18.

[0416] A decrease in the, angle G decreases the distance g or c. This is advantageous from the viewpoint of the
thickness of the refracting optical lens 58 or path-bending reflector 59. With too small an angle G, however, the portion
of the refracting optical lens 58 containing the point P projects into the optical path from the path-bendingreflector 59
to the convex mirror 60 and intercepts the light, casting a shadow on the screen 1 8. Accordingly, the angle G also has
the optimum value.

[0417] In consideration of the above the path-bending angle G is determined such that the point P is as close to the
optical path from the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60 as possible within the range in which the point
P does not intercept the reflected light.

[0418] Once the angle G has been determined, it is the distance g or c that places a constraint on the thickness or
depth dimension of the image display device; therefore, the distance f is determined so that the longer one of the
distances g and c defines the depth dimension of the device. In particular, setting the distances c and g to the same
value minimizes the height of the under-the-screen portion.

[0419] The angle G may sometimes be predetermined according to other conditions of the image display device, but
it can also be considered to the same as in the above.

[0420] The points of the above may be summarized below in paragraphs 1 to 3. With the distance f and the angle G
optimized as mentioned below, it is possible to suppress the height of the under-the-screen portion while satisfying the
constraint of the thickness limiting value but without casting a shadow on the screen.

1
.
In the case of bending the optical path by means of the path-bending reflector 59, the angle G is set to such a

value that the point P of the refracting optical lens 58 is as close to the optical path from the path-bending reflector
59 to the convex mirror 60 as possible within the range in which the point P does not intercept the optical path.
2. When the angle G is predetermined according to other conditions for placement of the image display device, the
distance f is set to such a value that the point P of the refracting optical lens 58 is as close to the optical path from
the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60 as possible within the range in which the point P does not
intercept the optical path and that the distance c or g defines the thickness or depth dimension of the device.
3. With a view to minimizing the height of the under-the-screen portion, the angle G is set to such a value that the
point P of the refracting optical lens 58 is as close to the optical path from the path-bending reflector 59 to the
convex mirror 60 as possible within the range in which the point P does not project into the optical path, while at
the same time the distance f is set such that the distances c and g are equal to each other and defines the thickness
or depth dimension of the device.

[0421] When the lens portion of the point P that does not transmit the reflected ray (nontranmrttable portion) is re-

moved from the refracting optical lens 58, it is possible to place the refracting optical lens 58 closer to the optical path
from the path-bending reflector 59 to the convex mirror 60.

[0422] As is evident from, for example, Figs. 3 and 6, the entire area of the reflecting surface of the convex mirror is
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not used to project light onto the screen, but the area of the reflecting surface for projecting the light is only one-half

or less of the entire reflecting surface area. Accordingly, if such an unnecessary reflecting surface area (nonreflect.ng

area) is removed as in the case of the convex mirror 60 shown in Fig. 44(c), it is possible to downsize the convex mirror

accordingly and hence cut the manufacturing cost of the image display device and permit effective use of the limited

5 space inside the image display device. Further, two convex mirror, equally divided from one convex m.rror obtained

by rotational formation, can be used in two image display deices. This permits simplification of the manufacturing

process of image display devices.

[0423] In the present invention, since the refracting optical lens 58, the path-bending reflector 59 and the convex

mirror 61 are arranged after their shapes are deteimined, it is necessary to accurately establish optical paths with the

w above-mentioned optical components held in place. Fig. 45 (a) is a top view and Fig. 45 (b) is a perspective view. Figs.

45(a) and 45(b) depict a retaining mechanism 74, which is used to hold the refracting optical lens 58, the path-bending

reflector 59 and the convex mirror 60 as one piece. The use of such a retaining mechanism 74 allows ease in accurately

forming the optical path between the respective optical components with their positional relationships held as prede-

termined. Further, the refracting optical lens 58, the reflector 59 and the convex mirror 60 are mounted against d.slo-

15 cation by external stress or variations of various environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.). This stabilizes

the performance of the image display device. It is a matter of course that when the path-bending reflector 59 is not

used only the refracting optical lens 58 and the convex mirror 60 can be held by the retaining mechanism.

[0424] Moreover, the thickness or depth dimension of the image display device can also be suppressed by placing

the path-bending reflector between the first and second lens means of the refractive optical lens 58 as depicted in F.g^

20 44 instead of interposing the reflector 59 between the refracting optical lens 58 and the convex mirror 60 as mentioned

previously with reference to Embodiment 7. In Fig. 46 the parts identical with or corresponding, to those in Fig 44 are

Identified by the same reference numerals. The light from the micro-mirror device (not shown) passes through the first

lens means of the refracting optical lens 58 and is reflected by the path-bending reflector 59, thereafter passing through

the second lens means of the lens 58 and traveling to the convex mirror 60.

25 [0425] In this instance, the distance g is the longest distance from the convex mirror placement plane to the refracting

optical lens 58. To minimize the height of the under-the-screen portion that is the distance from the lowermost end of

the screen 18 to the optical axis 61 , it is preferable that the refracting optical lens 58 be spaced as far apart from the

convex mirror 60 as possible so that the optical path of the reflected ray 75 from the convex mirror 60 to the owermos

end of the screen 18 is as close to the optical axis 61 as possible. The refracting optical lens 58 intercepts the optical

30 path of the reflected ray 75 if it is lower than the highest point R of the exit surface of the refracting optical lens 58. To

avoid this, the refracting optical lens 58 is disposed so that the shortest distance a between it and the convex m.rror

placement plane is as long as possible. Hence, in the case of Fig. 46, too, there is the optimum value for the distance

f from the convex mirror placement plane to the exit pupil of the refracting opticallens 58.

[0426] Further, as in the case where the path-bending reflector is interposed between the refracting optical lens and

35 the convex mirror, the path-bending angle 6 needs to be minimized from the viewpoint of thickness reduction With loo

small an angle 6, however, the first lens means will intercept the optical path from the path-bend.ng reflector to the

second lens means. This indicates that there is the optimum value for the angle G in the case of Fig. 46, too.

[0427] In Embodiments 7 and 1 0, a prism may be used as a substitute for the path-bending reflector.

40 EMBODIMENT 11

[0428] Fig 47 illustrates the configuration of an image display device according to an eleventh embodiment (Em-

bodiment 11) of the present invention. For brevity sake, the illumination optical part, and the screen are not shown. In

this embodiment, the lens diameters of the light receiving and emitting sides of the refracting optical lens interposed

45 between the micro-mi rror device and the reflector are made smaller than the central lens diameter of the refracting

optical lens to meet the Petzval's condition and establish an optical system advantageous for path-bending condrt on.

[0429] In Fig 47 reference numeral 14 denotes amicro-mirror device; 76 denotes a refracting optical lens (refracting

optical part); 77 denotes a convex mirror having a positive Petzval's sum contributing component; 78 denotes an optica

axis common to the refracting optical lens 76 and the convex mirror 77: and 79 denotes a marginal ray of light that

so travels from the micro-mirror device 14 to the convex mirror 77.

[0430] In the refracting optical lens 76, reference numeral 80 denotes a positive lens disposed at a position where

the marginal ray 79 is high, and 81 and 82 denote lens groups disposed at the entrance and exit sides of the positive

lens 80, respectively. The light from the micro-mirror device 14 travels to the convex mirror 77 after passing through

the entrance-side lens group 81 , the positive lens 80 and the exit-side lens group 82 in this order.

55 [0431] Since the convex mirror 77 has the positive Petzval's contributing component as referred to previously with

reference to Embodiment 5, the Petzval's sum of the entire projecting optical system is likely to go positive, causing a

curvature of field. An increase in the Petzval's sum can be suppressed by minimizing the power of the posrt.ve lens

forming the refracting optical lens 76.
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[0432] This embod.ment features the placement of the positive lens 80 at the position where the marginal ray 79 is
high. That is. when the power of the positive lens 80 is reduced taking into account the Petrol's condition the effect
o the lens action of the positive lens 80 is also lessened. With the positive lens 80 of small power placed at the position
of high marginal ray where light spread out as viewed from the optical axis, it is easy to establish a correspondence
between minute areas of the light receiving and emitting surfaces of the positive lens 80 and the rays passing through
them. This permrts more elaborate designing of the light receiving and emitting surfaces of the positive lens 80 suffi-
ciently enhancing its performance for the light passing therethrough.

[0433] Contrary to Embodiment 9 in which the operational effect of the negative lens 72 is made virtually neqliqible
by placing it at the position where the marginal ray 71 is low, this embodiment places the positive small power at the
position where the marginal ray 79 is high, by which it is possible to suppress an increase of the Petrol's sum without
impairing the lens action of the positive lens 80. This will be described below more specifically with reference to Fig 47
[0434J In Fig. 47, the positive lens 80 at the center of the refracting optical lens 76 is a positive lens of positive power
according to this embodiment, which is disposed at the position where the marginal ray 79 is high. With the provision
of the entrance and exit side lens groups 81 and 82 of the positive lens 80 as shown, the marginal ray 79 in the positive
lens 80 is increased.

y

<Numerical Value Example 11A>

[0435] Fig. 48 is a table showing Numerical Value Example 11 A of this embodiment. The specifications in Fig 48
are f=-0.74 mm (focal length at a 546.1 nm wavelength), NA=0.1 7 (aperture number at the micro-mirror device side)
Yob=14.2 mm (object height at the micro-minor device side), and M=86.3 (magnification for projection). The definition
of the asphencal configuration in Fig. 48 is the same as in Numerical Value Example 6A -
[0436] Letting hi represent the height of the marginal ray 79 of light incident on the refracting optical lens 76 hm
represent the maximum height of the marginal ray 79 of the light passing through the positive lens 80 at the center of
the refracting optical lens 76, and ho represent the height of the marginal ray 76 of the light emrtted from the refracting
optical lens 76, these hi, hm and ho bear such relationships that satisfy 1.05hkhm<3hi and 0 3hkho<1hi That is
since 0.3hi<ho<1 hi<hm/1 .05hi<3hi/1 .05hi, ho is the smallest among the three values that satisfy the above two ine-
qualities.

[0437] With the Fig. 47 configuration in which the lens diameter of the exit portion of the refracting optical lens it is
possible not only to meet the Petrol's condition but also to place the refracting optical part closer to the optical path
from the path-bending means to the reflectormeans than in the case of the larger lens diameter as described previously
with respect of Embod,ment 7; hence, there is also provided a margin in the range of insertion of the path-bending
reflector without intercepting the optical path. The positive lens 80 may be formed by a plurality of lenses as described
later on in respect of Fig. 55.

[0438] As described above, according to this embodiment, the positive lens 80 is interposed between the micro-
mirror device 14 and the convex mirror 77 at the place where the marginal ray 79 is high, and the power of the positive
ens 80 is reduced to suppress an increase in the Petrol's sum of the optical system. Hence, it is possible to suppress
he positive Petzval s sum contributing component of the projecting optical system through effective utilization of the
lens action of the positive lens 80, permitting reduction of the curvature of field.

[0439] Further, according to this Embodiment 11, since the height hi of the marginal ray 79 of light incident to the
refracting optical lens 76, the maximum height hm of the marginal ray 79 of light passing through the positive lens 80
disposed intermediately of the refracting optical lens 76 and the height ho of the marginal ray 79 emitted from the
refracting optical lens 76 are chosen to satisfy 1 .05hi<hm<3hi and 0.3hkho<1 hi, it is possible to suppress the positive

o
Um contributin9 component of the projecting optical system, permitting reduction of the curvature of field

[0440] Besides, according to this Embodiment 1 1 ,
by satisfying the relationships 1 .05hi<hm<3hi and 0 3hi<ho<1 hi

the lens diameter of the exit portion of the refracting optical lens 76 can be reduced. This provides a margin in the
range of insertion of the path-bending reflector.

EMBODIMENT 12

[0441 ]
In Embodiment 4 the effective display area of the micro-mirror device 1 4 is disposed off the optical axis of an

odd-order aspherical surface to reflect/transmit light except the central area of the odd-order aspherioal surface (a
point on the optical axis), projecting the light onto the screen 18. Since the central area about the optbal axis is not
used, the odd-order aspherical surface can be used, by which the degree of flexibility of the aspherical convex mirror
increased to provide enhanced image formation performance. In this embodiment (Embodiment 12) the position of
image formation in the peripheral portion is shifted in the direction of the optical axis relative to the position of imaqe
formation at the center of the optical axis to provide flexibility in the design of the optical system, thereby increasino
the image formation performance.
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10442] Fig 49 is a diagram showing image formation in a common optical system. In Fig. 49 reference numeral 1

4

denotes a micro-mirror device disposed off the optical axis; 83 denotes a refracting optical lens (projecting optical

means) 84 denotes a convex mirror (projecting optical means); 85 denotes a image formation plane containing an

image-forming position at the center of the optical axis and perpendicular to the optical axis; and 86A and 86B denote

5 image-forming positions in the image formation plane 85.

[04431 In the optical system of Fig. 49, the image formation plane 85 is set in a plane perpendicular to the optical

axis relative to the image-forming position at the center of the optical axis, and the off-axis image-forming positions

86A and 86B are set in the image formation plane 85. In a wide-angle optical system, however, it is difficult to contain

two image-forming positions in the same plane, and image-forming positions are displaced with varying degrees, re-

10 suiting in the image surface being curved. The curvature of field can be reduced by such schemes described prev.ously

with reference to Embodiments 5, 9 and 11

10444] In this embodiment, since the center of optical axis is not used, it does not matter even if the image-forming

position at the center of the optical axis and the actual off-axis image-forming position differ from each other. Fig. 50

depicts an example of an optical system in which the image surface is curved. Reference numeral 87 denotes a re-

15 fracting optical leans; 88 denotes a convex mirror; 89 denotes a curved image surface; and 90A and 90B denotes off-

axis imaqe-forming positions. „ . . .

104451 As shown in Fig. 50 the point of this embodiment is that such a curvature of field as Indicated by the curved

image surface 89 is allowed In image formation. In this case, a lens configuration free from the constraints of the

Petzval's condition is feasible to implement. This relaxes the limitations on the refractive index and dispersion charac-

20 teristic of the optical material for the refracting optical lens 87, increasing flexibility in its design and hence providing

increased image formation performance.

10446] As described above, according to this embodiment, since the image-forming position at the center of the

optical axis is set in a plane different from that in which the image-forming position around the optical axis flexibility

in designing the refracting optical lens 87 increases, permitting implementation of an image display device of excellent

25 image formation performance.

EMBODIMENT 13

[04471 This embodiment (Embodiment 1 3) is intended to further reduce the curvature of field.

30 0448] As shown in the numerical value examples described above, the peripheral portion of the convex mirror is

likely to become warped. The curvature of the convex mirror at the center of the optical axis is convex, but the curvature

of the warped portion is concave. The reflector of the convex curvature diverges light, whereas the reflector of the

concave curvature converges light. Accordingly, it is necessary, for the formation of an image on the screen that hgh

from the refracting optical part for incidence to the convex mirror be convergent at the center of the optical axis but

35 divergent in the peripheral portion. Mntor «f

f0449] Taking into consideration the fact that the lens, which produces a convergent bundle of rays at the center o

the optical axis, produces a convergent bundle of rays in the peripheral portion as well, it is easily presumable that

much difficulty would be encountered in designing a refracting optical lens that meets the above-mentioned require-

ments In other words, the use of an ordinary refracting optical lens will develop a significant curvature of field. Hence,

40 the suppression of warping of the peripheral portion of the convex mirror is highly effective in suppressing the curvature

of field This embodiment is to prevent warping ofthe peripheral portion ofthe convex mirror by adding a pupil aberration

to the exist pupil of the refracting optical lens as will be described below.

104501 Fiq 51 illustrates the configuration of the image display device according to this embodiment. In Fig. 51

reference numeral 91 denotes a refracting optical lens (refracting optical part); 92 denotes a convex mirror^wrth ,ts

45 peripheral portion warped; 93 denotes a convex mirror with the warp of its peripheral portion corrected; 94 denotes

the optical axis common to the refracting optical lens 91 an the convex mirrors 92 and 93; 95 denotes an emitted ray

near the optical axis; 96 a ray reflected by the convex mirror from its peripheral portion; 97 denotes exist pup. of the

refracting optical lens 91 for the emitted ray 95; 98 denotes the exit pupil of the refracting optical lens 91 for the reflected

rav 96- and 99 denotes a ray from the peripheral portion in the case of emanation from the exit pupil 97

so [0451 ] Usually the emitted ray traveling near the optical axis 94 in Fig. 5 1 and the emrtted ray from the peripheral

portion are both emitted from the exit pupil 97 of the refracting optical lens 91 as indicated by 95 and 99. As will be

seen from the relationships of the emitted ray 96, the convex mirrors 92 and the 93, in the case where the emrtted ray

96 is reflected by the convex mirror 92 and corrected for distortion, the exit pupil may be at the position indicated by

97, but in the case where the emitted ray 96 in Fig. 51 is reflected by the convex mirror 93 with its penpheral portion

55 unwarped and corrected for distortion, the exit pupil 97 near the center of the optical axis 94 and the exit pup.l 98 for

the emitted ray from the peripheral portion need only to be intentionally shifted as depicted in Fig. 51

[0452] By adjusting the position and angle of incidence of light to the convex mirror 93 as descnbed above rt is

possible to prevent warping of the marginal portion of the convex mirror and hence suppress the curvature of field.
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Incidentally, this feature is common to all the numerical value examples mentioned above.

EMBODIMENT 14

[0453] This embodiment (Embodiment 14) is intended to provide increased image formation performance by allowing
distortion that occurs in the refracting optical part in the vicinity of the center of the optics.

[0454] Fig. 52 is explanatory of an image display device according to this embodiment. Fig. 52 reference numeral
00 denotes a screen; 101 denotes an optical axis common to a projecting optical system (not shown) and the screen

1 00; and 1 02 denotes the maximum range in which a circle with its center at the optical axis 101 crosses only the base
of the screen 100.

[0455] In the optical system, since the constraint of distortion is a big factor in defining the image formation perform-
ance, it is possible to increase the image formation performance by eliminating the constraint. When distortion occurs
an image in the peripheral area of the screen is displayed distorted, or excessively large or small relative to the screen
frame. To avoid this, the area subject to the influence of distortion needs to be minimized
[0456] The absolute value of distortion, which is produced by the projecting optical part, is increased within the range
1 02 of the circle about the optical axis 101 that intersects the base of the screen 100 but does not intersect the other
sides as depicted in Fig. 52, and the absolute value of the distortion is held small in the area outside the circle As a
result, the influence of the distortion can be limited only to the base of the screen 1 00, and near the other three sides
images can be formed correctly in rectangular shape.

[0457] Further, the distortion that occurs in the optical system is defined by the ratio of distortion to the distance from
the optical axis. That is, the actual amount of distortion increases with distance from the optical axis even if the value
of optical distortion calculated in percentage is the same. From a visual perspective, a distorted image is not easily
discernible in the inside area of the display screen, but when the display screen boundary portion, which ought to be
straight, becomes curved owing to distortion of the outermost periphery of the display screen, it is readily discernible
In an image display device of the present invention, distortion is produced for one side near the optical axis and hence
lineanty of image formation is lost for this side; however, since the distance from the optical axis to this side is short
the relative distortions for the other sides are reduced and the boundary portions along the three sides do not easily
become curved. Moreover if the optical axis lies on this side, linearity is not lost for the outside boundary portion
[0458] This feature is particularly effective when plural displays are used in combination as depicted in Fig 53 In
Fig. 53, reference numerals 1 0OA to 1 0OF denote screens; 1 01A to 1 01 F denote optical axes each of which is common
to a projecting optical part (not shown) of each image display device and one of the screens 1 00A to 1 00F- and 1 02A
to 1 02F denote the maximum ranges in which circles about the optical axes 1 01A to 1 01 F intersect only the bases of
the screens 1 00A to 1 0OF.

[0459] In such a multi-display as shown in Fig. 53, too, if distortions in the areas along other sides than the base are
suppressed, substantially no overlapping of pictures or splitting of a picture occurs at the joints of display screens
[0460] The above configuration is based on numerical calculations. Results of concrete numerical calculations will
be given below as Numerical Value Example 14A.

<Numerical Value Example 14A>

[0461] Figs. 54 and 55 are a table showing numerical data of this example and a schematic diagram depictinq the
device configuration based on the numerical data. The specifications in Fig. 54 are f=3.31 mm(focal length at a wave-
length of 546.1 nm), NA=0.1 7 (micro-mirror device side aperture number), Yob=14.65 (micro-mirror device side object
height) and M=86.96 (projecting magnification).

[0462] In Fig. 56 there are shown the results of numerical calculations of distortion in Numerical Value Example 1 4A
In Fig. 57 there are shown the distortion in Numerical Value Example 4A for comparison with the distortion in the design
that allows distortion. As is evident from Fig. 57, the distortion in Numerical Value Example 4A is approximately 0 1%
or below, whereas in Numerical Value Example 14A shown in Fig. 56, distortion is allowed up to 2% in the range in
which the image height is small which indicates the distance from the optical axis.

[0463] Incidentally, the distortion produced in the optical system in the device configuration designed to allow dis-
tortion can be corrected for by modifying the mirror surface that is used for path-bending use. That is, the distortion of
the entire image display device can be corrected for by distorting the shape of the plane mirror 22 that reflects light
from the projecting optical system 1 7 to bend its optical path to the screen 18.

EMBODIMENT 15

[0464] This embodiment (Embodiment 15) implements two design ideas for the convex mirror, the one of which
increases the environmental characteristic with respect to a temperature change and the other of which facilitates
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alignment in the assembling of the image display device.
•

r0465] Fig 58 is explanatory of the image display device according to this embodiment. Fig. 58(a) is a side view of

the image display device with the illumination light source system and the screen omitted for brevity sake Figs. 58(b

and 58(c) are a top plan and a front view of the convex mirror. In Fig. 58, the z-axis is set in the direction of the optical

axis of the convex mirror, the x-axis crosses the z-axis at right angles in the plane containing the optical axis, and the

y-axis crosses the x- and z-axes at right angles.

[0466] In Fig 58, reference numeral 1 4 denotes a micro-mirror device; 1 03A and 1 03B denote the refractive optical

lenses (refracting optical parts) used in the embodiments described so far; 104 denotes a convex mirror (reflecting

part) characteristic of this embodiment; and 105 denotes an optical axis common to the refracting optical lenses 103A

and 103B and the convex mirror 1 04. The convex mirror 104 is one that is obtained by cutting off nonreflect.ng portions

104C from a convex mirror 1040 rotationally symmetric with respect to the optical axis 105 (see Figs. 58(b) and 58(c)

and Embodiment 10). _.u„
[04671 Reference numeral 1 04F denotes a front surface of the convex mirror 1 04 that reflects rays of light from the

refracting optical lenses 1 03A and 103B, and 1 04R denotes a rear surface or the back of the convex mirror 104.

104681 in this embodiment the aspherical configuration of the front surface 1 04 is designed through ray tracing to

correct for distortion: hence, if respective portions of the convex mirror contract or expand with different degrees due

to a temperature change In the use environment, the shape of the front surface 104 subtly changes and affects the

correction for distortion. To cope with such a temperature change, the thickness of the convex mirror 104 from the front

104F to the rear 104R thereof is made uniform. This is the first one of the design ideas of the convex mirror 104.

r04691 Fig 59 is explanatory of changes in the form of the convex mirror thickwise thereof by a temperature change.

Fig. 59(a) shows contraction of the convex mirror 104 and Fig. 59(b) its expansion. The parts identical with or corre-

sponding to those in Fig. 58 are identified by the same reference numerals.

[0470] Since the convex mirror 1 04 is made of a material of the same coefficient of linear expansion, the uniform

thickness from the front 104F to the rear 104R ensures that the convex mirror 104 undergoes the same thickness

variation throughout it when temperature changes. Accordingly, the entire areas of the front and rear surfaces 1 04F

and 104R (indicated by the broken lines) designed through ray tracing contract and expand in parallel to the axis 105

as indicated by the solid lines 1 04'F and 1 04R', respectively. Since the convex mirror 1 04 undergoes the same thickness

variation throughout it, the front surface 1 04F retains the shape of the front surface 1 04F. Thus it is possible to prevent

a change in the shape of the front surface 104 by an ambient temperature change.

[0471 1 The other design idea for the convex mirror 1 04 is to provide low- and high-reflectivity areas 1 04L and 1 04H

in, the front surface 1 04F in proximity to the optical axis 1 05 as depicted in Fig. 58. The reflectivity of the area 1 04L is

appreciably lower than the reflectivity of the area 104H.

[0472] I n the convex mirror 1 04 of the image display device of the present invention in which the micro-mirror device

14 is disposed out of alignment with the optical axis 1 05, since the area of the front surface 1 04F near the optical axis

105 (non-projecting front area) is not used to reflect light to the screen or plane mirror, the low- and h.gh reflectivrty

areas 104L and 104H are provided in the front surface 104F in proximity to the optical axis 105.

[04731 The area of the front surface 1 04F close to the optical axis 1 05 is lower than the point of reflection 1 06P in

the front surface 104F of a ray 1 06 that travels along an optical path close to the optical axis 1 05 between the refracting

optical lens 1 03B and the convex mirror 104 as depicted in Fig. 58 (a).

[04741 The low- and high reflectivity areas 104L and 104H are not aspherical but are formed in a flat area that is

circular (semicircular) about the optical axis 105 and crosses it at right angles. Let R represent the distance from the

point of intersection of the front surface 1 04F and the optical axis 1 05 to the reflecting point 1 06P. The low- and high

reflectivity areas 104L and 104H are formed in concentric circles (semicircles) of radii rL and rH smaller than R, re-

spectively. Since rL>rH , the high-reflectivity area 1 04H lies inside the low-reflectivity area 1 04L and the former is closer

to the optical axis 1 05 than the latter. .

[0475] The provision of the low- and high-reflectivity areas 104L and 104H in the surface of the convex mirror 104

facilitates alignment in the assembling of the image display device.

[0476] Fig. 60 is explanatory of an alignment scheme using the convex mirror 1 04. The parts corresponding to those

in Fiq 58 are identified by the same reference numerals and characters.
j *

104771 In Fig 60 reference numeral 1 07 denotes a laser that emits laser light (straight-traveling light); 1 08 denotes

an isolator that permits the passage therethrough of the laser light from the laser 1 07 only in one direction to protect

the laser 1 07 from reflected-back light; 1 09 denotes a half mirror interposed between the isolator 1 08 and the convex

mirror 1 04; and 1 1 0 denotes a detector for detecting the power of the laser light. The arrows marked with 1 1
1
and 1

2

respectively indicate emitted laser light and reflected-back laser light during alignment, and the two-dot-cha.n line

marked with 1 1 3 indicates a virtual optical axis formed by the emitted laser light 1 1 1 and the reflected-back laser light

TO478] I n the first place, the virtual optical axis 1 1 3 for the convex mirror 1 04 is set using the arrangement depicted

in Fig 60(a). The laser light emitted from the laser 107 in parallel to the horizontal passes through the .solator 1 08 and
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the half m.rror 109 and hence travels toward the convex mirror 1 04. At this time, the attitude of the convex mirror104

kIZTT bV 8 ma
t

nipu,

,

ator or the ,ike for 'relational adjustment Mx in the x-axis direction, rotational adjustmentRx about the x-axis, translational adjustment My in the y-axis direction and rotational adjustment Ry about the y-axis

tTuo h ,

'9
? Ik

bV ,hG hi9h -reflectivitV area 1 °4H to the half mirror 1 09 to maximize the power of the laser
light 112 that is detected by the detector 110.

[0479] The maximum power of the laser light 1 1 2 is detected when the convex mirror 1 04 takes the most desirable
attitude, that is, when the laser light 1 1 1 traveling from the half mirror 1 09 to the convex mirror 1 04 and the laser light
112 traveling from the convex mirror 104 to the half mirror are completely aligned with each other. With the hiqh-
reflectivrty area 104H of the plane mirror held at right angles to the laser light 111, the laser light beams 111 and 112are brought into complete alignment with each other to form the virtual optical axis 113
[0480] When the convex mirror 1 04 is significantly displaced from its desirable attitude, the laser light 1 1 2 reflectedby the convex mirror 1 04 is not incident to the detector 110 through the half mirror 109, and consequently the detector
110 does not detect power. Even if the convex mirror 1 04 approaches its desirable attitude, an optical-axis misalignment
f any w,|| cause reflection of the laser light 111 by the low-reflectivity area 104L of the plan mirror to the ha? mirror
1
09^

Since the low-reflect.vrty area 1 04L is low in reflectivity, the power of the laser light 1 1 2 reflected by the half mirroro the detector 10 ,s low-level; hence, the optical-axis misalignment can be detected. This indicates that the value of

mL'Sgnmem
hl9h

'reflec,ivit
y area needs °"'V to be determined according to acceptable limits of optical-axis

[0481] With the light receiving surface of the detector 110 formed by four photodetectors 1 1 0A, 1 1 0B 1 1 0C and 1 1 0Darranged in a 2 by 2 matrix (Fig. 60(c)), the inclinations RX and Ry of the convex mirror 104 can be detected andadjusted w,th h,gh accuracy by conducting differential calculations of output signals from the photodetectors 11 OA to

[0482] Further, by adding the outputs from the four photodetectors 1 1 0A to 1 1 0D, it is possible not only to detect thepower of he light incident to the entire area of the light receiving surface of the detector 1 1 0 but also to detect optical
axrs m.sal.gnments Mx and My. Accordingly, this arrangement permits comprehensive adjustments to Mx, My, Rx and
riy,

[0483] In this way, the virtual optical axis 1 13 by the laser light beams 111 and 112 can be produced by making fine
adjustments to the attitude of the convex mirror 1 04 while monitoring the laser light 1 1 2 that is detected by the detector

EH2 1 n^f' *Z
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an
^eme1t °f R9 6°(b) iS US8d t0 make amendme^ for alignment between the refracting opticaltenses 1 03A and 1 03B The refracting optical lenses 1 03A and 103B are inserted in the arrangement of Fig. 60(a) withhe virtual optical ax* 113 produced. In this instance, too, when the refracting optical lenses 103A and 103B assume

103Aa^B "9ht b6amS 112^ thr0U9h the Cent6,B °f the refractin9 'ense*
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" This state corresponds to the state in which the opticalaxes of the refractmg optical lenses 1 03A and 1 03B are aligned with the virtual optical axis 113
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!0nt SUrfaCe 1 °4F by 3 temPerature ^ange, providing enhanced environmental charac-
tenstic of the image display device.

[0487] Further, according to this embodiment, since the convex mirror 104 has in its front surface 104F the low-
ref ectivrty area 104L formed close to the optical axis 105 and the high-reflectivity area 104H formed in closer to the

en' dinl
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by thG det6Ct0r 110 8nd ca,culations and ha"ce facilitate alignment of theconvex
mirror 104 and the refracting optical lenses 103A and 103B in assembling the image display device

EMBODIMENT 16

[0488] Fig. 61 illustrates the configuration of an image display device of a sixteenth embodiment (Embodiment 1 6)

shown
PreS mVent,0n

'

br6Vity SakS
' illUminati0n ,ight source system - the P'ane m^ror and the screen are not

[0489] In Fig. 61 reference numeral 14 denotes a micro-mirror device (transmitting means); 114 denotes a cover
glass for protecting the reflecting surface (light-emitting surface) of the micro-mirror device 14; 1 1 5 denotes a compen-
sator glass (transmitting means) for compensating for variations in the optical thickness of the cover glass 114- 76 and
77 denote the refracting optical lens (refracting optical part) and the convex mirror (reflecting part) used in the embod-
iments descnbed above, respectively; 78 denotes an optical axis common to the refracting optical lens 76 and the
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convex mirror 77.

[0490] The micro-mirror device 14 has mounted thereon the cover glass 114 tor protecting the reflecting surface

formed by many micro-mirrors. Light from an illumination light source (not shown), which is made up of a light-emitting

means, a parabolic reflector and a condenser lens, is incident to the reflecting surface of the micro-mirror device 14

through the cover glass 1 1 4. And the light intensity-modulated by the reflecting surface passes through the cover glass

114 and travels to the refracting optical lens 76 and the convex mirror 77.

[0491] By the way, the thickness of the cover glass 114 does not always have a fixed standard value, but it is held

within a tolerance defined by the difference between permissible maximum and minimum values of thickness. Accord-

ingly the cover glass usually has a different thickness. Further, the standard value of thickness may sometimes undergo

a design change. Since the light used in the image display device is certain to pass through the cover glass 114, such

a thickness variation of the cover glass 114 affects the light passing therethrough, resulting in the design of optical

paths throughout the optical system being deteimined by a different thickness of the cover glass 114.

[0492] In this embodiment the compensator glass 115 is intemosed between the illumination light source system

(not shown) or refracting optical lens 76 and the cover glass 114 to compensate for the thickness variation of the cover

glass of the latter. . .

[0493] A description will be given, with reference to Fig. 62, of a scheme for compensating for the thickness variation

of the cover glass 114 by the compensator 115.

[0494] Figs. 62 shows the relationships between the thickness of the cover glass 1 1 4 and the compensator glass

115 It is assumed, for simplicity's sake, that the refractive index n 1 of the cover glass 1 1 4 and the refractive index n2

of the compensator glass 1 1 5 are equal (where n1 =n2=n), but the refractive indexes may differ as described later on

.

•Reference State

[0495] Fig. 62(a) shows the case where the thickness t1 of the cover glass 114 has a reference value T1
.

In this

instance light is emitted from and reflected back to the micro-mirror device 14 covered with the cover glass 114 through

the compensator glass 115 of a thickness t2=T2. Accordingly, the light equivalently passes through a glass medium

of a thickness t=T1+T2 and a refractive index n. Other optical systems such as the illumination light source system,

the refracting optical lens 76 and the convex mirror 77 are designed with the assumption that the glass medium of the

thickness T1+T2 and the refractive index n is present.

'Compensation Example 1

[0496] Fig 62(b) shows the case where the thickness t1 of the cover glass 1 1 4 deviates from the reference value

T1 by an individual difference AT (AT containing a plus or minus sign) to T1+AT. In this case, the light is emitted from

and reflected back to the micro-mirror device 14 covered with the covered glass 114 through the compensator glass

1 1 5 of a thickness t2=T2-AT.

[0497] That is, since the sum total of the thickness t1=T1+AT of the cover glass 114 and the thickness t2=T1-AT of

the compensator glass 1 1 5 is the same as the thickness t=T1 +T2 as in the reference state, the light emitted from and

reflected back to the micro-mirror device 14 equivalently passes through the glass medium of the thickness t=T1+T2

and the refractive index n. Accordingly, although a variation AT is caused by the individual difference of the thickness

t1 of the cover glass 1 1 4, it is possible to cancel the variation AT can by changing the thickness t2 of the compensator

glass 115, allowing the use of the optical systems in their reference state without involving design changes.

•Compensation Example 2

[0498] Fig 62(c) shows the case where the thickness t1 of the cover glass 1 1 4 design-changed from the reference

value T1 to another reference value T3. In this case, light is emitted from and reflected back to the micro-mirror device

14 covered with the cover glass 114 through the compensator glass 115 of a thickness t2=T2-(T3-T1 )=T2-AT.

[0499] As is the case with Compensation Example 1 , the sum total of the thickness t1 =T1+(T3-T1 )=T1+AT of the

cover glass 114 and the thickness t2=T2-(T3-T1)=T2-AT of the compensator glass 115 is the same value t=T1+T2 in

the above-mentioned reference state; hence, the light emitted from and reflected back to the micro-mirror device 14

equivalently passes through the glass medium of the thickness t=TUT2 and the refractive index n. Accordingly, al-

though the thickness deviation AT is caused by the design change of the thickness t1 of the cover glass 114 from the

reference value T1 to T3, it is possible to cancel the thickness deviation AT by changing the thickness t2 of the com-

pensator glass 115, permitting the use of the optical systems in their reference state without involving design changes.

[0500] As will be seen from the above, in this embodiment, depending on whether the variation (or deviation) in the

thickness t1 of the cover glass 114 increases or decreases from the reference value T1
,
the reference value T2 of the

thickness 12 of the compensator glass 115 is decreased or increased by the variation (or deviation) AT to obtain the
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fixed sum total 1
1
=T1 +T2. Hence, the glass medium of the refiactive index n and the thickness t=T1 +T2 can be reoardedas being equivalents mounted on the reflecting surface of the micro-mirror device 1 4, and the optical systems in theirre erence state can be used intact regardless of the variation (or thickness deviation). Of course, this embo men,
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EMBODIMENT 17

H th!f?k „rS?
f V 'eW

°f an image diSp 'ay deviCe that uses tne P|ane mirror 22 in Embodiment 1 (Fig
6) and the path-bend.ng reflector 59 in Embodiments 7 and 10 (Fig. 25 and others). The parts identical with or corre-sponding to those ,n Figs. 6 and 25 are identified by the same reference numerals and characters. Fo bX sakethe convergmg opt.cal system including the illumination light source system, the micro-mirror device and the refracting
optical lens are not shown.
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nUrral den°teS 9eneral,y the im"e diSP 'ay d6Vice 0f a rectan9" larP^tic con-hguration 117 denotes a under-the-screen portion of the image display device 116; and 118 denotes the horizontalima9
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- Rg - 65 thS P,ane in Which the screen 1

8

and tha convex mirror60 are placidand the plane in which the plane m.rror 22 is placed cross the bottom 1 1 8 at right angles. The plane that contains theopt,cal ax* 61 and crosses the bottom 118 divides the image display device into halves. The $-axis is norma, to thescreen 18, the v-axis is normal to the bottom 118, and the ?-axis is perpendicular to the E- and w-axes

L f

Re1eTCB n"™

,

ra ' 1 1

9

d6n0teS 3 ray that iS reflected at a Point P (third point) on the convex mirror (reflecting
part) 60 toward a point Q (second point) on the plane mirror22; and 120 denotes a ray that is reflected at the point Qon the plane mirror 22 toward a point R (first point) on the screen (display means) 1 8. The point R is on the base of a
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square image display on the screen 18 (which base is parallel to and close by the bottom 118) and is the remotes

point from the center of the image. Reference numerals 1 21 and 1 22 denotes segments formed by projecting the rays

119 and 120 onto the bottom 118 from the V-axis direction, and points P\ Q' and R (third, second and first po.nts of

projection) formed by projecting the points P, Q and R onto the bottom 1 1 8 from the V-axis direction.

TO51 21 Fig 65(b) shows a space (placement space) S defined by the points P, Q, R, P', Q' and R
.

In this embodiment,

attention is paid to the space S as a space for placement of the converging optical system and care is taken no to

increase the height of the under-the-screen portion 117. The rays 119 and 120 are rays corresponding to the^jnt IR;

if components of the converging optical system are so placed in the space S as not to shade the rays 119 and 120,

they will not shade all the other rays.
r-. ec/«>\ *~inn

r0513l Fig 66 depicts the configuration of an image display device according to this embodiment Fig. 66(a) being

a front view of the under-the-screen portion of the image display device as viewed from thejj-axis direction
,

and
I

F.g.

66(b) a top plan view of the image display device as viewed from the V-axis direction. The parts identical with or

corresponding to those, in Figs. 3, 6, 25 and 65 are identified by the same reference numerals and fa^^F.gs.

67(a) and 67(b) show, in section , the image display device in the planes A-A' and B-B' perpend.cular to the screen 1 8.

The plane B-B' is closer to the segment Q-Q' than the plane A-A'.

K>5141 In Fiq 66 reference numeral 123 denotes an illumination light source system (transmitting means, illumination

fight source part, principal part of converging optical system) composed of a luminous or light emitting element 11a

parabolic mirror 12 and a condenser lens 13; 124 denotes a color wheel (transmitting means, principal part of con-

verging optical system) which sequentially colors rays (illumination light) from the illumination light source system 1 23

in three primary colors; 1 25 denotes a rod integrator (transmitting means, principal part of converging optical system)

which receives light from the color wheel 1 24 on its plane of incidence and emits light of illuminance d.stnbut.on made

uniform from its pane of emission; 126 denotes a relay lens (transmitting means, principal part of converging optical

system) which relays the light from the rod integrator 125.

1051 5] Reference numerals 1 27 and 1 28 denote a second path-bending reflector (second path-bending means) and

a third path-bending reflector (third path-bending means) characteristic of this embodiment; and 1 29 denotes
;

a field

.ens (transmitting means) which launches the light from the relay lens 125 to the m«^ n̂^.^"^3
means, reflection type image information imparting part) 1 4. The light from the relay lens 1 26 is reflected by the second

and third path-bending reflectors 127 and 1 28 in this order toward the field lens 129.

[051 6] The converging optical system for gathering light to the micro-mirror device 1 4 comprises the illum.nat.on light

source system 123, the color wheel 124. the rod integrator 1 25. the relay lens 126. the second and
I

th.rc P^ndmg

reflectors 127 and 128. and the field lens 129; in particular, the illumination light source system 123, the color wheel

124, the rod integrator 125 and the relay lens 126 will hereinafter be referred to as principal components of the con-

rasiTI
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XferoncTn'umeral 1 30 denotes an optical axis common to the principal components of the converging optical

system, and 1 31 denotes an excess space in the image display device 1 1 6. In an ordinary image display dev.ce such

an excess space is removed and hence is not regarded as a space where to place optical components In Fig. 66 the

principal components of the light-gathering system are disposed in he space S with the optical axis 1 30 held in parallel

to the bottom 11 8 of the display device 11 6 and the light receiving surface of the screen 18 for the reasons^en below

[0518] When the illumination light source system 123 having the optical axis 130 in the honzontal plane .nclines to

a position 123A wrth an optical axis 130A and the angle 8 between the optical axes 130^

»

prescribed value (15°, for instance) as depicted in Fig. 68, the internal temperature distnbufon of thehght emitting

member 11 (short-arc discharge lamp) of the light source 123 goes out of spec, leading to reduction of rts service ife

This can be avoided by the above-mentioned arrangement. When turned about the optical axis 130, however, the

illumination light source system 1 23 does not present any problem.S Fig 69 depicts usage patterns of the image display device 1 1 6. In Fig. 69(a) the bottom 1 1 8 held horizon al;

n Fiq 69(b) the bottom 118 is held somewhat oblique to the horizontal plane, for example, when the image display

device 116 is hung on a wall; and in Fig. 69(c) the bottom 118 is held somewhat oblique to the horizontal plane when

the image display device is hung on a wall upside down. The above arrangement is to deal wrth such usage patterns

of the image display device 116.

[05201 Moreover, the Fig. 66 arrangement is aimed at reducing the thickness of the image display dev ce 11 6 frnin-

mizat on ofthe size in the ^-axis direction) and suppressing the height of the under-the-screen portion 1 1 7(—
of the size of the under-the-screen portion 117 in the V-axis direction). With such an arrangement, even rf the image

display device 1 1 6 is tilted as depicted in Figs. 69(b) and 69(c), the illumination light source system 1 23 ,s turned about

the optica, axis 1 30; therefore, it is possible to deal with various usage patterns of the image display-device * wrthout

shortening the useful life of the illumination light source system 123. In this instance, as shown in Fig. 67 large optical

components are placed in a region cfoser to the plane B-B' than that A-A' so that they do not shade the light (indicated

hv thP hatch lines} from the convex mirror 60 to the screen 18.

0521] tcidentai. as described previously with reference to Embodiments 7 and 10, the plane mirror 22 .s he.d in
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parallel to the screen 1 8, and the positions of the refracting optical lens 58 and the micro-mirror device 1 4 are determined
by the positions of the path-bending reflector 59 and the convex mirror 60 properly disposed with respect to the plane
mirror 22. Accordingly, the second and third path-bending reflectors 127 and 128 are interposed between the relay
lens 1 26 and the field lens 1 29 so that the light from the principal components of the converging optical system placed
in the space S is incident to the micro-mirror device 14. The position of the second path-bending reflector 127 placed
above the third path-bending reflector 1 28 is set as low as possible so as not to shade the emitted light from the convex
mirror 60.

[0522] The reason for which the second and third path-bending reflectors 127 and 128 are disposed between the
relay lens 126 and the field lens 129 is that although the relative positions of other optical components determined by
optical conditions such as image formation, the path length from the relay lens 1 26 to the field lens 1 29 can appropriately
be determined by adjusting their focal lengths.

r

[0523] As described above, the principal part of the converging optical system is disposed in the space S with the
optical axis 1 30 held in parallel to the bottom 1 1 8 and the screen 1 B of the image display device 116, and second and
third path-bending reflectors 127 and 1 28 transmit the light traveling from the relay lens 126 toward the field lens 129.
With such an arrangement, it is possible to converge light from the principal part of the converging optical system in
the space S onto the micro-mirror device 14 that is a reflecting type spatial light modulator.
[0524] The height of the under-the-screen portion 11 7 can also be suppressed by such a scheme as described just
below. That is, when the optical axis 1 30. is set in parallel to the bottom 11 8, it is also likely that the height of the under-
the-screen portion 117 (the position of the bottom 118 in the y-axis direction) is determined by such large-diameter
components as the illumination light source system 123 and the color wheel 124. Then, the optical axis 130B of the
principal part of the converging optical system, which is comprised of an illumination light source system 123B a color
wheel 124B, a rod integrator 125B and a relay lens 126B, is tilted at an angle 0 as depicted in Fig. 70. Of course, the
tilt angle G is within a prescribed value of the illumination light source system 123B.
[0525] The optical axis 130B is tilted so that it is parallel to the screen 18 and that a point of intersection of the
illumination light source system 123B and the optical axis 130B is higher than a point of intersection of the relay lens
126B and the optical axis 130B in the Y-axis direction (in the vertical direction). In this instance, care should be taken
so that the tilt angle G is held within the prescribed value and that the illumination light source 12B and the color wheel
124B will not shade the rays 119 and 120. As the optical axis 130B is tilted, the position of the second path-bending
reflector 127B in the y-axis direction becomes lower and the positions of the illumination light source system 123B
and the color wheel 124B in the y-axis direction become higher. And the height of the under-the-screen portion 11 7 is
determined by the third path-bending reflector 128 at the lowest position.

[0526] Furthermore, a hole 1 33 for receiving the third path-bending reflector 128 may also be made in an adjustment
table 1 32 that is placed under the converging optical system to hold its components and makes adjustments to their
positions (Fig. 71). This allows further reduction of the height of the under-the-screen portion 117.
[0527] While in the above the second and third path-bending reflectors 127 and 128 each have been described to
be a plane mirror, this embodiment is not limited specifically thereto but each path-bending reflector may be formed
by two or one curved mirror. By using a curved mirror as at least one of the second and third path-bending reflectors
127 and 128 and contriving its curved reflecting surface (optical surface), ray control can be effected with flexibility
[0528] Further, as is the case with the path-bending reflector 59 in Embodiments 7 and 1 0, at least one of the second
and third path-bending reflectors 127 and 128 may be formed by a prism that has a plane or curved refractinq surface
(optical surface).

[0529] By this, it is possible to boost various optical performance features such as the illumination efficiency for the
micro-mirror device 14, the image-formation condition of the emitting surface of the rod integrator 125 for the micro-
mirror device 14, the image-formation condition of the Fourier transform plane of the relay lens 126 system for the
entrance pupil of the refracting optical lens 58 and uniform illuminance distribution of illumination liqht of the micro-
mirror device 14.

[0530] As described above, according to this embodiment, the point R on the base of a square image displayed on
the screen 18 and the farthest away from the center of the image, the point of reflection Q of the ray 120 on plane
mirror 120 toward the point R, the point of reflection P of the ray 119 on the convex mirror 60 toward the point Q, and
the points P\ Q' and R' of projection of the points P, Q and R onto the bottom 1 1 8 from the direction normal thereto are
joined by segments to form the space S, in which the principal part of the converging optical system (in the Fig. 66
example, the illumination light source system 1 23 to the relay lens 1 26) is disposed. This permits suppression of the
height of the under-the-screen portion 117 within the range of the thickness or depth dimension of the image display
device defined by the plane mirror 22 and the screen 18.

[0531] Further, since this embodiment is provided with the second path-bending reflector 127 which reflects light
from the principal part of the converging optical system composed of the illumination light source system 123 to the
relay lens 1 26 and the third path-bending reflector 128 which launches the reflected light from he second path-bending
reflector 127 to the micro-mirror device 14 through the field lens 129, light can be converged, by the principal part of
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the converging optical system placed in the space S. to the micro-mirror device 1 4 that is a reflection type spatial light

roSMpFurther, since the optical axis 130 of the principal part of the converging optical system is set in parallel to

he screen 18 and the bottom 118, it is possible to adapt the image display device 116 for various usage patterns by

suppressing the height of the under-the-screen portion 117 wrthout reducing the useful life of the illumination light

[05331 ^Furtherance the optical axis 1 30 of the principal part of the converging system is set in parallel to the screen

18 and the bottom 118 and is tilted within a prescribed value of the tilt angle of the illumination light source system

1 23B so that the position of its light emitting member 11 B in the y-axis direction is higher than the position of the relay

lens 126B in the y-axis direction, it is possible to adapt the image display device 116 for various>usage pattenns by

suppressing the height of the under-the-screen portion 117 wrthout reducing the useful life of the illumination light

10534]

Sy

Besides

2

since this embodiment is provided with the adjustment table 1 32 for supporting the converging optical

system and for receiving the third path-bending reflector 128 in the hole 133, the height of the under-the-screen 117

rasK]

fU

Fu

h

rther

d

since at least one of the second and third path-bending reflectors 1 27 and 1 28 is formed by a curved

mirror! various modifications of its curved surface configuration furnishes freedom of ray control, making it possible to

improve various optical performance features.
.

[0536] incidentally, since the image display device 116 in Fig. 65(a) is divided into equal halves, each dev.ce has

two symmetric spaces S. It is recommended in this case to place the converging optical system in the one space S

and other components such as the power supply in the other spaces.

r0537] Moreover, in the case of using a liquid crystal or similar transmission type spatial light modulator .n the image

display device, it is recommended to employ a system configuration in which the converging optical components.from

the illumination light source system 123 to the field .ens 129 of the common optical axis 130 ,s disposec ,n the space

S and the optical axis 130 is held substantially in parallel to the« plane as in the cases of F'9*- 66 and 70^ direct

incidence of light to the transmission type spatial light modulator without using the second and third path-bend.ng

[o538]°%?rt

7

he"by providing a known TIR prism (total internal reflection prism) that transmits light from the third path-

bending reflector 128 to the micro-mirror device 14 and light from the latter to the refracting optical ens 58, this em-

bodiment can be applied as well to a telecentric projecting optical system in which the entrance pupil of the refract.ng

optical lens 58 is apparently at the point at infinity.

EMBODIMENT 18

[05391 While Embodiment 4 has been described to employ a refracting optical lens that is an injection molding of a

plastb synthetic resin, the convex mirror (projecting optical means, reflecting part) used in^^^^^
be formed of the plastic synthetic resin. As is the case with the refracting optical lens, the use of the plastic resin aHows

ease in forming an aspeherical or similar surface configuration of the convex mirror and enables its low-cost, mass

r0540r'°An important point in making the convex mirror of synthetic resin is measures against a temperature change

n environments where the image disp.ay device is actually used. A mediation of-the

of the convex mirror or displacement of the optical axis by thermal expansion/shrinkage due to a temperature change

will degrade the optical performance of the image display device. A description will be given below of a convex mirror

having taken protective measures against temperature changes.
n„ oinhtoanth

[0541 1 Fig. 72 schematically illustrates a convex mirror for use in the image display device according to an eighteenth

embodiment (Embodiment 1 8) of the present invention. Figs. 72(a) and 72(b) are a front and a side view of the convex

[05421 In Fig. 72 reference numeral 134 denotes generally a convex mirror (projecting optical means reflecting part

made of synthetic resin, which convex minor is the same as in the embodiments described above^>^»^^
1 35 denotes the optical axis of the convex mirror 1 34. The convex mirror 1 34 has such a shape that the nonreflecttng

Portion, which does not project light (optical image signal) onto the screen, is cut off from an asphenca.-™
?34Q that is rotational* symmetric with respect to the optical axis 135 (Fig. 72(a), seeEmtaM I 0). T^hBtaum

of the convex mirror 134 from the front surface 134Ftothe rear surface 134Risuntform (F,g. 72(b), see Embodiment

JoL] At the time of cutting off the nonreflecting part, first, second and third screwing^^^^^
screw holes 136H 137H and 138H, respectively, are provided in the convex mirror 134. The convex mirror 1 34 is

^Ted to" e iLge display device by screwing at the first to third screwing parts 1* * 1»-
minimize distortion of the reflecting surface of the convex mirror 134, the screwing parts 136 to 138 and the screw
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holes 136H to 138H may preferably be formed simultaneously with the formation of the convex mirror 134.
[0544] Fig. 72(a) is a front elevation of the convex mirror 134 appearing square as viewed from the direction of the
optical axis 135. The first screwing part 136 is disposed close to the optical axis 135. That is, the first screwing portion
136 is positioned on the base of the convex mirror 134 at a location nearest the apex 135P (indicated by a cross in

Fig. 72(a)) of the convex mirror, defined by the front surface 1 34F and the optical axis 1 35, so that the eccentric distance
from the optical axis 135 to the center of the screw hole 136H is minimized. The range of the eccentric distance will

be described later.

[0545] The first screwing part 136 is pivotally mounted at a position in a plane of the convex mirror 134 perpendicular
to the optical axis 135 by a taper screw 139, a washer 139W and a nut 139N on the mounting surface of a convex
mirror mounting mechanism (first reflecting part mounting mechanism) 1 40 fixed to the convex mirror 1 34. The pivotal
mounting of the first screwing part 1 36 prevents complete freedom of movement of the convex mirror 1 34 except turning
about the direction of insertion of the taper screw 139 into the screw hole 136H.
[0546] For such pivotal mounting of the first screwing part 136, a through hole of the mounting mechanism 140 and
the screw hole 136H of the first screwing part 136 are so tapered as to snugly receive the taper screw 139. The taper
screw 139 is inserted through the mounting mechanism 140 and the screw hole 136H and then tightened down by
means of the washer 1 39W and the nut 1 39N. The tapering of the through hole of the convex mirror mounting mech-
anism 140 and the screw hole 136H of the first screwing part 136 ensures pivotal mounting of the convex mirror 134
on the image display device. After screwing, the tapered portion of the taper screw 139 remains in the convex mirror
mounting mechanism 140 and the screw end portion projected out therefrom is fixed by the washer 139W and the nut
139N.

[0547] The second and third screwing parts 1 37 and 1 38 are provided on the left- and right-hand sides of the convex
mirror 134 in its front elevation in Fig. 72(a) so that an isosceles triangle defined by segments joining the centers of
the second and third screwing parts 1 37 and 1 38 and the convex-mirror apex 1 35P is maximized.
[0548] The second and third screwing parts 137 and 138 are each slidably mounted by a straight screw 1 41 on the
mounting surface of a convex mirror mounting mechanism (second or third reflecting part mounting mechanism) 142
of the image display device. The slidabte mounting of the second and third screwing parts 137 and 138 allows them
to slide on the mounting surface of the convex mirror mounting mechanism 1 42 upon occurrence of thermal expansion/
shrinkage of the convex mirror 134.

[0549] For the slidable mounting, the diameters of the screw holes 137H and 138H of the second and third screwing
parts 137 and 138 all have a diameter than that of the straight screw 141 . The mounting surface of the convex mirror
mounting mechanism 142 is large in area and inclined in the direction of sliding of the second and third screwing parts
137 and 1 38. The mounting surface being held in contact with the second and third screwing parts 1 37 and 138. The
straight screw 141 is inserted through the convex mirror mounting mechanism 142 and the screw hole 1 37H (138H)
and then tightened, for example, by a washer 141W and a nut 141 N loosely to such an extent as to allow sliding of the
screwing part 1 37 (1 38) on the mounting surface of the convex mounting mechanism 1 42 upon occurrence of thermal
expansion/shrinkage of the convex mirror 134. To ensure smooth sliding movement of the screwing part, a lubrication
layer containing a lubricant is interposed, as required, between the mounting surface of the convex mirror mounting
mechanism 142 and the screwing part 137 (136).

[0550] As described above, this embodiment features that the convex mirror 134 is secured to the image display
device at three points by the first to third screwing parts 136 to 138 to thereby protect the convex mirror 134 from a
temperature change. Next, a description will be given of how the convex mirror 134 reacts to a temperature change.
[0551] Fig. 73 depicts how the convex mirror 134 at room temperature thermally expands with a temperature rise.

The components corresponding to those in Fig. 72 are indicated by similar reference numerals. In Fig. 73 the convex
mirror 134 at room temperature and a thermally expanded convex mirror 134' are depicted one on the other. The
unprimed reference numerals indicate components of the convex mirror 134 at room temperature, and the primed
reference numerals indicate components of the thermally expanded, convex mirror 134\
[0552] In Fig. 73(a), the first screwing part 1 36 is pivotally secured at the position in the plane of the convex mirror
134 perpendicular to the optical axis 135, and hence it serves as a steady point against stress deformation, applying
stress of deformation by thermal expansion to other parts of the convex mirror 134. In this case, displacement of the
optical axis 135 can be minimized since the first screwing part 136 is provided in proximity to the optical axis 135 with
a predetermined eccentric distance therebetween.

[0553] The stresses resulting from thermal expansion by a temperature change are converted to displacement of
the slidably mounted second and third screwing parts 137 and 138. Fig. 73(b) depicts on an enlarged basis the third
screwing part at room temperature (indicated by the broken lines) and the third screwing part ^thermally expanded
to a maximum (indicated by the solid lines).

[0554] As referred to previously, since the diameter of the screw hole 1 38H (1 37H) of the third screwing part 1 38 is

larger than the diameter of the straight screw 141 , the third screwing part 138 slides along the mounting surface of the
convex mirror mounting mechanism 142. Accordingly, as temperature changes orrises, the convex mirror 134 thermally
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expands but its front surface 134F does not change its surface configuration. This prevents degradation of the optical

performance of the image display device by the temperature change. Of course, the same is true of thermal shrinkage.

[0555] As will be understood from Fig. 73(c). the relative diameters of the screw hole 1 38H and the straight screw

141 can be determined, based on temperature specifications of the image display device, depending on the positional

relationship between the screw hole 138H' at the time of maximum expansion and the screw hole 138H" at the time

of minimum shrinkage (the amount of displacement of the screw hole 1 38). The diameters of the screw hole 137H and

the straight screw 142 relative to each other can similarly be determined.

[0556] Incidentally, the eccentric distance of the first screwing part 1 36 from the convex-mirror apex 1 35P can de-

termined by such a scheme as described below. Fig. 74 is a diagram for explaining a displacement A(6) of the convex-

mirror apex 135P produced when the convex mirror 134 was turned about the first screwing part 136 of the eccentnc

distance EXC. The components corresponding to those in Fig. 72 are identified by similar reference numerals.

[0557] Since the convex mirror 134 is pivotally secured by the first screwing part 136, the position of the convex-

mirror apex 135P is also determined by the first screwing part 1 36. Accordingly, in the assembling of the image display

device the displacement A(6) of the convex-mirror apex 135P is produced at the time of pivotal mounting of the first

screwing part 136.
,

[0558] That is , as depicted in Fig. 74(a) , when the convex mirror 1 34 is turned an angle 8 about the screw hole 1 36H

deviating from the convex-mirror apex 1 35P by the eccentric distance EXC, the displacement A(6) of the convex-mirror

apex 135P in the perpendicular direction is caused by an assembling error. In view of this, it is recommended to de-

termine the eccentric distance EXC of the first screwing part 1 36 from the size of the convex mirror 134 and an adjustable

range of the turning error 6 in the assembling step so that the displacement A(6) falls within given limits.

[0559] In Fig. 74(a), the displacement A(6) of the optical axis 1 35 is given by A(6)=EXC[1 -cos(e-7t/1 80)]. Fig. 74(b)

shows, based on this equation, the relationship between the turning error 8 and the displacement A(8), for example,

when the eccentric distance EXC=20 mm.

[0560] Assume, for example, that the adjustable range of the turning error 6 is 2 deg. And the maximum permissible

value of the displacement A(8) is 0.1 mm. Since A(6)<0.02 mm for 0=2 deg. as indicated by the curve in Fig. 74(b), it

will be seen that the convex mirror 1 34 with the eccentric distance EXC of the first screwing part 1 36 set to 20 mm has

a sufficient, more than five-fold margin of assembling.

[0561 ] It is also possible that EXC=0 mm, that is, that the center of the screw hole 1 36H coincides with the convex-

mirror apex 135P. Naturally, in this case the displacement A(fi) of the convex-mirror apex 135P does not occur, and

consequently the convex mirror 1 34 can be held in more ideal conditions.

[0562] In Fig. 72, the first to third screwing parts 1 36 to 138 are shown to be further to the side of the rear surface

1 34R than the convex mirror mounting mechanisms 1 40 and 1 42. The reason for this is that the convex mirror mounting

mechanisms 140 and 142 maintain the geometries of the front surface 134F formed with high precision and, at the

same time, direct the stress applied to the convex mirror 134 by a temperature change to the rear surface 134R,

changing its surface configuration. Thus, the front surface 1 34F is kept insusceptible to a temperature change

[0563] Though described above to have the configuration depicted in Fig. 72, the convex mirror 134 is not limited

specifically thereto but may be of such geometries as depicted in Fig. 75.

[0564] Fig 75 is front views illustrating modified forms of the convex mirror 134 which similarly adopt measures

against a temperature change. The parts corresponding to those in Fig. 72 are identified by the same reference nu-

msrsls

[0565] In Fig. 75(a) the first screwing part 1 36 is substituted with a recess 1 44 formed in the lower marginal edge of

the convex mirror 1 34 for forced engagement with a cylindrical support 1 45. The convex mirror 1 34 is normally biased

downward by a pair of springs 143 anchored at one end thereto on both sides of the recess 144 to press rt against the

cylindrical support 145.
. . .

[0566] In Fig. 75(b) the first screwing pari 1 36 is substituted with a protrusion 1 46 formed in the lower marginal edge

of the convex mirror 134 for forced engagement with a V-shaped groove of a V-grooved support 147. As is the case

with Fig 72(a), the convex mirror 134 is normally biased downward by the pair of springs 143 arranged on both sides

of the V-grooved support 147 to press the protrusion 146 against the V-shaped groove of the support 147. In this

instance, positioning of the convex-mirror apex 135P at the center of the arcuate protrusion 146 reduces the afore-

mentioned eccentric distance to zero as depicted in Fig. 74, holding the convex mirror 134 in more ideal conditions.

[0567] Fig. 75(c) depicts still another modified form, in which the second and third screwing part 137 and 138 are

disposed on the upper side of the convex mirror 134 opposite the first screwing part 136, in which case the same

results as in the case of Fig. 72 are obtainable.

[0568] When the image display device is placed upside down (see Embodiment 17), the convex mirror 1 34 .s pulled,

as shown in Fig. 76, by a pair of springs 1 43 anchored at one end to spring retainers 1 46A and 1 46B and at the other

end at one point Ps. ... .

[0569] In this case, the point Ps is located higher than the first screwing part 1 36, and the tensile forces of the springs

143 for the convex mirror 134 are adjusted to be in balance. This distributes the stresses, which concentrate at the
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first screwing part 136, to the springs 143, providing increased reliability for the first screwing part 136.
[0570] As described above, according to this embodiment, the convex mirror is made of synthetic resin. This facilitates
molding of the convex mirror, and enables mass-production of such convex mirrors at low cost.

[0571] Further, according to this embodiment, the convex mirror 134 is provided with: the first screwing part 136
pivotally secured to the lower side of the convex mirror 134 at the position the predetermined eccentric distance EXC
away from the convex-mirror apex 1 35P; the second screwing part 1 37 slidably held on the left-hand side of the convex
mirror 134; and the third screwing part 138 slidably held on the right-hand side of the convex mirror 134. With such an
arrangement, it is possible to prevent deformation of the convex mirror 134 and displacement of the convex-mirror
apex 1 35P by thermal expansion/contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance of the
image display device can be prevented from degradation.

[0572] Further, according to this embodiment, since the convex mirror mounting mechanism 1 40 and the first screw-
ing part 1 36 are screwed by the taper screw 139 and have tapered screws that conform to the taper of the taper screw
139, the first screwing part 136 can be pivotally secured to the convex mirror 134.

[0573] Further, according to this embodiment, the convex mirror 134 is provided with: the recess 144 formed in the
lower marginal edge of the convex mirror 1 34 at the position the predetermined eccentric distance EXC away from the
convex-mirror apex 1 35P; the cylindrical support 1 45 for engagement with the recess 1 44; the two springs 1 43 anchored
at one end to the convex mirror 134 on both sides of the recess 144 for pulling the convex mirror 134 downward; and
the second and third screwing parts 137 and 138 slidably held on the convex mirror 134. With such an arrangement,
too, it is possible to prevent deformation of the convex mirror 134 and displacement of the convex-mirror apex 135P
by thermal expansion/contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance of the image
display device can be prevented from degradation.

[0574] Further, according to this embodiment, the convex mirror 134 is provided with: the arcuate protrusion 146
formed on the lower side of the convex mirror 134 in proximity to the convex-mirror apex 135P;the V^grooved support
147 for receiving the protrusion 145 in its V-shaped groove; the two springs 143 anchored at one end to the convex
mirror 134 on both sides of the protrusion 146 for pulling the convex mirror 134 downward; and the second and third
screwing parts 137 and 138 slidably held on the convex mirror 134, Such an arrangement also makes it possible to
prevent deformation of the convex mirror 1 34 and displacement of the convex-mirror apex 1 35P by thermal expansion/
contraction due to a temperature change; accordingly, the optical performance of the image display device can be
prevented from degradation.

[0575] Further, according to this embodiment, the two springs 143 are provided which are anchored at one end to
the convex mirror 134 on both sides of the first screwing part 136 and at the other end to a common spring retaining
point. With such an arrangement, when the image display device is placed upside down, the stresses that concentrate
on thefirst screwing part 1 36 can be distributed to the springs 1 43. This provides increased reliability ofthe first screwinq
part 136.

[0576] Further, according to this embodiment, since the screwing parts 136
:
137 and 138 are held in contact with

the front surface 134F of the convex mirror 134 through the convex mirror mounting mechanisms 140 and 142, the
reflecting surface of the convex mirror 1 34 can be disposed with high precision.

[0577] While in the above the convex mirror 1 34 has been described to be rotationally symmetric with respect to the
optical axis 1 35, this embodiment is also applicable to optical components made of synthetic resin which are rotationally
asymmetric with respect to the optical axis 135.

[0578] The numbers of the second and third screwing part 137 and 138 are not limited specifically to one but may
also be two or more.

EMBODIMENT 19

[0579] Fig. 77 schematically illustrates an image display device according to a nineteenth embodiment (Embodiment
19) of the present invention, which also adopts measures against a temperature change. For brevity sake, the illumi-
nation light source system, the convex mirror and components following it are not shown.
[0580] In Fig. 77 reference numeral 148 denotes a micro-mirror device (transmitting means, image information im-
parting means); 149 denotes the same refracting optical lens as those used in the foregoing embodiments; 150 denotes
the optical axis of the refracting optical lens 149; and 151 denotes an optical base (retaining mechanism) on which the
micro-mirror device 148, the refracting optical lens 149 and other optical components are mounted. The optical base
151 corresponds to the retaining mechanism 74 depicted in Fig. 45 (see Embodiment 10), and holds, as one piece,
path-bending reflectors and a convex mirror (not shown), including the micro-mirror device 148 in this case.
[0581] Reference numerals 152 and 153 denote two supports fixed to the optical base 151

,
by which the refracting

optical lens 1 49 is slidably supported. The refracting optical lens 1 49 is adapted to be slidable on he supports 1 52 and
153 in the direction of the optical axis 150.

[0582] Reference numeral 1 54 denotes a mounting plate fixed to the optical base 1 51 ; 1 55 denotes a mounting plate
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fixed to the underside of the refracting optical lens 149; and 156 denotes a piezoelectric element that changes its length

in the direction of the optical axis 150 according to a DC control voltage from a power supply (not shown). The piezo-

electric element 156 is held between the mounting plates 154 and 155 that are disposed between the sliding supports

[0583]

d

The light (optical image signal) emitted from the micro-mirror device 1 48 travels through the refracting optical

lens 1 49 to the convex mirror, the plane mirror and the screen (though not shown) as described previously w.h reference

to the foregoing embodiments. In this instance, even if the focus of the image displayed on thescreen is initially adjusted,

for example, at room temperature, the image may sometimes become out of focus due to an ambient temperature

[05M]
'

This defocusing is caused by different spacing of respective lens groups and respective lenses in the refracting

optical lens 149 and different temperature distributions and coefficients of linear expansion of the optical base 1 51 and

respective optical components mounted on the optical base 151 ; that is, the defocusing phenomenon is attnbutable

to displacement of the relative positions of the optical components owing to different degrees of their thermal expansion

or contraction in the direction of the optical axis 150. A particularly important issue with this
>

Phenomenor»* a change

in the distance L0 from the micro-mirror device 148 to the refracting optical lens 149 in the direction of the optical axis

150 It is well-known from the results of numerical analysis that the change in the length L0 significantly affects the

defocusing phenomenon. This involves two factors, one is that the distance LO for the optimum focus changes» to LOA

due to temperature variations of lenses, and the other is that the distance L0 Itself physically changes to LOB due to

a temperature change. In this instance, when the relationship L0A=L0B is maintained regardless of a temperature

change, no defocusing will occur. When such relationship is not maintained, defocusing will occur.

[0585] To compensate for the change in the distance L0B-L0A in Fig. 77, this embodiment emPloy^%P'e"e,

fn

C
.

"C
.

element 156 whose length can be adjusted by a control voltage in the direction of the optical axis 150 That is, initial

focus adjustment is made with the piezoelectric element 156 supplied with an initial offset of the control voltage^And

the control voltage to be applied to the piezoelectric element 1 56 is increased or decreased according to a temperature

change in the use environment of the image display device.

[0586] As the length of the piezoelectric element 1 56 is thus changed, the distance between the mounting plates

154 and 155 holding the piezoelectric element 156 between them is changed, and consequently the refracting optical

lens 149 slides along the optical axis 150 on the sliding supports 152 and 153.

[0587] For example, when the distance LOB-LOA becomes longer than the initially adjusted value due to a temper-

ature change, the control voltage is decreased to reduce the length of the piezoelectric element 1 56. As a result he

refracting optical lens 149 slides on the sliding supports 152 and 153 toward the micro-mirror device 14 alon
,

the

optical axis 150; hence, the distance LO affected by the temperature change returns to the initially adjusted value

[0588] When the distance LOB-LOA becomes shorter than the initially adjusted value, the control voltage is 'greased

to increase the length of the piezoelectric element 156. As a result, the refracting optical lens 149 slides on thelehctag

supports 152 and 153 away from the micro-mirror device 148 along the optical axis 150; hence, the distance LO affected

by the temperature change returns to the initially adjusted value. ...

[0589] As described above, the Fig. 77 structure is adapted to compensate for the change in the distance LO. which

significantly affects defocusing, by controlling the control voltage that is applied to the piezoelectric element. Hence.

defocusing by the temperature change can be controlled.
, m

[0590] Fig. 78 illustrates another arrangement that implements the measures against the temperature change re-

sponsible for defocusing. The parts and components corresponding to those in Fig 77 are identified by^ same

reference numerals. For brevity sake, the illumination light source system, theconvex m.rrorandthe optical components

following it are not shown. .. ,

[0591 ] in Fig. 78 reference numeral 1 57 denotes a gear support fixedly planted on the optical base 151 for moving

the re racting optical lens 1 49 in the direction of the optical axis 1 50 precisely without much play m that Election by a

gear mechanism 157G containing a motor and so forth. Reference numerals 158 and 159 denote temperature sensors

for sensing the lens-barrel temperature T1 of the refracting optical lens 1 49 and the temperature T2 of the optical base

[0592] Reference numeral 1 60 denotes a heater/cooler for heating/cooling the optical base 151. such as a Peltier

device Reference numeral 161 denotes a control unit such as a CPU, which effects feedback control of the gear

mechanism 1 57G and the heater/cooler 160 according to the temperatures T1 and T2.

[0593] While the Fig. 77 example utilizes the piezoelectric element to adjust the d.stance LOB-LOA. this example

uses the gear mechanism 1 57G to move the refracting optical lens 1 49 in the direction of the optical axis 1 50
i

to
_

adjust

the distance LOB-LOA. The arrangement of Fig. 78 also produces the same effects as those obtainable wrth the F.g.

TO
f

94]

eX

The

,

Fig. 78 example features feedback control of the gear mechanism 157G and the heater/cooler 160 by

the control unit 1 61 according to the temperatures T1 and T2 of the refracting optical lens 1 49 and the optical base

151 that are sensed in real time by the temperature sensors 158 and 159.
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[0595] Let the coefficients of linear expansion of the lens barrel of the refracting optical lens 1 49 and the optical base
151 be represented by p1 and p2, respectively, the length of the refracting lens 149 from its light receiving surface to
the position of the gear support 1 57 in the direction of the optical axis 1 50 by L1 (where LO+L 1 =12) and the temperatures
of both of the refracting optical lens 1 49 and the optical base 151 during the initial focus adjustment by TO.
[0596] In the case where temperature gradients occur in the image display device placed in its use environment and
the length L0 changes to L0B=LO+ALO, the temperature sensors 1 58 and 1 59 sense the temperatures of the refracting
optical lens 149 and the optical base 151. Let the thus sensed temperatures be represented by T1 and T2 (where
T1*T2). At this time, a length variation ALOB is given by AL0B=L2-p2.(T2-T0)-L1 -p1 .(T1 -TO). The length variation ALOB
that provides optimum focusing at the lens-barrel temperature T1 is prestored in the control unit 161.

[0597] The control unit 1 61 calculates the physical length variation ALOB, and adjusts the gear mechanism 1 57G to
compensate for the length LO so that an optical focus shift amount ALOB-ALOA is reduced to zero. As a result, the
refracting optical lens 149 is moved in the direction of the optical axis 150 by the gear mechanism 157G in such a
manner as to cancel the optical focus shift amount ALOB-ALOA (focus compensation amount), thereby holding the
image in focus on the screen (not shown) independently of the temperature change in the use environment. Of course,
the gear mechanism 157G may also be driven by a control voltage as is the piezoelectric element 156.
[0598] Upon receiving information about the temperatures T1 and T2 from the temperature sensors 158 and 159,
the control unit 161 may intentionally heat/cool the optical base 151 by the heater/cooler 160 to control the distance
L2 through utilization of thermal expansion/contraction of the optical base 151 instead of controlling the distance LO
through adjustment of the gear mechanism 1 57G. This also suppresses the temperature gradients that are responsible
for defocusing, and hence keeps the image in focus on the screen (not shown) independently of temperature variations
in the use environment.

[0599] Incidentally, it is possible to use either one or both of the gear mechanism 157G and the heater/cooler 160
in combination with the temperature sensors 15B-159 and the control unit 161

.

[0600] No particular limitations are imposed on the numbers and positions of temperature sensors and heater/cooler
combinations.

[0601] It is also possible to heat/cool the refracting optical lens 149 by the heater/cooler 1 60 within the range over
which no particular problem arises in terms of the performance of the image display device.

[0602] The combination of the temperature sensors 158-159 in Fig. 78 and the control unit 161 in Fig. 77 can be
used in place of the piezoelectric element 156 in Fig. 75 for example.

[0603] Moreover, since the temperatures T1 and T2 sensed by the temperature sensors 158 and 159 do not always
reflect the focus of the image, it is possible to provide a learning mechanism in the control unit 1 61 to take measures
against temperature changes.

[0604] That is, an operator makes initial focus amendments to the image display device at a certain environmental
temperature T3, and stores in the control unit 161 the length [L0]T3 at that time. Following this, the operator makes
similar initial focus amendments at an environmental temperature T4 (*T3), and stores in the control unit 1 61 the length
[L0]T4 at this time as well.

[0605] Then, the control unit 161 derives an interpolation relation by linear interpolation from two focus-adjustment
points (T3,[L0]T3) and O^tLOJ^). And the control unit 1 61 senses, by a temperature sensor, an arbitrary environmental
temperature Tx of the image display device placed in the actual environment, then calculates the optimum length [LO^
for the environmental temperature Tx from the interpolation relation, and compensates for the length LO (amount of
compensation for defocusing) by the piezoelectric element 156 or gear mechanism 157G.
[0606] By performing the learning step three or more times n (three or more focus-adjustment points) and deriving
the interpolation relation from the relationship between n values of the optimum lengths corresponding to the respective
temperatures, the image can be corrected for defocusing with more accuracy.

[0607] In this learning control system, since the operator visually checks environmental temperatures and the focuses
on a one-to-one correspondence basis and stores them in the control unit 1 61 , the focus adjustment can be made with
increased accuracy. In this instance, the temperature sensor is provided in the image display device so as to sense
environmental temperatures.

[0608] Further, for the same reasons as given in respect of the learning control system, it is possible to detect the
focus of the image to be displayed on the screen and effect feedback control based on the focus information instead
of using the temperatures T1 and T2 that do not always reflect defocusing.

[0609] Fig. 79 illustrates another modification of the image display device according to this embodiment. The parts
corresponding to those in Figs. 77 and 78 are identified by the same reference numerals.

[0610] In Fig. 79 reference numeral 162 denotes the convex mirror (projecting optical means, reflecting part) used
in the embodiments described above; 163 denotes a plane mirror (Embodiment 1); and 164 denotes a screen (display
means). The display image on the screen 164 is an overlay indication, which is divided to an image display area 165
and a non-image-display area 166. For example, in the case of a 1024-by-768 dot display screen of XGA Standards,
when 12 dots are reduced on all sides of the image, the display image area 165 become 1000-by-744 dots and the
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non-image-display area 1 66 becomes a 1 2-dot wide band as indicated by diagonal shading.

[06ilT Reference numeral 167 denotes a miniature reflector, and 168 denotes a charge-coupled device or CCD

The miniature reflector 167 reflects light that is projected onto the non-image-display area 166 from the Plaj ™ro'

1 63 Upon receiving the light reflected by the miniature reflector 1 67, CCD 1 68 supplies the control unit 1 61 with focus

information obtained from the received light.
alvuflV, rpreives

[0612] in this example one micro-minor of the micro-minor device 1 48 ,s controlled so mat CCD 1 68
.^™™£

ight corresponding to a one-dot display image, for instance. The light receiving^^^^^
formation surface of the screen 164 are located at the same optical distance from the projecting optical system com

posed of the refracting optical lens 1 49 and the convex mirror 162.

[061 3] The light from the micro-mirror device 148 mostly travels via the route [refracting optical lensJ49 convex

mirror 162 - plane minor 163] to the screen 164 in this order, displaying an image in the .mage display area 165 The

STof the one-dot display image, which is incident on the non-image-display area 1 66 of the screen 1 64 v,a the same

route as mentioned above, is reflected by the miniature reflector 1 67 for incidence to CCD 1 68

u614] CCdTs makes reference to all pixels therein, then obtains, from the light of the one-dot

ntormation about the image to be displayed in the image disp.ay area 165. andP'™^"J^^^
to the control unit 1 61 . The control unit 1 61 analyzes the first locus informat.on

,
and effects feedback control of the

retracting optical lens 1 49 of the Fig. 77 or 78 structure, thereby adjusting the focus of the image.

[0615] in general, upon making the focus adjustment, the position on the screen where the image is^us I focus

Lay somewhat shift due to optical nonuniform^. To avoid this, by making reference o every puce mi CCD 1 68 upon

each focus adjustment, it is possible to correct for the displacement of the focus pos.hon on CCD 68

[061 6] The light from the feedback-contro.led refracting optica, lens 149 is mostly focused .nto an .mage the .mage

disolav area 165 The light of the one-dot display image toward the non-image-d.splay area 166 .s detected by the

S tie reflector 1 671 CCD 1 68 as second focus information, which is used^.^-^^^
optical lens 149 by the control unit 161 . The third arid subsequent rounds of operat.on are also s,m.larly performed.

S nee the'focus information is detected by CCD 168 from the light of the^*^«^Z™^
I the non-image-display area 166, focus adjustments that directly reflect defocusing can be made w.thout usmg sec-

ondary information such as temperature. ^ . ^inri rtnti~a |

[061 8] When a focus adjustment is made in the projecting optical system, there are cases where the projecting opt cal

ystem is somewhat displaced or its distortion character^ slightly varies^ leading to a sligJ^TS^
position of the one-dot display image on CCD 168. Also when the image d.splay devce .s moved n rte entirety

a

change in the external stress applied to the image display device may sometimes cause slight mec .amcaldeformahon

of the oroiectino. optical system, resulting in the position of the one-dot display image being shifted a little,

ro£i\M Tany case o Rgs 80 (a) to 80(c), CCD 1 68 is made large in size for the range of displacement of an image

no en ytargeZ ^placement of the image and measuring area) so that the

;

one-dot display image^= -
placed, will not get out of CCD 168. With such an arrangement, the detection of

t̂

^^^T^^
image and the related information for each measurement will permit accurate focus adjustment without affecting the

0621 Fiqs 80(a) to 80(c) show three methods for analyzing the focus informat.on. The abscissa represents the

Sates'of the light receiving surface of CCD 1 68, which are two-dimensional in practice, and the ordinate repre-

S^TnRgs^
of focus intonation, representing .ight intensity distribution characteristics. Concretely

,
Cm.and

signals obtainable from each unit light receiving element of CCD 168 of a two-drmens.onalT^"^^
the electric signals each have a profile proportional to the illuminance distribution of the one-dot drsplay image that ,s

[0623TZ F™8ot), Peakm and Peakm+ 1 indicate intensity peak va.ues of the pieces of focus

'^^"J*"^
Em7 respective*. In Fig. 80(b), FWHMm and FWHMm+1 indicate full width half max,mum values of the pieces of

STng°80(cT G^rin^RADmtl indicate the shoulder gradients that are converted from peak values in

tWL^ ASmL** Cm and Cm+ 1 .
respects,; for example they indicate theg^gg^

lens 1 49 so that the peak value Peakm+1 available from the (m+1 )-th focus mformatron becomes largerthan the peak

value Peak of the m-th focus information.
i .Q th t

[0626] in the case of Fig. 80(b), the control unit 1 61 effects feedback control of the refracting optical lens 1 49 so that
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the full width half maximum value FWHMm-fl available from the (m+1)-th focus information becomes smaller than the
full width half maximum value FWHMm from the m-th focus information. In the case of Fig. 80(c) the control unit 161
effects feedback control of the refracting optical lens 149 so that the shoulder gradient GRADm+1 available from the
(m+1)-th focus information becomes larger than the shoulder gradient GRADm from the m-th focus information.
[0627] Of course, the width that provides a predetermined level in the focus information (width of a predetermined
level) may be minimized to other widths than the full width half maximum, such as a 1 /e2 width or a 1 /1 0 intensity width.
[0628] In any case of Figs 80(a) to 80(c), the focus of the image that is displayed in the image display area 1 65 can
be adjusted through utilization of the focus information available in CCD 168.

[0629] In Fig. 79(a) the miniature reflector 167 and CCD 168 are placed in the non-image-display area 166, but when
the cabinet (indicated by the two-dot chain line) of the image display device is placed in the closest proximity to the
edge of the image display area 165 as depicted in Fig. 79(b), the miniature reflector 167 is particularly effective. That
is, in such a limited situation by the cabinet it is possible to place the miniature reflector 1 67 and CCD 1 68 in the cabinet
without shading the light to be projected onto the image display area 165 and detect the focus information.

[0630] The positions of the miniature reflector 1 67 and CCD 1 68 need to fulfill such conditions as mentioned below.

1. Place the miniature reflector 167 at a location some distance from the screen 164.

2. Make the distance between the miniature reflector 167 and CCD 168 equal to the optical path from the miniature
reflector 1 67 to the screen 1 64.

[0631] It is also possible, of course, to detect the illuminance distribution of light corresponding to one dot directly
by only CCD 168 placed at an arbitrary location in the non-image-display area 166 as depicted in Fig. 81

.

[0632] A display pattern for focus adjustment use may be a linear or cross-shaped display image other than the one-
dot display image.

[0633] Now a description will be given of a numerical value example related to the measures against temperature
25 variations.

[0634] While in the above the whole structure of the refracting optical lens 149 is moved for focus adjustment, this
embodiment is not limited specifically thereto. Since the refracting lens 149 is made up of a plurality of lenses as
referred to above, the focus adjustment could similarly be performed by shifting some of the lenses forming the refracting
optical lens 149 or the convex mirror 162 by such a method as described previously with reference to Figs. 77 to 80.
In the case of shifting the convex mirror 162, the gear support 157 equipped with the gear mechanism 157G is used
to hold the convex mirror and the gear mechanism 157G is driven.

[0635] For example, the configuration of the image display device (Fig. 55) referred to in connection with Numerical
Value Example 14A is depicted again in Fig. 82. The results of numerical calculations have revealed that when the
lenses 149A, 149B and 149C(not shown in Fig. 82), which are closer to the convex mirror (not shown) than any other
lenses forming the refracting optical lens 1 49, are moved in the direction of the optical axis 1 50, a change in the distance
L0 from the micro-mirror device 148 to the refracting optical lens 149 can be compensated for with the degradation of
the image formation performance kept to a minimum.

[0636] Finally, a description will be given below of the measures against temperature variations that cause displace-
ments of the respective components in the direction perpendicular thereto.

[0637] As depicted in Fig. 83, the displacements of the respective components on the optical base (retaining mech-
anism) 151 in the perpendicular direction (in the direction of the normal to the optical base 151), which are caused by
temperature variations, could be settled by making such a design that the sliding supports 152 and 153 of the refracting
optical lens 149 and the support 169 for fixedly supporting the convex mirror 1 62 to the optical base 151 are equal in
the product of the height and the coefficient of linear expansion in the perpendicular direction.

[0638] As a result, all the components are equally displaced vertically by a temperature change. This prevents mis-
alignment of the optical axis 1 50 in the vertical direction. Although in Fig. 83 the support of the micro-mirror device 1 48
is not shown, the product of its height and coefficient of linear expansion in the vertical direction is made equal to those
of the other supports.

[0639] As described above, this embodiment is provided with: the two sliding supports 152 and 1 53 planted on the
optical base 151

,
forslidably supporting all orsome of the lenses of the refracting optical lens 149; the mounting plates

154 and 155 fixed to the top of the optical base 151 and the underside of all or some of the lenses of the refracting
optical lens 149 and disposed between the sliding supports 152 and 153; and the piezoelectric element 156 which is

held between the mounting plates 154 and 155 and changes its length in the direction of the optical axis 150 with the
control voltage. Hence, defocusing by a temperature change can be avoided.

[0640] Further, since the gear support 157 is provided which is mounted on the optical base 151 and driven by the
gear mechanism 1 57G to move all or some of the lenses of the refracting optical lens 1 49 in the direction of the optical
axis 150, defocusing by a temperature change can be avoided.

[0641] Further, since the heater/cooler 160 is provided for at least one of the optical base 151 and the refracting

30
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optical lens 1 49, it is possible to suppress the occurrence of temperature gradients in the use environment, preventing

defocusing.

[0642] Further, this embodiment is provided with: the temperature sensor 1 58 for sensing the lens-barrel temperature

T1 of the refracting optical lens 149; the temperature sensor 159 for sensing the internal temperature T2 of the optical

5 base 1 51 ; and the control unit 1 61 for calculating the optimum value of the length L0 or the temperature difference AT

from the lens-barrel temperature T1 and the internal temperature T2 and for eflecting feedback control of at least one

of the piezoelectric element 156. the gear mechanism 157G and the heater/cooler 1 60. Hence, it is possible to make

adjustment to prevent defocusing.

[06431 Further, this embodiment is provided with: the temperature sensor for sensing temperature in the use envi-

w ronment; and the control unit 1 61 for calculating a length L0 suitable for the temperature in the use environment by a

linear interpolation equation having a length [L0]T3 of an environmental temperature T3 at the time of initial focus

adjustment and a length [LO^ of an environmental temperature T4 at the time of initial focus ad|ustment and for

effecting feedback control of the piezoelectric element 156 or gear mechanism 1 57G. Hence, it is possible to estabhsh

• a one-to-one correspondence between environmental temperatures and focus values for accurate focus adjustment

is [0644] Further, since this embodiment is provided with CCD 1 68 for detecting focus information from the light that

is incident on the non-image-display area 166 of the screen 164, and the control unit 161 that analyzes the focus

information available from CCD 168 and effects feedback control of the piezoelectric element 156 or gear mechanism

157, it is possible to make focus amendments based directly on defocusing without using temperature or similar sec-

ondary information. ..._,.». „
20 [0645] Further, since this embodiment uses the miniature reflector 1 67 by which the light for incidence on the non-

image-display area 1 66 is reflected to CCD 1 68, it is possible to detect the focus information even if the cabinet of the

image display device is placed in closest proximity to the image display area 165.

[0646] Further, according to this embodiment, the control unit 161 uses, as focus information, the intensity distnbution

characteristic profile of the light incident on CCD 1 68, and effects feedback control in a manner to max.m.ze the peak

25 value Peakm of the focus information; hence, defocusing can be reflected directly in the focus adjustment

[0647] Further, according to this embodiment, the control unit 161 uses, as focus information, the intens.ty distribution

characteristic profile of the light incident on CCD 168, and effects feedback control in a manner to mimmize the full

width half maximum FWHMm of the focus information; hence, defocusing can be reflected directly in the focus adjust-

30 [0648] Further, according to this embodiment, the control unit 1 6 1 uses, as focus information
,

the intensity distribution

characteristic profile of the light incident on CCD 1 68, and effects feedback control in a mannerto maximize the shoulder

gradient GRADm of the focus information; hence, defocusing can be reflected directly in the focus adjustment.

[0649] Further, since the sliding supports 152 and 153 for the refracting optical lens 149 and the fixing support 169

for the convex mirror 162 are designed to be equal in the product of the heights and coefficients of linear expans.on

35 in the vertical direction , it is possible to prevent misalignment of the optical axis 1 50 in the vertical direction

.

[0650] While in the above the micro-mirror device has been described as the spatial light modulator, the same results

as those described above could be obtained with other spatial light modulator such as a transmission or reflection type

liquid crystal.

40 EMBODIMENT 20

[0651 ] Fig 84 schematically illustrates the configuration of a convex mirror for use in the image display device ac-

cording to a twentieth embodiment (Embodiment 20) of the present invention. In Fig. 84 reference numeral1 170 denotes

the convex mirror (projecting optical means, reflecting part) used in each embodiment. This convex mirror 1 70 is formed

45 by cutting off a nonreflecting portion from a convex mirror 170O that is rotationally symmetric about an optical ax.s

1 71 , and it has a reflecting protrusion 1 72 in its front surface in the neighborhood of the optical axis 1 71 (non-project.on

front surface). „ . . ,„ ... . .

[0652] The reflecting protrusion 1 72 is obtained by protruding the high- and low-reflect.v.ty areas 104H and 1 04L of

the convex mirror 1 04 in Embodiment 1 5 or by rendering the both areas into one high-reflectivity area. The reflecting

50 protrusion 1 72 protrudes from the front surface of the convex mirror 1 70 and is used to adjust the alignment of he

image display device as described below. A reflecting recess 173 may be made in the convex mirror 170 as depicted

in Fig 84(b) in place of the reflecting protmsion 172. Naturally, the reflecting recess 173 is formed by recessing the

high- and low-reflectivity areas 104H and 104L of the convex mirror 104 in Embodiment 15 or by rendenng the both

areas into one high-reflectivity area. The reflecting surface of each of the reflecting protrusion 172 and the reflecting

55 recess 173 is a planar surface and its normal is parallel to the optical axis 171.

[0653] Fig 85 is a flowchart showing the procedure for adjusting the alignment according to this embodiment. Figs.

86 to 90 are diagrams showing a sequence of steps involved in adjusting the alignment in Fig. 85. The parts corre-

sponding to those in Fig. 84 are identified by the same reference numerals.
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<ST1
:
Adjustment for Alignment of Convex Mirror with Jig Screen>

[0654] In Fig. 86(a), a laser light source 1 74 and a jig screen (jig display means) 176 are arranged so that parallel
rays from the former are parallel to the normal to the latter. The laser light source 1 74 emits a bundle of parallel rays

5 that is larger in cross section than the reflecting protrusion 172, and the bundle of parallel rays is incident on the jig
screen 176 at right angles thereto through a beam splitter 175.

[0655] The jig screen 1 76 has a through hole (first through hole) 1 76H drilled therethrough around the optical axis
(Fig. 86(b)). A portion of the bundle of parallel rays having passed through the beam splitter 175 passes through the
through hole 176H and reaches the reflecting protrusion 1 72 of the convex mirror 170 mounted.on an optical base 1 77

10 (retaining mechanism, see Fig. 45 and Embodiment 10).

[0656] The convex mirror 1 70 reflects the incident bundle of parallel rays by the reflecting protrusion 1 72 back in the
direction opposite to the emitted bundle of parallel rays, and the thus reflected-back light passes through the through
hole 1 76H. After passing through the through hole 1 76H the reflected-back bundle of parallel rays strikes on the beam
splitter 175, and travels therein in a direction perpendicular to the bundle of parallel rays emitted from the laser light
source 174, thereafter being converged by a condenser lens 178 to the center of a four-segment split detector 179
(detector in Fig. 60(c)).

[0657] By adjusting the attitude of the convex mirror 170 so that four light receiving elements of the four-segment
split detector 179 detect light of equal power, the outgoing and incoming paths of bundles of parallel rays between the
through hole 1 74H and the reflecting protrusion 1 72 are brought into alignment with the optical axis 1 71 (virtual optical
axis), by which the convex mirror 170 put into alignment with the jig screen 176.

<ST2: Adjustment for Alignment of Path-Bending Reflector with Convex Mirror>

[0658] After aligning the convex mirror 170 with the jig screen 1 76 as depicted in Fig. 86(a), the laser light source
1 74, the beam splitter 1 75 and the condenser lens 1 78 with their relative positions held unchanged are moved to bring
the center of the bundle of parallel rays from the laser light source 1 74 and the beam splitter 1 75 into coincidence with
an ideal optical axis of the refracting optical lens. This is followed by adjusting the alignment of the path-bending
reflector (see Fig. 25 and others and Embodiments 7 and 19) with the convex mirror 170 (Fig. 87).
[0659] In Fig. 87, a bundle of parallel rays larger in cross section than the reflecting protrusion 1 72 is emitted from
the laser light source 174 through the beam splitter 175, and is reflected by a path-bending reflector 181 at a prede-
termined position to the reflecting protrusion 1 72. Since the reflecting protrusion 1 72 forms a reflecting surface smaller
in cross section than the bundle of parallel rays incident thereon, only part of the incident bundle of parallel rays is
reflected by the reflecting protrusion 1 72 back to the path-bending reflector 1 81

.

[0660] The bundle of parallel rays reflected back by the reflecting protrusion 172 is reflected by the path-bending
reflector 181 to the beam splitter 175, and converged by the condenser lens 178 to the four-segment split detector
1 79. As is the case with Fig. 86(a), when the adjustment of alignment of the path-bending reflector 1 81 with the convex
mirror 1 70 (adjustment of an angle of swing (and tilt) by two axes) is ideal, the light receiving elements of the four-
segment split detector 179 detects light of equal power.

[0661] At this time, the outgoing and incoming paths of the bundle of parallel rays via the path-bending reflector 1 81
coincide with each other, and a virtual optical axis of the ideal optical axis 1 80 of the refracting optical lens is produced
by the bundle of rays from the laser light source 1 74.

<ST3: Adjustment for Alignment of Lens-Holding Flange by Holed Reflector>

[0662] A lens-holding flange 1 82, which ultimately holds the refracting optical lens and a holed reflector 1 83 mounted
on the lens-holding flange 182 in place of the refracting optical lens are provided on the Ideal optical axis 180 created
in the Fig. 87 step (Fig. 88(a)). The holed reflector 183 has a centrally disposed through hole (second through hole)
1 83H (Fig. 88(b)), through which the bundle of parallel rays from the laser light source 1 74 and the beam splitter 1 75
passes. The surrounding area of the through hole 183H forms a reflecting surface.

[0663] In Fig. 88(a), the bundle of parallel rays having passed through the through hole 1 83H is reflected by the path-
bending reflector 1 81 to the reflecting protrusion 1 72. The bundle of parallel rays reflected by the reflecting protrusion
172 is reflected again by the path-bending reflector 181, then passes through the through hole 183H of the holed
reflector 183, and travels to the beam splitter 175, thereafter being detected by the four-segment split detector 179
after being converged thereto by the condenser lens 1 78.

[0664] The bundle of rays reflected by the reflecting surface around the through hole 1 83H of the holed reflector 1 83
is also incident on the four-segment split detector 179 while being superimposed on the above-said bundle of parallel
rays. When the adjustment for alignment of the lens-holding flange 182 and the holed reflector 183 with the convex
mirror 170 (adjustment of two-axis swing of the lens-holding flange 182) is ideal, the light receiving elements of the
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four-segment split detector 179 detect light ot equal power.

<ST4. Mounting of Refracting Optical Lens on Lens-Holding Flange>

[0665] The holed reflector 183 is removed from the lens-holding flange 182 ideally aligned with the convex mirror

170 and a refracting optical lens (projecting optical means, retracting optical part) 184 is mounted on the lens-holding

flange 182 instead. The laser light source 174, the beam splitter 175, the condenser lens 178 and the four-segment

split detector 179 are also removed (Fig. 89).

<ST5. Projection of Image of Micro-Mirror Device onto Jig Screen>

[0666] In Fig 90 a micro-mirror device (transmitting means, image information imparting part) 1 85 is disposed at a

predetermined position, and the micro-mirror device 185 is illuminated by an illumination light source system (trans-

mitting means, illumination light source part). The light from the illumination light source system 1 86, wh.ch has obtained

image information in the micro-mirror device 185, is projected onto the jig screen 176 via the refract.ng optical lens

184 the path-bending reflector 181 and the convex mirror 170.

[0667] By making adjustment to the alignment between the illumination light source system 1 86 and the micro-mirror

device 185 (adjustments including (1) two in-plane axes, (2) one axis about normal to plane, (3) two swing axes and

(4) one axis moving in direction of normal to plane; (1) and (2) importance for determining the display position, and 3)

and (4) importance for securing the image formation performance) so that the projected light forms an image at a

normal position on the jig screen 1 76, a series of adjustments for alignment is completed.

[0668] As described above, according to this embodiment, since the reflecting protrusion 172 or reflecting recess

173 is provided in the front surface of the convex mirror 170 in the vicinity of the optical axis 105, alignment of the

optical components can easily be adjusted in the assembling of the image display device.

[0669] Further, the alignment adjusting method according to this embodiment comprises: step ST1 wherein a bundle

of parallel rays having passed through the through hole 1 76H of the jig screen 1 76 is reflected by the reflecting protrusion

1 72 (or reflecting recess 1 73), thereby bringing the outgoing and incoming paths of light into alignment with each other

between the reflecting protrusion 172 (reflecting recess 173) and the through hole 176H; step ST2 wherein a bundte

of parallel rays, that is coincides with the ideal optical axis 180 of the refracting optical lens, is reflected by the path-

bending reflector 1 81 and then by the reflecting protrusion 1 72 (or reflecting recess 1 73), thereby bringing the outgo.ng

and incoming paths of light into alignment with each other between the reflecting protrusion 172 (or reflecting recess

1 73)- step ST3 wherein a bundle of parallel rays for incidence on the path-bending reflector 1 81 is passed through the

through hole 183H of the holed reflector 183 mounted on the lens-holding flange 182, and a bundle of rays reflected

by surrounding area of the through hole 183H of the holed reflector 183 and the bundle of rays reflected to and back

between the path-bending reflector 1 81 and the reflecting protrusion 1 72 (or reflecting recess 1 73) are caused to travel

in the same direction; step ST4 wherein the holed reflector 183 is removed from the lens-holding flange 182 and the

refracting optical lens 1 84 is mounted thereon instead; and step ST5 wherein the light from the illumination light source

186 and the micro-mirror device 185 is formed into an image at the normal position on the jig screen 176 via the

refracting optical lens 1 84, the path-bending reflector 1 81 and the convex mirror 1 70. Hence, alignment of the optical

components can easily be adjusted systematically in the assembling of the image display device.

[0670] While in steps ST1 to ST5 the multi-component alignment has been described to adjust by making the split

outputs from the four-segment split detector 179 equal, it is also possible to employ a visual obse.vat.on device in

which a ground-glass jig bearing a cross as a target of alignment is placed at the position of the four-segment split

detector 1 79 for visually observing a bundle of rays converged on the ground-glass jig through the use of an eyepiece

[0671 ] Since the above method is to adjust an angle deviation of the reflecting surface, a device capable of measuring

the tile of a plane by using the same jig, such as an autocollimator, can also be used.

[0672] Of course, the method described above in Embodiment 20 is also possible with the convex mirror 104 in

Embodiment 15, and the method in Embodiment 15 is also possible with the convex mirror 170 in Embodiment 20.

EMBODIMENT 21

[0673] Fig 91 illustrates the configuration of an image display device according to a twenty-first embodiment (Em-

bodiment 21) of the present invention. For brevity sake, the illumination light source system, the plane mirror and the

screen are not shown. ...

[0674] In Fig 91 reference numeral 1 87 denotes a micro-mirror device; 1 88 denotes the same refracting optical lens

(projecting optical means, refracting optical part) as used in each embodiment described above; 1 89 denotes the same

convex mirror (projecting optical means, reflecting part) as used in each embodiment described above; 190 denotes
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an optical axis common to the refracting optical lens 188 and the convex mirror 189; and 191 denotes a lens layer of
glass or synthetic resin joined to the front surface 189F of the convex mirror 1 89.

[0675] In Fig. 91
,
light (optical image signal) from the micro-mirror device 187 and the refracting optical lens 188 is

refracted first on the plane of incidence/emission 191 1* of the lens layer 191, then passes therethrough, and strikes
on the front surface 189F of the convex mirror 189. And the light reflected off the front surface 189F of the convex
mirror 189 is transmitted through the lens layer 191 again and refracted on its plane of incidence/emission 19114 to
the plane mirror or screen (not shown).

[0676] That is, the light directed to and reflected back by the convex mirror 1 89 undergoes an optical action according
to the shape or medium of the plane of incidence/emission 1 91 1* of the lens layer 191. Accordingly, appropriate designs
of the surface configuration and material (refractive index, dispersive power) of the lens layer 191 will permit more
precise path control.

[0677] As described above, according to this embodiment, since the front surface 1 89F of the convex mirror 1 89 is

covered with the lens layer 191, appropriate selections of the shape, refractive index and dispersive power of the plane
of incidence/emission 191 1* of the lens layer 191 increases the flexibility of path designing, providing increased pre-

*5 cision in path control.

EMBODIMENT 22

[0678] An image display device cabinet is often designed making effective use of a plurality of slanting surfaces.
20 This is intended to make a flattened image display device look flatter.

[0679] Fig. 92 shows an outward appearance of a cabinet in which the image display device of each embodiment is
housed, Figs. 92(a), 92(b) and 92(c) being front, side and top plan views, respectively. For brevity sake, the optical
-components from the illumination light source system to the convex mirror are not shown.
[0680] In Fig. 92 reference numeral 1 92 denotes a screen; 193 denotes an under-the-screen part in which the optical
components not shown are housed, 1 94 denotes a cabinet front portion defined by the screen 1 92 and the under-the-
screen part 1 93; 1 95 denotes a plane mirror (plane, mirror 22 in Fig. 6, see Embodiment 1 ) placed in parallel to the
screen 192; 196 denotes a cabinet rear portion in which the plane mirror 195 is housed; 197U, 197L and 197R denote
slanting surfaces of upper and left- and right-handed portions (upper slanting surface, left-handed slanting surface and
right-handed slanting surface) of the cabinet; and 198 denotes the bottom of the image display device.
[0681] In case of Fig. 92 the height of the cabinet front portion 1 94 is determined by the height of the screen 1 92
and the height of the under-the-screen portion 1 93, and the width of the cabinet front portion 1 94 is determined by the
width of the screen 192. The height and width of the cabinet rear portion 1 96 are determined by the height and width
of the plane mirror 1 95. In this case, however, the dimensions of the cabinet rear portion 1 96 are not always be deter-
mined by the plane mirror 195; when the plane mirror 195 is not used according to the configuration of the image
display device, the geometries of the cabinet rear portion 196 are determined by the convex mirror or the like.

[0682] The height and width of the cabinet rear portion 1 96 are smaller than the height and width of the cabinet front
portion 1 94 because the screen 1 92 is provided in the latter. Similarcomments apply to ordinary image display devices.
[0683] The cabinet depicted in Fig. 92 is designed so that three slanting surfaces 197U, 197L and 197R and the
horizontal bottom 198 surround the space defined by the large cabinet front portion 194 and the small cabinet rear
portion 196 between them. The cabinet front portion 194 and the cabinet rear portion 196 have shapes obtained by
cutting off corners of rectangular prisms by the left- and right-handed slanting surfaces 197L and 187R respectively
(Fig. 92(c)). '

K y

[0684] Such a structure offers an unobstructed view of the cabinet rear portion 1 96 when the image display device
is viewed diagonally (from the direction of the arrow in Fig. 92(c). This gives a visual impression of the reduced thickness
of the image display device. As compared with the case of combining box-shaped cabinets into a multi-screen structure
if the screens 192 are held in the same plane, the slanting surfaces are not contiguous: therefore, the image display
device having the slanting surfaces 1 97U, 1 97L and 1 97R is difficult to implement the multi-screen structure (Embod-
iment 14).

[0685] The image display device of this embodiment employs a cabinet in Fig. 92 designed to realize the multi-screen
50 structure as described below.

[0686] Fig. 93 depicts an outward appearance of the cabinet of the image display device according to a twenty-
second embodiment (Embodiment 22) of the present invention, Figs. 93(a), 93(b) and 93(c) being its front, side and
top plan views. The parts corresponding to those in Fig. 92 are identified by the same reference numerals.
[0687] The cabinet of Fig. 93 is characterized by a structure in which comers 1 94C and 196C of the cabinet front
and rear portions 1 94 and 1 96 are not cut off by the slanting surfaces 1 97L and 1 97R, leaving planes 1 94P parallel to
the screen 192 on the back of the front cabinet portion 1 94 (on the side near the cabinet rear portion 1 96) and planes
1 96V vertical to the screen 1 92 on both sides of the cabinet rear portion 1 96 (Fig. 93(c)).

[0688] This structural feature gives visual impressions that the image display device is particularly flat, and at the
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same time produces the following effects in combining two or more image display devices into a one-piece structure.

r06891 Figs 94 and 95 are a top plan and a perspective view showing the case of combining two image display

devices in Fig. 93 into a one-piece structure. The parts corresponding to those in Figs. 92 and 93 are identified by the

same reference numerals. In this case, the two image display devices are assembled in side by side relation to display

a large image in the lateral direction. '

[0690] In Figs 94 and 95 reference numeral 1 99 denotes connectors of L-shaped cross section, which are used to

connect the image display devices. In the left-hand one of the two combined display image devices in Fig. 94(a) the

parallel surface 194P on the right-hand side of the image display device and an end face (first end ace) 199A of the

connector 199 are connected, and the vertical surface 196V on the right-hand side of the image deplay device and an

) end face (second end face) 199B of the connector 199 are connected (Fig. 94(b)). Similarly, another connector 11 99

are connected to the left-hand image display device is Fig. 94(a), and then the two connectors 1 99 are coupled together

through their connecting surfaces 199C.

[0691] The end faces 199A and 199B are perpendicular to each other, the parallel surface 194P and the vertical

surface 196V are have substantially the same area, and the end face 199B and the connecting surfaces 199C are

5 parallel to each other. By virtue of such structural features, the image display devices can be assembled into a one-

piece structure with high accuracy and with high efficiency as in the case of assembling image display devices housed

r06921

Sh

The above advantage is obtained by providing the parallel and vertical surfaces 1 94P and 1 96V in the cabinet

of the image display device so as to allow the use of the connector 199. In the cabinet of Fig. 92, forces that are applied

o by the slanting surfaces 1 97L and 1 97R to the connector act in directions in which they are displaced from each other;

hence the above-mentioned advantage cannot readily be obtained.

r0693] A through hole 1 99H is drilled through the connecting surface 1 99c and a rear panel 1 99D of the connector

1 99 so that exhausting air and heat and cabling can be carried out using the space defined by the connector 1 99 and

the slanting surfaces 197L and 197R.

•5 [06941 In this instance, the air and heat exhausting and cabling are carried out through the slanting surfaces 1 97L

and 1 97R. With cables run through the holes 1 99H, the back of the image display device becomes completely flat, and

hence can be held in close contact with, for example, a wall surface of a room.

[0695] The vertical height of the connector 1 99 is not particularly limited, and is usually smaller than the height of

the image display device.

>o [0696] Fig. 96 shows the case where four image display devices are assembled into a one-piece structure, Figs.96

a) and 96(b) being a front perspective and a rear perspective view. The parts corresponding to those in F,gs^92 to

95 are identified by the same reference numerals. In this example, two pairs of image display devtces assembled in

side by side relation are prepared. The image display devices of the one pair are mounted upside down on the image

display devices ofthe other pair with a view to providing an image display large in both vertical and horizontal directions.

?s [06971 In Fig. 96, air and heat exhausting and cabling can be earned out using a space defined by the slanting

surfaces 1 97U of the upper and lower image display devices. In this case, too, the image display dev.ee assembly can

be held in close contact with the wall of a room, for instance. Besides, by connecting the upper and lower image display

devices with end faces of the slanting surfaces 1 97U of the connectors 199 in contact with each other, the upper and

lower image dsplay devices can be arranged with accuracy, with ease and in a short time. In order to couple the upper

40 and lower image display devices with third end faces of the connectors 1 99 held in contact, the connectors 1 99 have

the same height as that of each image display device and the third end faces are formed perpend.cular to the screen

(the third end faces being perpendicular to the end faces 1 99A and 1 99B).

06981 As described above, according to this embodiment, the image display device is housed in a cabinet that is

provided with: the cabinet front portion 1 94 disposed on the bottom panel 1 98 and having provided therein the screen

45 1 92- the cabinet rear portion 1 96 disposed on the bottom panel 1 98 and having housed therein the plane mirror 1 95;

and'the slanting surfaces 197U, 197L and 197R provided between the cabinet front portion 194 and the cabinet rea

portion 1 96. The slanting surfaces 1 97L and 1 97R are formed in a manner to leave the parallel surfaces 1 94P parallel

to the screen 192 in the cabinet front portion on the side near the cabinet rear portion 196 and the vertical surfaces

196V perpendicular to the screen 192. This cabinet structures accurate and efficient assembling of image display

so devices into a one-piece structure. .

.

[0699] Further, according to this embodiment, the connector 1 99, which has the end face 1 99A for connects with

either one of the parallel surfaces 194P on the left- and right-hand sides of each image display dev.ee, the end face

1 99B for connection with the vertical surface 1 99V on the same side as the parallel surface 1 94P and the connect.on

surface 199C parallel to the end face 199B, is connected to such a connector 199 of another image display device.

55 This cabinet structures accurate and efficient assembling of image display devices into a one-piece structure as in the

case of assembling image devices housed in box-shaped cabinets.

[0700] Further, according to this embodiment, since air and heat exhausting and cabling are led out of the cabinet

through the slanting surfaces 197U, 197L and 1 97R, the image device assembly can be held in close contact wrth the
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wall of a room, for instance. When the display image assembly is placed with its back kept up against the wall and its

upper and lower portions open, a triangular space defined by the connector 199 and the slanting surface 197R (197L)
can be used a heat exhausting duct in the vertical direction. The triangular space functions as a chimney, providing
increased heat exhausting efficiency.

[0701] While the foregoing embodiments have been described to use micro-mirror device as the spatial light mod-
ulator, liquid crystal may also be used as the spatial light modulator. In such case, too, it is possible to obtain an image
display device that is flatter than conventional image display devices using liquid crystal.

[0702] As described previously with reference to Embodiment 1 , various spatial light modulators other than the micro-
mirror device and liquid crystal can be used in the present invention.

[0703] Moreover, as depicted in Figs. 5 and 15, In an image display device of the present invention, the whole optical
system is rotationally symmetric about the optical axis common to the refracting optical lens and the convex mirror. In
view of the fact that when the optical axis is not made common to the refracting optical lens and the convex mirror, the
optical system becomes asymmetric with respect to the optical axis, such a common use of the optical axis allows
ease in fabricating the refracting optical lens and the convex mirror by rotational molding, and facilitates adjusting
alignment as well.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0704] As described above, the image display device of the present invention is suitable for an image display system
in which the image display device displays a magnified image when it is arranged to have the same thickness as the
prior one, and has a more thinner structure when an image is displayed with the same magnitude as the prior one.

Claims

1
.

An image display device provided with transmitting means for providing image information to illumination light and
for transmitting the light as an optical image signal and display means for receiving the optical image signal and
for displaying an image based on the image information, said image display device comprising:

projecting optical means composed of a reflecting part for reflecting the optical image signal, and a refracting
optical part for correcting a distortion if said reflecting part has the distortion and for projecting the optical
image signal onto said reflecting part;

wherein said display means receives the optical image signal through said projecting optical means.

2. An image display device provided with transmitting means for providing image information to illumination light and
for transmitting the light as an optical image signal and display means for receiving the optical image signal and
for displaying an image based on the image information, said image display device comprising:

projecting optical means composed of a reflecting part having a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical
image signal, and a refracting optical part having a refracting surface for projecting said optical image signal
onto said reflecting part;

wherein said display means receives said optical image signal through said projecting optical means; and
at least one of the reflecting surface and the refracting surface is aspherical.

3. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said transmitting means comprises:

an illumination light source part for emitting illumination light; and
a reflecting type image information providing part for receiving the illumination light emitted from said illumi-

nation light source part and for providing image information to the illumination light and reflecting the illumi-

nation light as the optical image signal.

4. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said transmitting means comprises:

an illumination light source part for emitting illumination light; and
a reflectingtype image information providing part for receiving the illumination light emitted from the illumination .

light source part and for providing image information to the illumination light and reflecting the illumination light
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as the optical image signal.

5. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part has a rotationally symmetric aspherical

surface for reflecting the optical image signal transmitted from said transmitting means.

5

6. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has a rotationally symmetric aspherical

surface for reflecting the optical image signal transmitted from said transmitting means.

7. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative power.

10

8. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative power.

9. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative power.

'5 10. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part is a Fresnel mirror of negative power.

11. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part has a reflecting surface that Is formed

by a low dispersive medium and a high dispersive medium stacked in the direction in which the optical image signal

sent from said transmitting means passes therethrough, has a negative power and reflects the optical image signal

20 having passed through the low and high dispersive media.

12. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has a reflecting surface that is formed

by a low dispersive medium and a high dispersive medium stacked in the direction in which the optical image signal

sent from said transmitting means passes therethrough, has a negative power and reflects the optical image signal

25 having passed through the low and high dispersive media.

13. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting surface formed so that its convex curvature

is large around an optical axis and becomes smaller with approaching to the periphery of the reflecting surface.

30 14. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting surface formed so that its convex curvature

is large around an optical axis and becomes smaller with approaching to the periphery of the reflecting surface.

15. The image display device according to claim 1, wherein said refracting optical part has an odd-order aspherical

optical surfaces obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms.

35

16. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein, said refracting optical part has an odd-order aspherical

optical surfaces obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms.

17. The image display device according to claim 1, wherein said refracting optical part has an odd-order aspherical

40 optical surfaces obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms.

18. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has an odd-order aspherical surface

obtained by adding odd-order terms to a polynomial composed of even-order terms.

45 19. The image display device according to claim 15, said reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects or refracts

the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of the reflecting

or refracting part.

20. The image display device according to claim 16, wherein said reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects or

so refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of said

reflecting or refracting part.

21. The image display device according to claim 17, wherein said reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects or

refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of said

55 reflecting or refracting part.

22. The image display device according to claim 18, wherein said reflecting part or refracting optical part reflects or

refracts the optical image signal by the reflecting or refracting surface other than around the optical axis of said
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reflecting or refracting part.

23. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part is provided with curvature-of-

field correcting lenses for canceling a curvature of field of said reflecting part.

24. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with curvature-of-

field correcting lenses for canceling a curvature of field of said reflecting part.

25. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with positive lenses

of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive index lower than that of the positive lens,

and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of said reflecting part.

26. The image display device according to claim 23, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with positive lenses

of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive index lower than that of the positive lens,

and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of said reflecting part.

27. The image display device according to claim 24, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with positive lenses

of positive power, negative lenses of negative power having a refractive Index lower than that of the positive lens,

and a Petzval's sum correcting lens for correcting a Petzval's sum contributing component of said reflecting part.

28. The image display device according to claim 1, wherein said projecting optical means has an aspherical optical

surface at places where principal rays of the optical image signal to be projected onto said reflecting part from said

transmitting means are divergent and/or convergent.

29. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said projecting optical means has an aspherical optical

surface at places where principal rays of the optical image signal to be projected onto said reflecting part from said

transmitting means are divergent and/or convergent.

30. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said projecting optical means is provided with path-bending

means for reflecting means for reflecting the optical image signal from said refracting optical part to said reflecting

part, the optical axis of said refracting optical part being bent at an appropriate angle in a horizontal plane containing

the optical axis of said reflecting part.

31 . The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said projecting optical means is provided with path-bending

means for reflecting means for reflecting the optical image signal from said refracting optical part to said reflecting

part, the optical axis of said refracting optical part being bent at an appropriate angle in a horizontal plane containing

the optical axis of said reflecting part.

32. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said projecting optical means is provided with path-bending

means for reflecting the optical image signal from first lens means to second lens means.

33. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said projecting optical means is provided with path-bending

means for reflecting the optical image signal from first lens means to second lens means.

34. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part has at least one lens formed

of synthetic resin.

35. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part has at least one lens formed

of synthetic resin.

36. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part and said reflecting part are

rotationally symmetric about an optical axis made common to them.

37. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part and said reflecting part are

rotationally symmetric about an optical axis made common to them.

38. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said image display device further comprises a plane mirror

for reflecting the optical signal from said projecting optical means to said display means.
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39. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said image display device further comprises a plane mirror

for reflecting the optical signal from said projecting optical means to said display means.

40. The image display device according to claim 38, wherein a light receiving surface of said display means and a

5 reflecting surface of said plane mirror are held in parallel to each other.

41. The image display device according to claim 39, wherein a light receiving surface of said display means and a

reflecting surface of said plane mirror are held in parallel to each other

w 42. The image display image according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part comprises a retro-focus optical

system composed of a positive lens group of positive power and a negative lens group of negative power, and a

refracting optical lens for fine-tuning the angle of emission of the optical image signal from the retro-focus optical

system to the reflecting part.

15 43. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part comprises a retro-focus optical

system composed of a positive lens group of positive power and a negative lens group of negative power, and a

refracting optical lens for fine-tuning the angle of emission of the optical image signal from the retro-focus optical

system to the reflecting part.

20 44. The image display device according to claim 42, wherein said retro-focus optical system is composed of one lens

group and one negative lens group.

45. The image display device according to claim 43, wherein said retro-focus optical system is composed of one lens

group and one negative lens group.

25

46. The image display device according to claim 42, wherein said retro-focus optical system is composed of one lens

group and one negative lens group.

47. The image display device according to claim 43, wherein said retro-focus optical system is composed of one lens

30 group and one negative lens group.

48. The image display device according to claim 23, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and positive

lenses having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .722 to 1 .9 and having positive power.

49. The image display device according to claim 24, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and positive

lenses having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .722 to 1 .9 and having positive power.

40 50. The image display device according to claim 25, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and positive

lenses having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .722 to 1 .9 and having positive power.

51. The image display means according to claim 26, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

45 having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and positive

lenses having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .722 to 1 .9 and having positive power.

52. The image display device according to claim 27, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .45 to 1 .722 and having negative power, and positive

so lenses having an average value of refractive indexes in the range of 1 .722 to 1 .9 and having positive power.

53. The image display device according to claim 23, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.

55

54. The image display device according to claim 24, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.
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55. The image display device according to claim 25, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.

56. The image display device according to claim 26, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.

57. The image display device according to claim 27, wherein said refracting optical part comprises negative lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 25 to 38 and having negative power, and positive lenses

having an average value of Abbe's number in the range of 38 to 60 and having positive power.

58. The image display device according to claim 23, wherein said refracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive

indexes of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

59. The image display device according to claim 24, wherein said refracting optical part comprises positive tenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive

indexes of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

60. The image display device according to claim 25, wherein said refracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of gjass materials, the difference between average refractive

indexes of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

61. The image display device according to claim 26, wherein said refracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive

indexes of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

62. The image display device according to claim 27, wherein said refracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average refractive

indexes of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0.04 to 1

.

63. The image display device according to claim 23, wherein said retracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's
number of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

64. The image display device according to claim 24, wherein said retracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's
number of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

65. The image display device according to claim 25, wherein said retracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's

number of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

66. The image display device according to claim 26, wherein said retracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's

number of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

67. The image display device according to claim 27, wherein said retracting optical part comprises positive lenses

made of glass materials and negative lenses made of glass materials, the difference between average Abbe's
number of the glass materials for the positive and negative lenses is in the range of 0 to 16.

68. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein a back focal length from the closest one of a plurality of

lenses forming the refracting optical part to a light emitting surface of said transmitting means to the light emitting

surface is equal to the distance from the light emitting surface of said transmitting means to the position of an

entrance pupil of the refracting optical part.

69. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein a back focal length from the closest one of a plurality of
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lenses forming the ref reeling optical pari to a light emitting surface of said transmitting means to the light emitting

surface is equal to the distance from the light emitting surface of said transmitting means to the position of an

entrance pupil of the refracting optical part.

70. The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said projecting optical means has negative lenses of

negative power provided at the position of low marginal ray.

71. The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said projecting optical means has negative lenses of

negative power provided at the position of low marginal ray.
*

72 The image display device according to claim 30, wherein said angle of bending the optical axis of the refracting

optical part is set such that the refracting part is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the reflecting

part as possible without intercepting the optical path.

73 The image display device according to claim 31 , wherein said angle of bending the optical axis of the refracting

optical part is set such that the refracting part is as close to a path from the path-bending means to the reflecting

part as possible without intercepting the optical path.

74 The image display device according to claim 32, wherein said angle of bending the optical axis of the first lens

means is set such that the first lens means is as close to a path from the path-bending mans to the second lens

means as possible without intercepting the optical path.

75 The image display device according to claim 33, wherein said angle of bending the optical axis of the first lens

means is set such that the first lens means is as close to a path from the path-bending mans to the second lens

means as possible without intercepting the optical path.

76. The image display device according to claim 32, wherein the shortest distance from the refracting optical part to

a reflecting part placement plane is chosen within a range smaller than a thickness limiting value.

77. An image display device according to claim 33, wherein the shortest distance from the refracting optical part to a

reflecting part placement plane is chosen within a range smaller than a thickness limiting value.

78 The image display device according to claim 72, wherein the longer one of the longest distance from a reflecting

part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane

to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value.

79 The image display device according to claim 73, wherein the longer one of the longest distance from a reflecting

part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane

to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value.

80 The image display device according to claim 74, wherein the longer one of the longest distance from a reflecting

part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane

to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value.

81 The image display device according to claim 75, wherein the longer one of the longest distance from a reflecting

part placement plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane

to the refracting optical part is equal to a thickness limiting value.

82 The image display device according to claim 72, wherein the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to said path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the reflecting

optical part are equal to each other.

83^ The image display device according to claim 73, wherein the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to said path-bending means andthe longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the reflecting

optical part are equal to each other.

84. The image display device according to claim 74, wherein the longest distance from a reflecting part placement

plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the reflecting
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optical part are equal to each other.

85. The image display device according to claim 75, wherein the longest distance from a reflecting part placement
plane to the path-bending means and the longest distance from the reflecting part placement plane to the reflecting

optical part are equal to each other.

86. The image display device according to claim 72, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

87. The image display device according to claim 73, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

88. The image display device according to claim 74
:
wherein said path bending means has a shape obtained by

removing a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

89. The image display device according to claim 75, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

90. The image display device according to claim 76, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

91. The image display device according to claim 77, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

92. The image display device according to claim 78, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

93. The image display device according to claim 79, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

94. The image display device according to claim 80, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

95. The image display device according to claim 81 , wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

96. The image display device according to claim 82, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

97. The image display device according to claim 83, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

98. The image display device according to claim 84, wherein said path-bending means has a shape obtained by re-

moving a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

99. The image display device according to claim 85, wherein said path-bending means a shape obtained by removing
a non-transmitting portion that does not transmit the optical image signal.

100.The image display device according to claim 1, wherein said reflecting part has a shape obtained by removing a
non-reflecting portion that does not reflect the optical image signal to said display means.

101 .The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has a shape obtained by removing a
non-reflecting portion that does not reflect the optical image signal to said display means.

102.The image display device according to claim 1, wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining
mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure.

103.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining
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mechanism for retaining the refracting optical pari and the reflecting part as a one-piece structure.

104.The image display device according to claim 30, wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining

'

mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part, said path-bending means and the reflect.ng part as a one-p.ece

structure.

105.The image display device according to claim 31 , wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining

mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part, said path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-p.ece

structure.

106.The image display device according to claim 32. wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining

mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part, said path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-p.ece

structure.

107 The image display device according to claim 33, wherein said image display device further comprises a retaining

mechanism for retaining the refracting optical part, said path-bending means and the reflecting part as a one-p.ece

structure.

108.The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part has positive lenses of positive

power provided at the position of high marginal ray.

109.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part has positive lenses of positive

power provided at the position of high marginal ray.

110.The image display device according to claim 1, wherein letting hi represent the height of the marginal ray of light

incident to the refracting optical part, hm the maximum height of. the marginal ray in a positive lens^d.sposed at

the center of the refracting optical part and ho represent the height of the marginal ray of hgh
t

emitted from the

refracting optical part, the refracting optical part satisfy the relationships 1 05hi<hm<3hi and 0.3h.<ho<1hi.

m.The image display device according to claim 2. wherein letting hi represent the height of the marginal ray of light

incident to the refracting optical part, hm the maximum height of the marginal ray in a positive lens
;

disposed
I

at

the center of the refracting optical part and ho represent the height of the marginal ray of light emitted from the

refracting optical part, the refracting optical part satisfy the relationships 1 .05hkhm<3h. and 0.3h.<ho<1 hi.

112.The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said projecting optical means has poor optical performance

in an unused area around its optical axis but has high image formation performance in an area to be used other

than that around the optical axis.

113.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said projecting optical means has poor optical perfoimance

in an unused area around its optical axis but has high image formation performance in an area to be used other

than that around the optical axis.

114 The image display device according to claim 112, wherein said projecting optical means is adapted so that an

'image-forming position at the center of the optical axis and an image-forming position around the optical axis are

not in the same plane.

115.The image display device according to claim 113, wherein said projecting optical means is
;

adapted so that an

image-forming position at the center of the optical axis and an image-forming position around the optical ax.s are

not in the same plane.

116.The image display device according to claim 112, wherein said projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used.

117.The image display device according to claim 113, wherein said projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used.

118 The image display device according to claim 114, wherein said projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used.
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119.The image display device according to claim 115, wherein said projecting optical means allows distortion in the

vicinity of the center of the optical axis to increase the image formation performance of the area to be used.

120.The image display device according to claim 11 2, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

121 .The image display device according to claim 11 3, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

122.The image display device according to claim 114, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

123.The image display device according to claim 115, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

124.The image display device according to claim 11 6, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

125.The image display device according to claim 11 7, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

126.The image display device according to claim 11 8, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a*screen.

127.The image display device according to claim 11 9, wherein said projecting means limits the range of degradation
of the optical performance to the range of the field angle related only to the base of a screen.

128.The image display device according to claim 116, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

129.The image display device according to claim 117, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

130.The image display device according to claim 118, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the light from said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

1 31 The image display device according to claim 119, wherein a plane mirror for reflecting the light from said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

132.The image display device according to claim 1 20, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting
optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

133.The image display device according to claim 1 21 , wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

134.The image display device according to claim 1 22, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

135.The image display device according to claim 1 23, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

136.The image display device according to claim 1 24, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

137.The image display device according to claim 1 25, wherein a plane mirrorfor reflecting the lightfrom said projecting

optical means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of said projecting optical means.

138.The image display device according to claim 126, wherein a plane mirror for reflecting the lightfrom said projecting
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optical means to said display means has a shape .ha. corrects (or dis.or.ion of said projecting op.ical means.

139 The image display device according to claim 1 27, wherein a plane mirror for reflecting the light from said
I

projecting

optal means to said display means has a shape that corrects for distortion of sa.d projectmg opfcal means.

140.The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said refracting optical part has a eon-la^ i" which an

exit pupil of light emitted toward the cen.ral area of the reflecting part around the opfcal ax,s thereof[and anexrt

pupiUMight emitted with approaching to .he peripheral area of the reflecting part are spaced apart to thereby

adjust the position and angle of incidence of the emitted light toward the reflecting pari.

141 The imaae display device according to claim 2, wherein said refracting optical part has a construction in which an

exiwJw£E«™* 'he cen,ra. *™ °f theM*^^ the^^ .^0
pupil of light emitted toward the peripheral area of the reflecting part are spaced apart to .hereby adjus. the Pos,t,on

and angle of incidence of the emitted light toward the reflecting part.

142.The image disp.ay device according to claim 1 ,
wherein said reflecting part has a uniform ™

surface as a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical image signal to the rear surface provided behind the front

surface.

143.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has a uniform thickness from its front

surface as a reflecting surface for reflecting the optical image signal to the rear surface provided behmd the front

surface.

144 The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part has a planar low-reflectivity surface

"^Z^^X^"9 f-nt surface about the optica, ax te of the reflecting part and a planar^<«™»
sZce smaller in area than the low-reflectivity surface and provided in the low-reflect^ surface aboutthe opt.ca.

axis.

145 The imaqe display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part has a planar low-reflectivity surface

J^^^^nfl front surface about the optical ax* of the reflecting part and a planar

See smaller in area than the low-reflectivity surface and provided in the low-reflect.** surface about the opfcal

axis.

146.The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said transmitting means .s provided w th ĉover^glass fo

protecting an image information light emitting surface and a compensator glass of ar
[f^^J^

creases or increases as a change in the optical thickness of the cover glass increases or decreases sa.d trans

^ZZSZZ the imag'e information light to the refracting optical part through the cover glass and the

compensator glass.

147.The image display devtee according to claim 2, wherein said transmitting.means is-'^^^^^Z
protecting an image information light emitting surface and a compenastor glass of ar

creases or increases as a change in the optical thickness of the cover glass increases o^^^^
mttting means emitting the image information light to the refracting opfcal part through the cover glass and the

compensator glass.

148 The imaqe display device according to claim 1 46, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with means for

Ltachably mounting the compensator giass on the side of incidence of the illumination light from sa,d transmit,ng

mrS aClr glass'of the optimum thickness can be used deal with thickness changes and venations

of the cover glass.

149 The image display device according to daim 1 47, wherein said refracting optical part is provided with means for

StaSly mou nfng the compensator glass on the side of incidence of the illumination light from sa,d transmrttmg

SS^o^pSS glassof the opLum thickness can be used deal with thickness changes and vanafons

of the cover glass.

ISO.The image display device according to claim 40, wherein said image display device further compris^b^

perpendicular to the reflecting surface of the plane mirror and the light receiving surface of «^JPjJ^2
and an optical compensator is disposed in a space defined by segments joining; a f,rst point present on the basts
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of a square image displayed on said display means and the farthest from the center of the image; a second point
on the plane mirror to which light toward the first point is reflected; a third point on the reflecting part to which light

toward the second point is reflected; a first projected point by projecting the first point to the bottom from the
direction normal to the bottom; a second projected point by projecting the second point to the bottom fiom the
direction normal to the bottom; a third projected point by projecting the third point from the direction normal to the
bottom.

151 .The image display device according to claim 41, wherein said image display device further comprises a bottom
perpendicular to the reflecting surface of the plane mirror and the light receiving surface of said display means,
and an optical compensator is disposed in a space defined by segments joining; a first point present on the basis
of a square image displayed on said display means and the farthest from the center of the image; a second point
on the plane mirror to which light toward the first point is reflected; a third point on the reflecting part to which light

toward the second point is reflected; a first projected point by projecting the first point to the bottom from the
direction normal to the bottom; a second projected point by projecting the second point to the bottom from the
direction normal to the bottom; a third projected point by projecting the third point from the direction normal to the
bottom.

152.The image display device according to claim 150, said transmitting means comprises: a converging optical system
principal part composed of: an illumination light source part for emitting illumination light; a color wheel for coloring
emitted light from the illumination light source part in three primary colors one after another; a rod integrator for
receiving the illumination light from the illumination light source part and for emitting illumination light of
a uniform illuminance distribution from a light emitting surface; and a relay lens for relaying the illumination light
from the rod integrator; a field lens for directing principal rays of the illumination light from the relay lens to the
same direction; and a reflecting type image information providing part for providing image information to the illu-

mination light from the field lens, the converging optical system principal part being disposed as the optical com-
ponent in the space, and being further provided with second and third path-bending means for reflecting the illu-

mination light from the converging optical system principal part to the field lens.

153.The image display device according to claim 1 51 , said transmitting means comprises: a converging optical system
principal part composed of: an illumination light source part for emitting illumination light; a color wheel for coloring
emitted light from the illumination light source part in three primary colors one after another; a rod integrator for
receiving the illumination light from the illumination light source part and for emitting illumination light of a uniform
illuminance distribution from a light emitting surface; and a relay lens for relaying the illumination light from the rod
integrator; a field lens for directing principal rays of the illumination light from the relay lens to the same direction;
and a reflecting type image information providing part for providing image information to the illumination light from
the field lens, the converging optical system principal part being disposed as the optical component in the space,
and being further provided with second and third path-bending means for reflecting the illumination light from the
converging optical system principal part to the field lens.

154.The image display means according to claim 152, wherein the optical axis of the converging optical system principal
part is parallel to the light receiving surface of said display means and the bottom.

1 55.The image display means according to claim 1 53, wherein the optical axis of the converging optical system principal
part is parallel to the light receiving surface of said display means and the bottom.

1 56.The image display device according to claim 1 52, wherein the optical axis ofthe converging optical system principal
part is parallel to the light receiving surface of said display means and is tilted so that the intersection point of the
illumination light source part and the optical axis is higher than the intersection point of the relay lens and the
optical axis in the vertical direction.

1 57.The image display device according to claim 1 53, wherein the optical axis ofthe converging optical system principal
part is parallel to the light receiving surface of said display means and is tilted so that the intersection point of the
illumination light source part and the optical axis is higher than the intersection point of the relay lens and the
optical axis in the vertical direction.

158.The image display device according to claim 156, wherein said transmitting means is provided with an adjustment
table for mounting the converging optical system principal part and the field lens, the adjustment table having a
hole for receiving the third path-bending means.
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159 The image display device according to claim 157. wherein said transmitting means is provided with an adjustment

table for mounting the converging optical system principal part and the field lens, the adjustment table having a

hole for receiving the third path-bending means.

160.The image display device according to claim 152, wherein at least one of said second and third path-bending

means has a curved optical surface.

161 .The image display device according to claim 153, wherein at least one of said second and third path-bending

means has a curved optical surface.

162.The image display device according to claim 1 . wherein said reflecting part is made of synthetic resin.

163.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein said reflecting part is made of synthetic resin.

is 164 The image display device according to claim 1 62, wherein the reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical image signal to said display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: a first screwing

part provided on the lowerside of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric

distance apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part and pivotally secured to a first reflecting part mounting

20 mechanism; a second screwing part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and sl.dably

held on a second reflecting part mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side of the

rectangular front configuration and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

165 The image display device according to claim 163, wherein the reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

25 viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical image signal to said display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: a first screwing

part provided on the lowerside of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric

distance apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part and pivotally secured to a first reflecting part mounting

mechanism; a second screwing part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably

30 held on a second reflecting part mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side of the

rectangular front configuration and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

166 The image display device according to claim 164, wherein said first reflecting part mounting mechanism and said

first screwing part are screwed together by a taper screw and each have a screw hole conforming to a tapered

35 portion of the taper screw.

167 The image display device according to claim 165, wherein said first reflecting part mounting mechanism and said

first screwing part are screwed together by a taper screw and each have a screw hole conforming to a tapered

portion of the taper screw.

40

168 The image display device according to claim 162, wherein said reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical image signal to said display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: a recess provided

on the lower side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance

45 apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part; a cylindrical support for engagement with the recess; two spnngs

fixed at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the recess, for biasing the reflecting part; a second screwing

part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably held on a second reflecting part

mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side of the rectangular front configuration

and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

50

169.The image display device according to claim 163, wherein said reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical image signal to said display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: a recess provided

on the lower side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentnc distance

55 apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part; a cylindrical support for engagement with the recess; two spnngs

fixed at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the recess, for biasing the reflecting part; a second screwing

part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and slidably held on a second reflecting part

mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side of the rectangular front configuration

«
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and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

170.The image display device according to claim 162, wherein said reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical Image signal to the display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: protrusion pro-

vided on the lower side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance

apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part; a V-grooved support having a V-shaped groove for engagement
with the protrusion; two springs fixed at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the protrusion, for biasing

the reflecting part; a second screwing part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and
slidably held on a second reflecting part mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side

of the rectangular front configuration and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

171 .The image display device according to claim 1 63, wherein said reflecting part is rectangular in front configuration

viewed from the direction of its optical axis, a nonreflecting portion of the reflecting part that does not reflect the

optical image signal to the display means being removed, the reflecting part being provided with: protrusion pro-

vided on the lower side of the rectangular front configuration close to but spaced a predetermined eccentric distance

apart from the optical axis of the reflecting part; a V-grooved support having a V-shaped groove for engagement
with the protrusion; two springs fixed at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the protrusion, for biasing

the reflecting part; a second screwing part provided on another side of the rectangular front configuration and
slidably held on a second reflecting part mounting mechanism; and a third screwing part provided still another side

of the rectangular front configuration and slidably secured to a third reflecting part mounting mechanism.

172.The image display device according to claim 164, wherein said reflecting part is provided with two springs fixed

at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the first screwing part and at the other end to a common point,

for biasing the reflecting part.

173.The image display device according to claim 165, wherein said reflecting part is provided with two springs fixed

at one end to the reflecting part on both sides of the first screwing part and at the other end to a common point,

for biasing the reflecting part.

174.The image display device according to claim 164, wherein said first, second and third screwing parts hold the

reflecting part with its reflecting front surface in contact with the first, second and third reflecting part mounting
mechanisms.

175.The image display device according to claim 165, wherein said first, second and third screwing parts hold the

reflecting part with its reflecting front surface in contact with the first, second and third reflecting part mounting

mechanisms.

1 76.The image display device according to claim 1 02, wherein said image display device further comprises: two sliding

supports mounted on the retaining mechanism, for slidably supporting all or some of lenses of the refracting optical

part; a first mounting plate disposed between the two sliding support and fixed to the retaining mechanism; a
second mounting plate disposed between the two sliding supports and fixed to the lower ends of all or some of

the lenses of the refracting optical part; and a piezoelectric element held between the first and second mounting

plates and expanding or contracting in the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part as a control

voltage applied to the piezoelectric element Increases or decreases.

1 77.The image display device according to claim 1 03, wherein said image display device further comprises: two sliding

supports mounted on the retaining mechanism, forslidably supporting all orsome of lenses of the refracting optical

part; a first mounting plate disposed between the two sliding support and fixed to the retaining mechanism; a
second mounting plate disposed between the two sliding supports and fixed to the lower ends of all or some of

the lenses of the refracting optical part; and a piezoelectric element held between the first and second mounting
plates and expanding or contracting in the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part as a control

voltage applied to the piezoelectric element increases or decreases.

178.The image display device according to claim 102, wherein said image display device further comprises a gear
mechanism supported on a gear support provided on the retaining mechanism, for moving the reflecting part, or

all or some of lenses of the refracting optical part in the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part in

the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part.
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179 The imaqe display device according to claim 103, wherein said image display device further composes a gear

r«« p rted on a gear support provided on Ihe retaining mechanism, lor moving the reflect ng part o

or sol of lenses of the refracting optical part in the direction of the optica, axis of the retracing opted part ,n

the direction of the optical axis of the refracting optical part.

180 The image display device according to claim 102, wherein said image display device further comprises a heater/

coo«rto?Lating/coo.ing at least one of the refracting optical part held on the retaining mechansm and the retain.ng

mechanisms.

181 The imaqe display device according to claim 1 03, wherein said image display device further comprises a heater/

ToZZZngLoling at least one of the refracting optica, part held on the retaining mechansm and the retam.ng

mechanisms.

182 The imaae display device according to claim 1 76, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

^^S^Zng a lens-barrel temperature of the retracting optica, part; a temperature sensor or sensmg

^^peratu>S of the retaining mechanism; and a control part for controlling at least one of he p-ezoe-

lecuic element,L gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensat.on amount calculated

from the lens-barrel temperature and the internal temperature.

183 The imaqe display device according to claim 1 77, wherein said image display device further comprises, a temper-

ZZ'loZZ^ a iens-banre. temperature of the refracting optica, part; a temperature sensor or sensing

the internal temperature of the retaining mechanism; and a control part for controll.ng at least one of the p.ezoe

;"
ermenX gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calculated

from the lens-barrel temperature and the internal temperature.

184 The image display device according to claim 1 78, wherein said image display device further comprises a temper^

atureTensor for sensing a lens-barrel temperature of the refracting optical part; a temperature sensor for sens.ng

r^ternauemperature of the retaining mechanism; and a control part for controlling at least one
,

oft*
,

p*zoe-

lectric element, ihe gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calculated

from the lens-barrel temperature and the internal temperature.

185 The imaae display device according to claim 1 79, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

°f the refracting optical part: a temperature senso
;

°r sens,
*i

9

£Z^£*ur2 of the retaining mechanism; and a control part for controlling at least one of he p.ezoe
_

lectrelement, She gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensafon amount calculated

from the lens-barrel temperature and the internal temperature.

186 The imaae display device according to claim 1 80, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

Ire3*foX^VL*^ temperature of the refracting optical part; a temperature sensor for sens.ngS of the retaining mechanism; and a contro. part for contro.ling at least one
,

o
f
tto£*£

lectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensat.on amount calculated

from the lens-barrel temperature and the internal temperature.

1 87 The imaae display device according to claim 181, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-^S^^ an environmental temperature; and a contro. unit for controlling at least one of ft. p»-

^™eZk the ear mechanism and the heater/cooier according to a^^ZITZ^Z
lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

188 The imaae display device according to claim 1 76, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

*2l3JKSlnB an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of me p*-

zo^ecTelement the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensat.on amount cata-

Sefby ad1r9 the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at .east two drfferent

focus adjustment points.

189 The imaae display device according to claim 1 77 wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

'^Z^S^in environmental temperature; and a contro, unit for-^'^^o^^ -

zoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler accord.ng to a focus-compensat.cn amount calcu
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lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

190.The image display device according to claim 1 78, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

ature sensor for sensing an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the pie-

zoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calcu-

lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

191 .The image display device according to claim 1 79, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

ature sensor for sensing an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the pie-

zoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calcu-

lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

192.The image display device according to claim 180, wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-

ature sensor for sensing an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the pie-

zoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calcu-

lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

193.The image display device according to claim 181 , wherein said image display device further comprises: a temper-
ature sensor for sensing an environmental temperature; and a control unit for controlling at least one of the pie-

zoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler according to a focus-compensation amount calcu-

lated by adding the environmental temperature to a linear interpolation equation derived from at least two different

focus adjustment points.

194.The image display device according to claim 176, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

195.The image display device according to claim 177, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

196The image display device according to claim 178, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

197.The image display device according to claim 179, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

198.The image display device according to claim 180, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

199.The image display device according to claim 181, wherein said image display device further comprises: a CCD
for detecting focus information from light to be incident to a non-image-display area of the display means; and a
control unit for controlling at least one of the piezoelectric element, the gear mechanism and the heater/cooler

according to the result of analysis of the focus information.

200.The image display device according to claim 1 94, wherein said image display device further comprises a miniature
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reflector lor reflecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-image-display are of the display means.

201 The image display device according to claim 195, wherein said image display device further comprises a miniature

refleZ for rejecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-image-disp.ay are of the d.splay means.

202.The image display device according to claim 1 96, wherein said image display device furthercomP^s a miniature

reflector for reflecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-image-display are of the dISp.ay means.

203.The image display device according to claim 1 97, wherein said image^J^^^^^n

reflector for reflecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-.mage-d,splay are of the d.splay means.

204.The image display device according to claim 1 98, wherein said image display device^^^^^^
reflector for reflecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-.mage-d.splay are of the d.splay means.

205.The image disp.ay device according to claim 1 99, wherein said image^^J^^^^^n

reflector lor reflecting to the CCD the light to be incident to the non-.mage-d,splay are of the d.splay means.

206 The image display device according to claim 1 94, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

ngh, received bythe CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus .nformat.on

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

207 The imaae display device according to claim 195, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

mSeTbyl CCD as focus information, analyzes the width o, a predetermined level of the focus .nformat.on

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

208 The image display device according to claim 196, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

,!ght received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus .nformat.on

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

209 The imaqe display device according to claim 1 97, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

light received by the^CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined .eve. of the focus .nformat.on

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

210 The imaae display device according to claim 1 98, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

211 The imaae display device according to claim 1 99, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

XhtSe^
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

212 The imaae display device according to claim 1 94, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

213 The imaae display device according to claim 1 95, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

25Sedb^CcL focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus ,formafon

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

214 The imaae display device according to claim 1 96, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

Ight r^eiveTby S^^^^^ information, ana.yzes the width of a predetermined .eve. of the focus .nformat.cn

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

21 5 The imaqe display device according to claim 1 97, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the

light receivedbX CCD as focus information, anatyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information

and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

21 S.The image display device according to claim 1 98, wherein said control unft regards the intensity distribution of the
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light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

217.The image display device according to claim 1 99, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

218.The image display device according to claim 1 94, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

219The image display device according to claim 1 95, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

220.The image display device according to claim 1 96, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

221 .The image display device according to claim 1 97, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

222.The image display device according to claim 1 98, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

223.The image display device according to claim 1 99, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

224.The image display device according to claim 102, wherein said retaining mechanism is provided with a plurality
of supports for supporting the refracting optical part and the reflecting part, the plurality of supports having the
same product of their height and coefficient of linear expansion.

225.The image display device according to claim 1 03, wherein said control unit regards the intensity distribution of the
light received by the CCD as focus information, analyzes the width of a predetermined level of the focus information
and effects control to decrease the width of the predetermined level.

226.The image display device according to claim 1 44, wherein said reflecting part has a high- or low-reflectivity surface,
or a reflecting protrusion or reflecting recess that is high-reflectivity over the entire area of its reflecting surface.

'

227.The image display device according to claim 1 45, wherein said reflecting part has a high- or low-reflectivity surface,
or a reflecting protrusion or reflecting recess that is high-reflectivity over the entire area of its reflecting surface

'

228.The image display device according to claim 1 , wherein said reflecting part has a lens layer covering its front
surface for reflecting the optical image signal.

229.The image display device according to claim 2, wherein wherein said reflecting part has a lens layer covering its

front surface for reflecting the optical image signal.

230.An image display device comprising: a cabinet front portion provided on the bottom of a cabinet and having display
means; a cabinet rear portion provided on the bottom; and upper slanting surface, a left-hand slanting surface and
right-hand slanting surface provided between the cabinet front portion and the cabinet rear portion and defining a
housing space together with the bottom, the left- and right-hand slanting surfaces leaving left- and right-hand
parallel surfaces parallel to the display means on the back of the cabinet front portion and predetermined surface
perpendicular to the display means on both side of the cabinet rear portion.
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231 The image display device according to claim 230, wherein said image display device further comprises a connector

having a first end face for connection with either one of the left- and right-hand parallel surfaces, a second end

face for connection to that one of the perpendicular surfaces on the same side of the either one of the parallel

surfaces, and a connection face parallel to the second end face, the connection surface being coupled to a con-

nection face of another connector.

232 The image display device according to claim 231 , wherein said connector has the same height as that of the image

display device and is provided with a third end face perpendicular to the first and second end faces, for connection

to the another connector.

233.The image display device according to claim 230, wherein air and heat are discharged or cables are extended out

of the cabinet through the upper, left- and right-hand slanting surfaces.

234 A method of adjustment for correct alignment: between a refracting optical part rotationally formed about an optical

axis for exerting a lens action on light and a reflecting part rotationally formed about said optical axis for reflecting

said light and having a plcanar high-reflectivity surface, provided around said optical axis, said method comprising

the steps of:

applying rectilinearly propagating light to said reflecting part and adjusting the attitude of said reflecting part

so that the outgoing path of said rectilinearly propagating light for incidence to said high-reflectivity surface of

said reflecting part and the incoming path of said rectilinearly propagating light reflected by said high-reflectivity

surface come into alignment with each other; and

applying the rectilinearly propagating light on said outgoing path to said high-reflectivity surface of said reflect-

ing part through said refracting optical part, emitting from said refracting optical part the rectilinearly propa-

gating light on said incoming path reflected by said high-reflectivity surface and adjusting the attitude of said

refiacting optical part to maximize the power of said rectilinearly propagating light emitted from said refract.ng

optical part.

235 A method of adjustment for correct alignment between: an illumination light source part for emitting illumination

light- an image information providing part for providing image information to said illumination light and emitting an

optical image signal; a refracting optical part rotationally formed about an optical axis, for exerting a lens action

on said optical image signal; path-bending reflector for reflecting said optical image signal from sa.d refracting

optical signal- a reflecting part rotationally formed about said optical axis, for reflecting said optical image signal

from said path-bending reflector, said reflector having a planar high-reflectivity surface provided around sa.d optical

axis- and jig display means for receiving said optical image signal from said reflecting part to display an image,

said'jig display means having a first through hole made in alignment with said optical axis; said method compnsing

the steps of:

reflecting a bundle of parallel rays, applied perpendicularly to saidjig display means and having passed through

said first through hole, by said high-reflectivity surface of said reflecting part to bring outgoing and incoming

paths of said bundle of parallel rays into alignment between said high reflectivity surface and said first through

hole; .

reflecting a bundle of parallel rays about an ideal optical axis of said refracting optical part by said path-bending

reflector to said high-reflectivity surface to bring outgoing and incoming paths of said bundle of parallel rays

into alignment between said high-reflectivity surface and said path-bending reflector;

mounting, on a lens-holding flange, a holed reflector having a second through hole made In alignment with

the optical axis of said refracting optical part, and reflecting a bundle of parallel rays about an ideal optical

axis of said refracting optical part by said path-bending reflector to said high-reflectivity reflector through said

second through hole, by which the direction of travel of said bundle of parallel ray reflected by said holed

reflector and the direction of travel of said bundle of parallel rays on an incoming path reflected by said high-

reflectivity surface to said path-bending reflector are brought into coincidence with each other;

removing said holed reflector from said lens-holding flange and placing said refracting optical part on said

lens-holding flange instead; and

placing said illumination light source part and said image information providing part at predetermined positions,

rendering said illumination light from said illumination light source part by said image information providing

part to said optical image signal, and applying said optical image signal via said refracting optical part, said

path-bending reflector and said reflecting part to said jig display means to form an image of said optical image

signal on said jig display means at a normal position.
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405.8043036740

205.5484851810

-37.9436126442

351.0732445020

-66.7950420770

-25.3154161226

-49.5460449762

-30.6367731626

-41.3463744375

99.7565078437

THICKNESS (mm)

4.4

0.2

5.7

1.17708106134

1
3.78999966183

0.1

3.8

16.3275458444

5.2

34.6140975436

y.
28

U
200

-185

235_

0

REFRACTIVE
INDEX nd

1.805

1.788

1.805

1.689

1.773

1.805

1.581

1.487

ABBE'S
NUMBER v d

25.5

47.5

25.5

31.2

49.6

39.6

40.9

70.4

mirror

mirror

ASPHER1CAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO.

k

AR1

18(al)

0.26122774128

5.08543725099E-04

19(a2)

^.84979881319

0.00113628431

AR2
AR3

-2.31479750093E-04 -3.98908468387E-04

-1.06950444718E-05 1.91130104677E-07

AR4
AR5

3.8643 1430675E-06

-4.74490920644E-08

5.95426848631E-09

4.643061 12540E-11

AR6 -9.03166761795E-10 6.54614682822E-14

AR7
AR8

3.49012367035E-11

5.98706752604E-14

1.74594047087E-15

4.67473510700E-18
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HG.34
CONFIGURATION DATA

ASPHERICAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO.

A
B

5(al)

-30.6753040764

5.71039286720E-05

2.2531 1896143E-07

16(a2)

689.5547308060

7.13647300379E-06

1.194858 13073JE-08

SURFACE NO.

AR2
AR3
AR4
AR5
AR6
AR7
AR8

18(a3)

-0.1793477113

0

0.00365144111288

2.0841 8127864E-0S

3.067901 341 30E-06

1.288092243 18E-07

6.464191708 10E-09

5.60800488063E-U

2.10739642573E-12

19(a4)

-4.4237794828

0.0012582257858

-O.0O057O832798628

1.91941370309E-07

-3.452350871 13E-09

5.75454836583E-11

2.11008995385E- 14

-2.13910807996E-15

5.96598292076E-18
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HG.36
CONFIGURATION DATA

ASPHERICAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO. 5(al) 18(a2)

k 94.803794 231.121259

A 5.68235E-05 7.22298E-06

B 9.96524E-08 1.21095E-08

SURFACE NO. 20(a3) 21 (a4)

k -0.034091 -4.261

1

AR1 0 0.0017037

AR2 2.3760E-03 -5.4703E-04

AR3 -1.3655E-05 2.2681E-07

AR4 2.0976E-06 -3.7501E-09

AR5 1.6646E-07 5.5657E-1

1

AR6 -7.5921E-09 2.2956E-14

AR7 6.4636E-11 -2.0653E-15

AR8 2.7930E-12 5.8043E-18
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FIG.38
CONFIGURATION DATA

ASPHERICAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO. 5(al) 18(a2)
•

k 1123.385176 453.751298

A 5.72413E-05 1.02654E-05

B 1.15746E-07 -1.71142E-09

SURFACE NO. 22(a3) SURFACE NO. 23(a4)

k 0.306525 k -4.3207

A 8.66086E-07 AR1 2.0932E-03

B 1.02860E-O9 AR2 -5.3836E-04

C -1.51387E-12 AR3 3.0012E-07

D 1.I5559E-15 AR4 -3.7476E-09

AR5 5.3519E-11

*

AR6 9.5182E-15

AR7 -2.0763E-15

AR8 6.2448E-18
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FIG.40

CONFIGURATION DATA

stop

SURFACE
NO.

8

15

21

RADIUS OF
CURVATURE (mm)

00

-13.4261664433

-18.5697706537
oo

96.5265031257

-17.43088191 14

-16.4228675060

-60.2043783294

-73.1869001667

173.0147244620

-129.3791808580

-33.6477898040

196.0051080580

-74.0063177141

-28.5012732493

-55.6266733382

-30.9418208415

-45.9668803671

85.3955888127
oo

oo

THICKNESS (mm)

30

4.4

0.1

0.

5.7

0.397498402225

I

1.342174017

1.8

0.780042494674

2.8

15.8750139763

5.2

L0143705416
1.3

ASPHERICAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO.

AR1
AR2
AR3
AR4
AR5
AR6
AR7
AR8

18(al)

0.192778928749

1.774508723E-03

-8.66337658673E-04

-4.78199895283E-07

.28880134809E-06

-3. 1380923 1047E-08

-8.86192485666E-10

2.69189766537E-U

-8.331088561 15E-14

REFRACTIVE
INDEX nd

1.805

1.788

1.805

1.689

1.773

1.805

1.487

ABBES
NUMBER v d

25.5

47.5

25.5

31.2

49.6

39.6

70.4

mirror

mirror

19(a2)

-5.6O77761791170

-0 001 14723527653

-4.95421889495E-04

-9.97000490749E-Q8

-6.487 15736783E-Q9

4.81877304832E-11

8.84967561950E-14

-1.65622637923E-15

18083936646E-18
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.POSITION
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HG.42

(a)

ENTRANCE-PUPIL
POSITION

i

i

(b)

ENTRANCE-PUPIL
POSITION
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FIG.43

(a)

72

(b)

67
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FIG.44

(a) THICKNESS

EXIT-PUPIL
POSITION
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FIG.46

THICKNESS

/
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«

FIG.48

ASPHERICAL
SURFACE
COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO. 5(al) 20(a2)

k -4.32940673 132E+17 -1.21836467670E+03

A 6.70013658492&05 -5.887438945 11E-06

B 137864501703E47 -1.73552289497E-08

C •7.06479501573E-10 1.I88343201I8E-11

D 5.53966960363Erl2 -6.8Q3J8146301E-14

SURFACE NO. 23(a3) 25(a4)

k -4.724966832 -1.5027700619IE+15

A 7.74200201398E-O6 -4.023402 17867E-06

1 .9302772 1059E-09g 1 1.45468946297B-I0

C j
6.05222618687E-12 1.94579724047E-12 I

D 2.84368236883E-I5 -5.1494606I841E-15

SURFACE NO. 26(a5)

k -4. 19683 1481

AR1 0.002610563

AR2 -0.000642464

AR3 -4.351532I786E-07

AR4 -3.6279999567E-09

AR5 I.0315413556E-10

AR6 -1.0512922326E-13

AR7 -2.4533992418E-15

AR8 5.020I588256E-18

AR9 -7.7746688347E-21

AR10 1.82337461 23E-23

AR1

1

4.0004474833^25

AR12 I.9572075845E-27

ARB -1.0853722256E-29
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FIG.50

90B
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FIG.51

HG.52

SCREEN
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101
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FIG.53

100A 100B 100C 101C

i
102C

SCREEN

SCREEN

4

SCREEN SCREEN
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FIG.54
SURFACE
NO.

RADIUS HF
CURVATURE (mm) THICKNESS (mm) REFRACTIVE

I

INDEX nd
1 ABBES
I NUMBER vd

1 oo
1 30 \

I stop 2 oo
1 o"~

3 -36.20569316 I 2.450194072\ mm* 1 »^ \f A VW w Ah* I 1 755200 f 77 ^ 1

4 12 28575345 2 84681536 1 1 74nnn
1 *»7.J

|

al 5 -51.08200239 1 0 1

6 60 74463277 1 4 44fHK?074 1 1 70Q\£I\
1 i./zyiou

,
54.7

7
# 1 n 7^

1 l.oU3l5l I Off f 1

S 25.5

o O / •W7JJ70J i fi i /in i vitoo
1 Jo.lOU14/Vo

! 9 -inn 7ro^o7^- 1W. / 07J7 / J 1 OAC 1011.805181
1 25.5

in i A 1
1 0.1

1 1
1

1

55.14907044 1 fV AAA AAA
1 9.008423098

j 1.805181 25.5

12 -151.>4y3I25 5.05
i

1123.09334 i 20
\ 1.696802 55.5

1 yf -24.68341928 1 6.516931913 l 1.805181 25.5 1

1 c
15 -226.0041685 i 1.971694287

t
Hi

*
ti

16 -47.77345 1 82 f 1.3 f 1.806100 33.3

17 19.4398449 ! 6.997754926 1 1.622994 . 58.1
151J o IZZ.DQjQOZ J j

19 -18.03371133 M 1.805181 25.5

20 -61.36251152 0.2

21 -213.3989174 12.93782856 1.496997 81.6

-27.11650652 0.3 1.525 49.0
I a2 23 -27.1165053 220

a3 24 97.9514514 . -180 mirror 1

25 00
| 230 . mirror 1

26 CO
| 0 I

ASPHERICAL SURFACE COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO. 5(al) 23(a2)

k -4.32940673 132E+17 -6.44192632533E-02

A 2.064648 10175E-05 2.25891515654E-06
B 4.221 306 12543E-08 1.27763942489E-09

c -4.281 091 61934E-10 -1.48949338494E-i:2
D 3.18505494008E-12 4.41 143555338E-15

SURFACE NO. 24fa3) 4

k -5.890257058

A - 1.6837 140 15 19E-09

B -3.15175891126E-13

C 1.85045591079E-17

D -4.44896288674E-22

E 4.06924422352E:27
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FIG.59
104

(a)
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HG.60

(a)

1 10—

{

DETECTOR

1

Ry

(b)

110—( DETECTOR
|

(c) 110

110A

hoc

LIGHT
RECEIVING
ELEMENT

LIGHT
RECEIVING
ELEMENT

LIGHT
RECEIVING
ELEMENT

LIGHT
RECEIVING
ELEMENT

hob

HOD
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FIG.61
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FIG.62

(a)

Tl T2

(b)

Tl+AT T2-AT

(0

T3 T2-(T3-T1)
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FIG.63

SURFACE

1

NO.
1

RADIUS OF
CURVATURE (mm)

THICKNESS (mm)
REFRACTIVE
INDEX nd

ABBE'S
1

NUMBhK V a

1
oo 16.968

2 oo 4.5 1.487488 70.4

3 oo 10

stop
|

4 oo 0_
5 -32.67553228 12_ 1.7SS200 27.5

6 12.58063824 3_ 1.743300 49.3

I al I 7 52.90163133 0.2
w |

s 61 .0404767 4A_ 1.729160 54.7
1

9 1
-11.15923642 0.75 1.805181 25.5

in 1 -76.60896233 15.79661203

11 1 -124.8193679 7 1.805181 25.5

12 -38.93002102 0.2

I** -443.3986638 7 1.805181
:

25.5

14 -52 34621034 0.2

15 1 79.93164049 7_ 1.805181 25.5
X mJ J

ID -309 0156537 5.05
•

t *

1 17
1

• I / -154 4333819 20_ 1.696802 i 55.5

lis
I

AO -23 63819092 5.65 1.805181 : 25.5

1Q -72 50920655 <U_
r on
| XXJ -135 8874032 1.3 1.806100 33.3

21 19.12119784 6.033332559 1.622994 58.1

22 47.30795139 10.38100593

23 -17.33118223 1_ 1.805181 25.5

24 -107.7455893 0.2

25 1 6275.660982 13.85243075 1.496997 8T6

1 26 -28^5622612
'

0.3 1.517900 52.3

a2 I 27 -28.56225984~ 220
•

a3 28 100.7024021 -180 mirror

1 29 T °° 230 mirror

| 00
•

ASPHERICAL
SURFACE
COEFFICIENT

SURFACE NO.

k

A
B
C

7(al

A32940673132E+17

2.12269026040E-05

3.29700420778E-08

-8.29121655424E-10

8.20349889370E-12

27(a2

2.28341058574E-01

6.27190024566E-07

1.37772750580E-10

-2.9758S526938E-12

4.49026971395E-15

SURFACE NO. 28(a3)

k -5.53539236314

A -1.01852653476E-O8

B 3.39532791265E-13

C -7.71671397273E-18

D R 402796841 17E-23
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HG.68
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FIG.73
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HG.74
(a)
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HG.76
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HG.79

(a)

3 FOCUS INFORMATION

CONTROL UNIT
FEEDBACK CONTROL f t

149 148

•

•

(b)

FOCUS
INFORMATION

k
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FIG.80
(a) t
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FIG.81
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FIG.83

151

>
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FIG.85

C START

ADJUST ALIGNMENT OF
CONVEX MIRRORTO JIG SCREEN

f

ADJUST ALIGNMENT OF
PATH-BENDING MIRRORTO
CONVEX MIRROR

ADJUST ALIGNMENT OF
LENS-HOLDING FLANGE BY
HOLED REFLECTOR

PLACE REFRACTING OPTICAL
LENS ON LENS-HOLDING FLANGE

.

PROJECT IMAGE C

DEVICEONTO JIG
)F MICRO-MIRROR
SCREEN

ST1

ST2

c FINISH

ST3

ST4

ST5
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FIG.89

176H
181
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HG.91
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involving one or more of the same or corresponding special technical features

and the inventions are not so linked as to form a single general
^
inventive

concept Further there is no technical relationship among the inventions

of Claims 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 23, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 42, 68,

70, 100, 102, 108. 110, 112, 140, 142, 144, 146, 162, 228 referring to claim

1 and involving one or more of the same or corresponding special technical

features, and are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept

.

1 S As all required additional search fees were timely paid by me applicant, this international search report covers all searchable

claims.

1 Q As all searchable claims could he searched without effortjustifying an additional fee, this Authority did not invite payment

ofany additional fee.

3. As only some ofme required additional search fees were timely paid by toe applicant, t^
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. C] No required additional search fees were timely paid by me applicant C^nsecpently, this mtem

search report is restricted to me invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

Remark on Protest Q The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest

^ No protest accompanied the payment ofadditional search fees.
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